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LOGISTICAL PROBLEMS 
IN FUTURE WARFARE 

Lieutenant Colonel Frank W. Moorman, Signal C01·ps 
Instructor, Command and General Staff College 

THOUGHTFUL men throughout the · 
ages have given their minds to forecasting 
the character of future wars. Profes
sional· soldiers in particular are haunted 
by the fear that they will become bemused 
by the techniques and methods that won 
the last war and thus lose that flexibility 
of mind needed to apply the general prin
ciples of all wars as the needs and occa
sions arise. It is a difficult problem and 
a vital one. 

So, through the placid stream of peace
time military activity, there is a swirl
ing undercurrent of thought and wonder
ing that bubbles forth in the form of an 
idea for winning the next war instead of 
the last one. These ideas can never be 
set down in a rigid pattern, since· they 
change every day with the course of 
events and with each man's thinking. Yet 
sometimes momentary trends appear and 
fix themselves briefly. A glance at some 
of these ideas which appear to be briefly 
fixed today may be of interest. 

"We must have a hard-hitting, highly 
mobile striking force." 

"Due to the atomic bomb and other 
weapons of mass destruction, we must 
have dispersion to the nth degree." 

"We cannot have large ports, large 
'tocks of supplies, or any other large 
~oncentration of men and materials." 

"In the next war, we will not walk 
shoulder to shoulder across a continent. 
We will strike with our hard-hitting, 
highly mobile force and seize a small is
land of resistance at a vital, key point. 
From that vital, key point we will lash 
out viciously at another vital, key point, 
and the enemy will either (a) wither on 
the vine or (b) bleed to death." 

"We have too many service troops." 
These ideas all have interest, and pos

sibly some of them have merit. Yet to the 
logistician who is faced with the dull job 
of translating fancies into fact, they pre
sent some intriguing difficulties. For in
stance: 

"We must have a hard-hitting, hi6hly 
mobile st1·iking force.': 

.This means a force which can hit harder 
than the force we had in the last War, 
and one which is more highly mobile. To 
hit harder, we must have more fire power. 
If we have more fire power, we must have 
more ammunition. To be more mobile, we 
must have more vehicles. Or we must 
learn to concentrate our fire power and 
our mobility potential at the decisive 
place and time. In other words, to hit 
harder and to move faster, we must either 
be stronger or attain the capability of 
co~entrating our present strength. 

Concentration is the job of the ,tacti-

h) meeting the demands of future warfare, logistics is more concerned 

with time than distance. "Combat forces do not care how lar away 

something is. What they want to know is how soon they can get it." 
........ 
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cian. The provision of additional strength 
is the job of the logistician. This strength 
must be in ammunition (Class V) and in 
fuel (Class III) . The remaining classes 
of supply (Classes I, II and IV) do not 
increase appreciably. Now, how much is 
more? 

During World War II, the daily ex
penditure of ammunition per division 
varied from 86 to 450 tons. Doubled, this 
is 172 to 900 tons per division per day; 
trebled, it is 258 to 1,350 tons; and in
creased 10 times, it is 860 to 4,500 tons. 

. Consumption of Class III supplies dur
ing World War II varied from 12 to 174 
tons ,per division per day. If the fuel 
consumption is to be increased, these ton
nages must be increased accordingly. 

The logistician is faced with certain 
difficult realities if we are to have a 
harder-hitting, more highly mobile force. 
He must bring forward to the combat area 
more tonnages and more items. He must 
have the service troops to handle these 
additional items. He will take up more 
space on the ground. 

"Due to the atomic bomb and other 
weapons of mass destruction, we 'must 
have dispersion to the nth degree." 

Dispersion means less men, less ma
terials, and less vehicles per square mile. 
The nth degree can mean anything, but 
to increase dispersion requires either 
more area or less items. 

"We cannot have la1·ge ports, la1·ge 
stocks of supplies, or any other large con
centration of men and materials." 

This is just another way of saying dis
persion. However, if we cannot have 
large ports, then we must have either a 
number of small ports or a decrease in 
the requirements for port capacity. If 
we cannot have large stocks of supplh$, 
we must have either large numbers of 
small stocks of supplies or less supplies. 

"In the next war, we will not walk 
shoulder to shoulder ·across a continent. 
We will strike with our hard-hitting, 

highly mobile force and seize a small is
land of resistance at a vital, ·key point. 
From that vital, key point we will lash 
out viciously at another vital, Ice~ point 
and the enemy will (a) wither on the vine 
or (b) bleed to death." 

This means nothing to the logistician 
except the phrase "small island of re
sistance." A small island means a small 
area which in turn affects dispersion. 
Dispersion can only be accomplished by 
increasing the area or decreasing the 
items. Otherwise, there is no dispersion . 

"We have too many service troops." 
This can mean that we have some serv

ice troops that are not furnishing the 
service intended and therefore we should 
get rid of them. Or, it can mean that we 
can dispense with one or more of the 
services now being furnished by service 
troops. Thus, if our quartermaster bak
ery companies are not in fact providing 
fresh bread, we should get rid of them. 
Or, if they are providing fresh bread but 
it has been decided that the troops do not 
require fresh bread, then we can get rid 
of them. Actually, there is no point in 
saying we have too many service troops. 
If the service troops are not doing their 
job, they should be made to do it. If there 
are too many services being furnished, 
then that should be stated and the ap
propriate service eliminated. Once the 
need for a service is eliminated, the serv
ice, troops providing it can go. 

So, briefly, we must have more supplies 
(hard-hitting, highly mobile); more dis
persion; less area; and less service troops. 
More supplies require more service troops 
to handle them. More dispersion means 
mote area or less supplies. Less area 
means less supplies or less dispersion. 
The problem is thus impossible of solu
tion. Yet it is nonetheless a problem 
which needs solving. 

How does one solve an impossible 
problem? The logistician solves it by do-
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ing some part of it which is not impos
sible, and then going on to some other 
part of it, and so on ad infinitum. 

Increasing Efficiency 

One blow which the logistician can 
strike at this problem is to get efficiency in 
his organization. There is hardly a serv-. 
ice organization extant which could not 
do its work more efficiently. As its effi
ciency increases, its output increases. As 
its output increases, the necessity for ad
ditional similar service organizations de
creases. This, then, decreases the· num
ber of· service troops who in turn require 
less area and can be further dispersed. 

How is this done? It is not done by 
order. You cannot say, "You service 
troops start being efficient." Nothing 
happens. It is done by putting good men 
in key positions and giving them appro
priate authority, support, and hope of re
ward. It could be done by putting all the 
!!OOd men in service organizations, but 
then there would be no one left to fight. 
So, if the good men are going to fight and 
the misfits are going into service organi
zations, then the commanders and key 
:<taff officers of service organizations must 
be of correspondingly higher quality. As 
the quality of the rank and file decreases, 
1 he quality of command must increase. 
Otherwise, efficiency will decrease rather 
than increase. 

In addition to good commanders, the 
'<'t'vice troops must have a home. They 
:nust belong to an outfit which has iden
' ity, a normal chain ·of command, esprit, 
!·istory, and a future. They must have 
'' shoulder patch, if you will-a small 
'ning of immense importance. ~hey must 
ktve a company commander who is super
···=-ed by a battalion commander and who 
· :ay some day be promoted to battalion 
. •. ;nmander or regimental commander. 
:'hey must have a continuing chain of 
• 11nmand concerned with their health, wei

',, re, happiness, and efficiency. They must 

go t~ reviews and be inspected by ari 'offi
cer who is their boss, their "old man." 
They must belong to 'a logistical organiza
tion suitable to the mission they are 
charged with performing. No matter what 
the hue and cry, there will be no efficiency 
from organizations of misfits, commanded 
by misfits who have no chance for promo
tions or increases in pay and who do not 
"belong." Service troops cannot be justly 
grouped in little bastard organizations; 
stuck here and there, unwanted and 
alone until a dire need for them arises; 
and then cursed and reviled because they 
are not crack outfits. 

This logistical organization must train 
as a unit and go on CPX's and field ex
ercises. It must develop SOP's, have cri
tiques, make recommendations, and do all 
the struggling and floundering that any 
other organization goes through in de
veloping the lore of its trade. Everyone 
knows the great glittering principles of 
war. But between wars, the day.-to-day 
tricks of the trade and the lore so pain
fully learned in the game of logistics can 
dissipate and die. 

Even with efficient service troops, we 
have not fully solved 'the problem of pro
viding more supplies, more dispersion, less 
area, and less service troops. We have 
solved some of it, but not all. 

Supply Reserves 

One large unsolved segment of the prob
lem is the question of reserves of sup
plies. Huge reserves require area for 
dispersal. They require service troops to 
disperse them, to handle and store them, 
and to find and deliver them when needed. 
They require huge ports to come through, 
an~ they require huge r~sources in men 
and materials to produce and deliver 
them . 

Why do we have reserves? Why don't 
we put into the pipeline each day the 
amou.rt of supplies which the combat 

I .~. 
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In future warfare, better communications may be the answer to the problem of supply 
reserves and surpluses. Above, surplus vehicles in an ordnance depot at Leghorn, Italy, 
in 1945. Below, engineer surplus in another depot at Thatcham, England, awaiting dis
position by the Joint Army Navy Liquidation Committee in 1945.-US Army photos. 
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Above, a flight of C-47s in the airborne invasion of Holland in 1944; in the future, air 
transport may be called on more than ever to help solve the logistical problem of time. 
'Below, the crowded port of Manila, Philippine Islands, as it appeared in 1945; such con
centrations may not be possible under the conditions of future warfare.-US Army photos. 
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troops will require on the day the supplies was on that ship onto the proper number 
arrivt: of aircraft. These aircraft could then take 

First, we do not know what the com- off and arrive at the point of need prior to 
bat man will need tomorrow; nor does the time the ship was scheduled to arrive. 
he. All plans in war are estimates, not This is a reserve. It is just as /much a 
certainties. reserve as the items stocked at the point 

To take care of those needs which haYe of probable need. It is a better reserve, 
not been included in estimates-that is, since it exactly replaces the items lost. 
those which are not flowing in regularly The items stocked at the point of need are 
through the pipeline-we must have a re- only estimates, since no one knows what 
serve in kinds of items and also in num- ship is going to sink or when. This, then, 
bers of items. Thus, the combat man may is dispersion. There are less items occu
unexpectedly want an item for which he pying the small island. This principle is 
has previously had no use, or he may sud- applicable to more than ships and aircraft. 
denly want more of some item which he It is also applicable to railroads, trucks, 
has been using right along but now wants an~ helicopters. Parenthetically, it may 
to expend at a greater rate. To furnish be noted that a reserve of transportation 
these items promptly, the logistician must is left over and can be used after the war. 
hav~ on hand a reserve stock sufficient to Our reserves of items used in World War 
last while the unexpected need of the com- II are now rusting and rotting through
bat man is being transmitted to the out the world, of no use to anyone and a 
source of the supplies; while the supplies waste. 
are being located, packed, and sent for- The time required to fill an unexpected 
ward; and while ~ctual delivery to the need incl~des time foi· communication, 
combat man is being effected. lime for locating the supplies, and time 

Also, there must be a reserve to take for transportation. If any part of this 
care of a breakdown in the pipeline. If total time can be reduced, the reserves 
a ship sinks, there must be enough sup- committed while waiting for delivery can 
plies on hand to last until another ship also be reduced. 
is loaded and arrives at the point where Thus, we can further substitute, for a 
the first ship sank. reserve of items by having a reserve of 

There is no getting away from the communication. The communication facili
necessity for reserves. Reserves will be ties set aside for logistical purposes is not 
required as long as wars are fought. How- adequate today, especially in an overseas 
ever, reserves need, not necessarily be in theater. An increase in this facility would 
items. A reserve of ammunition may be eliminate many items; it would decrease 
a stock of ammunition piled upon the the troops needed to handle the items, de
ground behind the· gun-maybe immedi- crease the area needed to store the items, 
ately behind it, maybe 10 miles behind it, and, hence, assist in dispersion. Paren
maybe 50 miles. It may be something else. thetically, again, reserves of communica-

For example, consider the reserve on tion have peacetime uses. 
hand in the case of the pipeline break- Lastly, a reserve of stock control will 
down. Suppose, instead of having a re- replace many items. It is not so much not 
serv,e of items at the point of need when having what you need. The United States 
the ship sank, we had a reserve of trans- · has always had plenty of everything, al
portation at the point of origin. Suppose, though it may not have in the future. It 
for instance, when the ship sank, we is more a question of knowing where the 
could load duplicates of everything that item is and knowing how to get hold of 
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it quickly. We would need many less items 
piled on the ground if we knew precisely 
what we had and where it was. 

The logistician then says, "If we wa~t 
more supplie's, more dispersion, less area, 
and fewer service troops, there are some 
things we can do." 

First, create a logistical organization, 
closely knit, well-trained, hard-hitting, 
and from that organization will come 
logistical' efficiency. 

Second, ·create a transportation system 
which is flexible, rigidly controlled, and 
integrated, and a proper reserve. 

Third, create a communication system 
of the same caliber. 

Fourth, strive for better stock control. 
With all these, a small start will have 

been made toward solving the impossible 
problem of more supplies, more dispersion, 
less area, and fewer service troops. 

Postscript 

The above cerebrations came to light as 
the logistics students of the Command and 
General Staff College in the 1948-1949 
class were wrestling with the problem of 
providing logistical support to a large
"rale airborne operation. The problem con
cerned an independent corps with normal 
reinforcements. As this corps was at
tacked in force and driven back into an 
area which its three divisions could logi
cally defend, it quickly became apparent 
that there were too many troops in too 
,mall an area. To reduce the number of 
t 1 llops without reducing fire power, it was 

necessary to get · rid of service troops, 
vehicles, and large stocks of supplies-all 
without losing the support provided by 
these service troops, vehicles, and supplies. 

A partial . solution for getting rid of 
service troops was discovered to be in 
locating them at some distance from the 
battle area. For example, in this opera
tion, the quartermaster bakery company 
was located at the base, and bread was 
flown in daily. (!'his system of having your 
bread and eating it does not get rid of 
the organization, but it at least permits 
dispersion in the immedrate battle area. 

A step further was to locate all army 
supply points (corps in this case) at a 
distance from the battle area and-with 
a rigidly controlled, fast, flexible, trans
portation system-to effect unit distribu- -
tion by means of unit packages properly 
addressed in each case. 

Some thought was given to the advisa
bility of keeping maintenan~e units out 
of the immediate battle area and of effect
ing repair by means of exchange of com
ponent assemblies. 

From these ideas, it gradually became 
apparent that being 'able to get hold of 
a certain item of supply does not neces
sarily depend on having it geographically 
close to the point of need. In logistics, we 
are not concerned necessarily with dis
tance, but with time. The combat forces 
do not eare how far away something is. 
What they want to know is how soon they 
can get it. 

The more I see of war; the more I realize that it all depends on administra
tion and transportation. It takes little skill or imagination to see where 
vou would like your army to be and wheJt. It takes much more knowledge 
~nd hard work to know where you can place your forces and whether you cart 
maintain them there. A real knowledge of supply and movement factors 
must be the basis of every leader's plan. Only then can he know how and 
when to take risks with those factors, and battles and wars are won "nly 
by taking risks. 

Field Jllarshal Lord Wavell 



Was Russia Close to Defeat? 

B. H. Liddell Hart 

SINCE Hitler died il1 the 
Berlin, and Stalin has been the 

ruins of 
dominant 

figure in Europe, there has been a gen
eral, tendency to assume that Hitler's in
'vasion of Russia was foredoomed from the 
outset. His attempted conquest of Russia 
has been placed in a historical niche 
alon!!·side Napoleon's and regarded as yet 
another proverbial example of the folly 
of "trying to bite off more than one can 
che,v." 

No such conclusion, however, emerges 
from examination of the campaign. The 
failure of Hitler's gamble was not as 
certain as it look~ now. If it had been 
better preparC'd, with mechanized re
sources superior to those he had available, 
it might have come off. Even as things 
were, it was not far from success at the 
first attempt, and perhaps ewn at the 
second. 

The truth about the campaign is not 
easy to reach. The Russians, besides be
ing habitually secretive, are not disposed 
to shed light on weaknesses that developed. 
But much about the campaign has been 
revealed in the evidence of the German 
generals-even more in their admissions 
than in their asserti<>ns. Moreover, signif
icant points often emerge indirectly from 
the accounts published on the Russian side. 

Lack of German Forces 

The first striking point about the 1941 

invasion is the relative slenderness of 
Hitler's forces. Not only was space 
against him, but numbers-even at the 
start. He plunged into the immense depths 
of Russia on 22 June, in face of the lmowl
edge that his forces were fewer than 
those opposing him, while they were bound 
to be increasingly outnumbered if the cam
paign were prolonged. That is an a~ton
ishing fact. In terms of numbers and 
~pace, his was a gamble against greater 
odds than any aggressor in modern hi~tory 
has dared. 

When Hitler's plan was unfolded to his 
g-enerals in February 1941, they were dis-

. turbed to hear that the Red Army had 155 
divisions available in Western Russia, 
whereas the invading forces could muster 
only 121. Actually, the German intelli
gence estimate was a little under the mark,_ 

The Germans had not even equality. let 
alone superiority, in the number of tanks
although Hitler was counting mainly on 
these for his chance of victory. General 
von Thoma, then head of the tank side of 
the General Staff, told me that the inva-

. ~ipn was launched with only 2,434 tanks
excluding the very light ones, which he 
called "sardine-tins"-whereas Russian 
reports credited the Germans with 12,000. 

The Germans concentrated the bulk of 
their strength on the sector north of the 
Pripet Marshes, where the highway to 
Moscow ran. 
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By that concentration, Field Marshal 
von Bock's Army Group there had a slight 
advantage of numbers. But on the south
ern front, where Field Marsho1l von 
Rundstedt attacked, it was very much 
otherwise. Field Marshal von Kleist, who 
Jed Rundstedt's panzer drive here, told me 
that he had only 600 tanks. In Marshal 
Budenny's opposing Army Group, there 
were 2,400. 

Quality and Speed 

What then was Hitler banking on, since 
he knew that he faced such adverse odds? 
First, on a superiority of quality-he 
reckoned that his generals and troops 
would enjoy a decisive advantage in skill 
and organization, benefiting from the ex
perience they had gained in practicing the 
new blitzkl·ieg tactics against Poland and 

longed struggle but gambled on gaining 
complete victory before the autumn. His 
generals 'did not feel happy about this 
short view. 

It has to be recognized that his first 
calculation was correct-and that it 
brought his goal in sight. The technical 
superiority of the German forces was 
amply demonstrated by the result of the 
earlier battles. 

In less than a week, the p~nze1· forces 
had penetrated to Minsk, 200 miles on 
the road to Moscow, and masses of Rus
sians had been trapped between the 
pincers. Although large numbers man
aged to wriggle out, over a quarter of a 
million were put in the bag. Before the 
end of July, the drive had reached 
Smolensk, only 200 miles from Moscow, 
and another pincer-maneuver had been 

Whi!e Germany's defeat in Russia may now appear inevitable, the 

campaign of 1947-1942 wiped out most of Russia's original armies 

and the margin by which the nation survived was desperately narrow 

France. Second, on his belief that a quick 
defeat of the opposing armies would pro
duce a political upheaval in Russia and 
the collapse of Stalin's regime. 

Hitler pinned his hopes to a quick suc
cess, for he shared his generals' anxiety 
aiJout the vast space of RussJa and was 
f·:arful of getting too deep into it be
fnre he had wiped out her armies. So he 
p)anned to encircle and destroy them as 
1:c•ar the frontier as possible. That aim 
a:~Teed with ·:the view of his senior gen
l'J als, though Guderian, who was now com
"·"nding a panze1· army in Bock's Army 
C•·nup, would have preferred to drive 
t r ;·ough to Moscow as quickly as possible. 

'litler refused to think of what might 
hppen if his plan di(i not succeed and 
a · ,. large part of the opposing armies 
~·· :uld retreat deep into Russia. Accord
;. ~ly. he made no preparations for a pro-

achieved. Half a million were encircled, 
though once more a l~rge part eventually 
escaped. Hitler now decided to try a 
pincer-maneuver farther south, around 
Kiev. This time the trap was •completely 
closed, and over 600,000 prisoners were 
taken. Hitler then switched his efforts 
northward again, brought off a great en
circlement around Vyazma, and made as 
huge a bag as at Kiev. 

Lack of Russian Skill 

Only lack of tactical skill or lack of 
fighting spirit could account for such 
col!ll'sal defeats. But the Ge1·man gen
era1s themselves admit that the Ru~sians 
fought hard from the outset-and recall, 
with a shudder, how tough they proved. 
So the cause nmst have been lack of skilL 

Yet the startling results which the 
Germans secured by superiot· skill were 
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not good enough to attain Hitler's goal. 
Each of his victories, great as they 
seemed, was too little or too late for 
his purpose. That was due partly to fac
tors for which he was inadequately pre
pared, and partly to his own fumblings
more than to the toughness of the 
Russians. For the stubbornness which 
made the Russians so hard to overcome 
made them easy to encircle. 

The first attempted encirclement, near 
Minsk, was not a complete success as the 
German pincers did not close in time. ' 
The German intelligence had failed to 
realize how poor the Russian roads were, 
and ~he German transport was not de
signed to cope with such deep mud as they 
develqped when it rained. The second en
circlement, near Smolensk, fell short of 
full success from similar causes. 

By that time, Hitler had become anxious 
about pushing farther while a large part 
of the Red Army was still unbeaten. He 
wavered in doubt for several weeks, and 
then he decided to swing his weight 
southward and trap the Russian forces 
on Rundstedt's front. As already re
marked, that encirclement succeeded per
fectly-hut it was late in September before 
the victcry here was complete. 

Stopped Before Moscow 

Elated by that sweeping victory, Hitler 
de_cided to make another bid on the 
Moscow line, though his generals' doubts 
were growing. Again the pincer-maneuver 
ended in a triumphant success, but the 
end of October had arrived before the 
Russian masses rouncl Vyazma were put 
in the bag. Hitler had lost too much 
time-2 months-through his own hesita
tion and his Kiev diversion. The autumn 
rains were _already turning the ground 
into a bog. 

The path to Moscow was swept almost 
clear of defenders, but Russian mud came 
to Russia's rescue at thi~ critical mo-

l 

ment. The victors at Vyazma were tired, 
and their wheeled transport floundered in 
the mud. This slowed down the advance 
during the crucial days. 'By the time the 
Germans reached the Nara River; fresh 
Russian forces had arrived to hold this 
defense line, and the Germans were held 
up. 

The German generals wanted to break 
off the offensive and pull back to a good 
line where their troops could rest com
fortably during the winter. Rundstedt 
went further and argued that the wise 
course was to withdraw to Poland and to 
give up the idea of conquering Russia. 
But' Hitler, like most gamblers, could not 
resist the temptation to have another try. 

So the push was continued, under in
creasing difficulties arid in face of grow
ing opposition. On 2 December, the final 
t~ffort was made. Some of the attackers 
a:ctually penetrated into the suburbs of 
Moscow, but they had shot their bolt and 
were paralyzed by the icy cold. Hitler's 
forces were thrown back by the Russian 
counteroffensive that was now delivered 
with· reserves newly gathered from the 
interior. 

A similar fate befell the Germa!~ ad
vance in the south. After the triumph at, 
Kiev, Hitl~r could not resist the tempta
tion to push on there, as well as on the 
Moscow front, though it meant splitting 
his effort. The path was swept so clean 
that before the end of .November Kleist's 
panzer forces had driven 400 miles farther 
to Rostov-on-Don, the gateway to the 
Caucasus oil fields. But they became 
stranded in the mud, gasoline supplies 
could not reach them, and the Russians 
had time to bring up fresh reserves to 
stop them. 

Russian Defeat Close 

Looking back, these results are apt to 
look inevitable. But, looking deeper, it 
can be seen that the margin by which 
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Russian resistance survived was desper- Kleist's panzer army -poured like a tor
ately narrow. The bulk of Russia's orig- rent down the corrid~ between the Don 
ina! armies was wiped out-the most and Donetz Rivers. Surging through the 
colossal roundup in the history of war. gateway to the Caucasus, it reached the 
It wm; touch-and-go whether Stalin could more westerly oil fields round Maikop in 
scrape together fresh armies from Rus- 6 weeks. Russian resistance had crumbled 
sia's immense reservoir of man power to badly, and Kleist met h·ardly any opposi
halt Hitler before the keys of Russia were tion duxing the later stage. 
captured. Time was gained, and barelil This was Russia's weakest hour. Only 
gained, only through the saving combina-1 an installment of her newly raised armies 
tion of the weather, German weakness, f was yet ready lor action, and even that 
and Hitler's erraticness, with Russian, was seriously short of equipment. The 
toughness and Russian backwardness. The Jack of artillery was such that mortars, 
last was perhaps the most decisive factor brought up on trucks, had largely to serve 
of all_:_as will he explained later. as a substitute. The tremendous losses 

The Germans had to pay an exorbitant of 1941 could not be quickly replaced, 
price for Hitler's final gamble of 1941. hard though ·the new factories were work
Compelled to stay in exposed positions ing. Many of the troops, too, showed a i 
throughout a terrible winter, for which lack of "guts" compared with the year ' 
they were quite ·unprepared, their suffer- before. Once they were by-passed, they 
ings and their wastage were appalling. drifted back as homeward-hound fugitives,/ 
Neither the Army nor the Air. Forces ever instead of fighting on stubbornly at the 1 

fully recovered from the strain. road centers to obstruct the enemy's com- ' 

Nevertheless, even with depleted forces, munications. -
Hitler came dangerously near achieving Fortunately for Russia, the attac,kers 
in 1942 a goal he had missed in 1941. No were also much weaker than in 1941.'1 
longer having sufficient strength to at'~ack Hitler tried to fill the gaps with I 
along the whole front, he concentrated on Rumanian, Italian, and•Hungarian troops,' 
the southern part, with the aim of cap- using them to cover his long flank-and 
turing the Caucasus oil, which each side that substitution turned into a fatal lia- · 
needed if it were to maintain its full bility at the end of the year. It was for
mobility. If he could gain it, he might tunate for Russia, too, that Hitler split· 
subsequently turn north on to the rear "· his effort between the Caucasus and 
of the immobilized Russian armies that Stalingrad. 
WPre covering Moscow, or even strike at 
Hussia's new war-industrial base in the 
c rals. But it was a bigger gamble be
ta use, if he became stuck, the flank of 
this southern drive would be exposed to 
a counterstroke anywhere along its ai
m· •st thousand-mile stretch. 

The "Weakest Hour" 

. \ t' the outset, the blitzk1·ieg tactics 
s~.•red once again-but for the 'last time. 
A quick break-through was achieved in 
tlk Kursk-Kharkov sector, and then 

Germans Worn Down 

When Kleist drove on from Maikop to
wards the main oil fields of the Caucasus, 
he was first halted by running short of 
gasoline and then hung up in the moun
tains, where he met stiffer resistance as 
well as a stiffer obstacle. In giving me 
his fccount, he said: "The forces we met 
there were local troops,· who fought more 
stubbornly because they were fighting to 
defend their homes." At the same time, 
his own forces were progressively drained 
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irt order that Hitler might reinforce the 
divergent attack on Stalingrad. 

Here, the first onset was barely checked, 
but the resistance hardened with repeated 
hammering, while the obviousness and 
directness of the German' strokes· simpli
fied the Russians' problem in meeting the 
threat. Hitler could not bear to be defied 
by the "city of Stalin," and wore down 
his forces in the prolonged effort to storm 
it. Meanwhile, the new Russian armies 
were gathering on the flanks. When winter 
came_, Stalin gave the signal for a coun-' 
teroffensive, which was shrewdly directed 
against the troops of Germany's inferior 
allies. Their collapse and Hitler's ob
stinacy sealed the fate of the isolated Ger
man ,army at Stalingrad. Following this 
disaster, the scales of the war turned 
against Hitler. 

Yet it had 'been touch-and-go in the 
summer. A little greater impetus might 
have spread the many local collapses of 
Russian resistance into a general col
lapse. Civil as well as military morale 
was low, especially in Southern Russia, 
before the inspiring example of defenders 
of Stalingrad and the Caucasus, and the 
diminished momentum of the invaders, 
helped to revive it. 

Political Considerations 

It is difficult to tell whether .there was 
ground for Hitler's belief in the possibil
ity of a political upheaval in Russia, for 
signs of anything like that do not emerge 
in a totalitarian state unless and until 
the iron surface cracks. It is evident that 
Hitler overestimated the prospects. But 
it would also seem that there was often 
less inclination to resist the invaders 
than Stalin desired. The stern admoni
tions that were addressed, and the subse
quent punishment administered, to a 
number of areas told their own tale. They 
tend to bear out the evidence of the Ger
man generals as to the lack of trouble 

they had when and where they were al
lowed to practice a policy of conciliation. 

Hitler might have had more success if 
he had been as ready to try on. ~he vel
vet glove-as he was in the West. His 
instinctive tendency to "treat the Russians 
rough" played into Stalin's hand at a 
critical period. 

Weighing up the military factors, one 
is led to a sta-rtling conclusion. Russia 
owed her survival more to her' continued 
primitiveness than to all the, technical 
development achieved since the Soviet 
revolution. That reflection applies not 
only to the toughness of her people and 
soldiers-their capacity to endure hard
ships and carry on under shortages that 

·would have been paralyzing to Western 
peoples and Western armies. A greater 
asset still was the primitiveness of the 
Russian roads. Most of them were no bet
ter than sandy tracks. The way they dis
solved into bottomless mud, when it 
mined, did more to check the German in
vasion than all the Red Army's heroic 
sacrifices. 

"Hitler Might Have Won" 

Yet the final reflection remains that 
Hitler might have won in spite of this 
heavy handicap, if he had been better 
prepared. He lost chance after chance 
because the mobility of the German Army 
was based on wheels instead of on tracks. 
Its wheeled transport was repeatedly 
bogged when the tanks could move on. 

Tank forces that had tracked transport 
could have overrun Russia's vital centers 

· long before the autumn. World War I 
had shown this need to anyone who used 
his. eyes and his imagination. Britain was 
the birthplace of the tank, and those of 
us here who preached the idea ~f ·mobile 
mechanized _warfare after 1914-1918 
urged that the new model forces should 
have tracked vehicles throughout. 

The German Army went further than 
the British Army, or any other, in adopt-
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ing the idea of fast and deep armored 
thrusts. It fell short in the vital respect, · 
however, of neglecting to develop such 
cross-country transport. In- brief, the 
German .Army wa·s more modern than any 
other in 1940-1941; but it missed its goal 
because it had not yet caught up with 
ideas that were 20 years old. 

Even as things Wj$e, Hitler might have 
got to Moscow in The first summer if he 
had given the tank forces free rein to 
drive ahead as Guderian urged. But the 
senior generals considered this a dan
gerously unorthodox plan, and Hitler here 
came down on the side· of orthodoxy
thus forfeiting his best chance. 

The Campaign of 1941. in the SoYiet l"nion 

In the autumn of 1941 after the battle of Vyazma, the Germans stood 

exhausted but apparently victorious before Moscow. According to Jodi, 

the General Staff of the armed forces considered that one last energetic 

push would be sufficient to finish the Soviets. The German High Command ' 

had neither envisoned nor planned for a winter campaign. A su,dden change 

in the weather brought disaster. The Red Army defense, a terrific snow

storm, and extremely unseasonable cold in the Christmas week of 1941 pre

cipitated the strategic defeat of the German armed forces. Impatient of all 

restraint, Hitler publicly announced that he had more faith in his own in

tuition than in the judgment of his military adYisers. He relieved the Com

mander in Chief of the Army, General von Brauschitsch. It was the turning 

point of the war. 

Ge11eral of the Army George C .. 1Jarshall 



They May Not Die-
But They Wither Fast 1 

Lieutenant Colonel U. P. Williams, Field A1·tillery 
Instructor, Command and General Staff College 

"W ' HEN will I get mine and how 
bad?" This was one of the main ·ques
tions in the minds of most combat in~ 
fantrymen of World War II. To each man 
in an infantry combat unit, it was not a 
question of whether he would become a 
casualty but rather of when and how. 

Casualty data from the War indicates 
that the infantryman's phrasing of his 
question was not far wrong. For instance, 
18 of the 65 United States infantry di
visions which saw action in World War II 
suffered battle casualties in numbers ex
ceeding their table of organization 
strength. Five of the hardest hit divi
sions had 176 percent battle casualties, 
while the infantry regiments of these· di
visions lost at least two and one-half 
times their strength from battle causes. 
A II statistics quoted in this and in fol
lowing paragraphs are from preliminary 
compilations, and therefore must be con
sidered approximate only. 

Experience of infantry divisions in the 
European and Mediterranean Theaters 
indicates that infantry regiments will 
suffer total casualties equal to their 
strength in from 85 to 100 days of com
bat. This experience also indicates that 
if infantry rifle battalions are maintained 
by ·replacements at al}thorized strengths, 
the average battalion pennanent loss 
rate for all causes is approximately 36 
percent of strength per combat month. 

The infantryman's point of view is 

quite understandable when these figures 
are considered in conjunction with two 
facts: ( 1) that it was not unusual for in
fantry divisions to be in continuous ac
tion for periods of 120 days or more; and 
(2) that no effective system was ever in
stit)lted for giving individual combat in
fantrymen an extended or even a tem
porary period of relief from the front 
lines. 

As far as the average infantryman was 
concerned, he could get honorable relief 
from combat only when he became a cas
ualty, or when the War ended. Hope for 
the War ending was a very faint hope for 
something in the dim and distant future. 

Figure 1 provides the basic material 
for this article. It shows what happened 
during combat to the original members of 
infantry rifle battalions of the Fifth 
Army. Experience ~f infantry battalions 
has been selected because approximately 
82 percent of all Army battle casualties 
of World War II, excluding Air Forces, 
were infantry casualties which, if for no 
other reason than mere volume, gave rise 
to the Army's major casualty problems. 
A study of Army casualties is, in effect, 
a study of infantry casualties. Experi
ence of the Fifth Army has been selected, 
not because it is an exceptional case (ac
tually casualty rates in some other armies 
were higher), but because it offers the 
only prese,ntly available compilation of 
data which shows the effect of combat on 
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the original individuals of infantry units. 
The most remarkable thing shown by 

Figure 1 is the rapidity with which the 
original members of rifle battalions were 
permanently lost to. their units. After 50 
days of combat, nearly 50 percent were 
gone; the battalions were composed of 
one-half old men and one-half replace
ments of varying combat experience. 
Many of the latter were replacing re
placements. After 150 combat days, any 
remnant of the character given the bat
talions by their original members was 
merely an inheritance, since only 18 per
cent of the original members remained. 
After 300 combat days, only three out of 
every 100 men who had entered combat 
with , the battalions were left. For all 
practical purposes, the original battalion 
'members had disappeared. Approximately 
two-thirds of them had been killed, 

manders that battle-inexperienced troops 
are subject to appreciably higher battle 
casualty rates than are experienced 1 

troops. The abrupt drop in the casualty 
. rate pictures the adaptation of individ-

uals and of units to combat. If the orig-
inal 'personnel of units suffer high initial 
casualties, it is logical to assume that 
individual replacements who join units 
during the thick of a fight will be con
fused and frightened. Lacking any feel-
ing of a bond between themselves and 
their fellow soldiers, and thus any feeling ' ' 
of group support, they will be ineffective 
or will suffer at least as high a casualty 
rate as the original members of the unit 
experienced in their first days of combat. 

Many statements. of combat command
ers support this contention. One such 
statement of a djvision commander is 
quoted as an exalt;' pie: 

To the infantryman of World War II, it was not a question of whether 
he would become a casualty but rather of ~hen and how. Conservation 
measures, adopted now, will help to reduce casualties in a future war 

wounded, captured, or were missing, while 
one-third had been lost from disease (in
cluding psychiatric disorders), nonbattle 
injury, and administrative causes. 

Battle Losses 

A study of the battle. loss rate curve · 
provides several interesting points for 
discussion. During the first 15 days of 
combat, the battalions were losing from 
battle causes approximately 26 percent 
of their strength per month. During the 
15 to 25 day period, this rate dropped 
aL11ptly to 21 percent of remaining 
stJ r•ngth per month, where it remained{ 
<''' ·ntially constant until 75 combat days.~\ 
D• ··ing the 75 to 300 day combat period, 
n rate gradually decreased to approxi
n;" ely ro percent of those left per month. 

he relatively high initial rate bears 
r·: the many statements of combat com-

"The replacements that did arrive in 
Okinawa . . . were not in general a suc
cess. The main reason was that llo one 
knew them, nor did they know anyone in 
the division. They had to be 'suddenly 
plunged into battle without ever having 
worked one squad exercise as a team. All 
replacements were initially put in reserve 
units and, where possible, these reserve 
units were moved gradually forward to 
condition men to battle, yet it was not 
sufficient. . . . 

"On the other hand, we had some re
placements who had a few, days more to 
learn their teammates and to train in 
relatively minor operations who, when 
prop(l!i,:ly led in a bitter operatiort, per
formed well. There was no lack of courage 
among many of these who had more op
portunity to become conditioned to battle." 

The essentially constant rate between 
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25 and 75 days probably reflects the rate 
at which battle-tested infantrymen at 
peak efficiency will suffer casualties. It 
was the general opinion during World 
War II that a man reached his peak effi
ciency during the first 90 days of com
bat, and that thereafter his efficiency be
gan to fall off. Figure 1 indicates that 
for all practical purposes he became 
least vulnerable after approximately 25 
days of combat. Since vulnerability can 
in a sense be accepted as varying in
versely with efficiency, he reached his 
maximum efficiency after 25 days. The 
battle casualty rate furnished no informa
tion as to the time at which deterioration 
began. 

The decreasing battle casualty rate 
duri~g the 75 to 300 day period means 
very little in a casualty study. After 75 
days of combat, 60 percent of the original 
force had been lost. Experience indicates 
that during World War II 60 percent of 
all infantry battle losses occurred in six 
military occupational specialties which 
constituted only 62 percent of infantry 
strength. There£0]:~~-by the -75th day, a 
large proportion of the remaining men 
were in jobs which entailed relatively 
slight exposure to the causes of battle 
casualties, and the loss rate should have 
dropped considerably. For instance, by 
the 150th day, the rate theoretically 
should have decreased to less than 10 
percent of remaining strength per month. 
The fact that it dropped only to 16 per
cent has little meaning due to the great 
number of factors affecting the rate. 

From this brief discussion of battle 
casualties, we can draw two conclusions. 
An infantryman's chances of becoming a 
casualty are greatest during his first 10 
to l5 days of combat .. This fact has been 
accepted in at least one study on casual
ties to mean that every division, when 
first committed to combat, goes through 
an inevitable and expensive shakedown 

period. It is true that a shakedown period 
is inevitable, but it is not necessarily 
true that it need be expensive. We will 
be able to effect savings in man ~ower by 
using new infantry units in relatively 
quiet sectors during their combat initia
tion period. Actually, there is no way of 
determining the extent of the expected 
savings, but by exposing individuals to 
minimum casualty causes during their 
period of greatest vulnerability, it is pos
sible thaT up to 20(r Of i:lrnrriginal mem
bers of each division might be saved. 

The second conclusion is that casualties 
among combat infantry replacements can 
be , reduced by exposing the replacement 

JD relatively light casualty causes during 
his most vulnerable period. This- c-an· be 
accomplished by having replacements 
join their battalions while the battalions 
are in quiet sectors of the front, in re
serve, or in rest areas. Then the replace
ments must receive some days of train-

1 ing as part of their own small units in 
active but, as far as possible, restricted 
operations against the enemy. Combat 
commanders of World War II almost uni

-versally agree that, whenever procedures 
similar to those described above were 
adopted for combat indoctrination ·Of re
placements, the battle efficiency of re
placements greatly improved, and their 
battle casualty rate decreased consider
ably. Estimates by commanders indicate 
that' by. employing such methods the re
placrment casualty rate was reduced by 
app1 oximately 50 percent. 

Nonbattle Losses 

This discussion of the loss rate for causes 
other than battle will be limited primarily 
to' a consideration of losses which oc
cmTed from neuropsychiatric disorders. 

It must be borne in mind that the losses 
represented by the loss rate curve for 
causes other than battle, which· will be 
referred to hereafter as nonbattle losses, 
include those losses which occurred be-
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cause of disease (including psychiatric 
disorders), non battle injury, and .adminis
trative causes such as courts-martial con
victions and transfers. Although it would 
be desirable for discussion P.urposes to 
have this category broken down into its 
component parts by specific cause, this 
is not possible since the data necessary 
for such a breakdown are not presently 
available. Nevertheless, by correlating 
the information from Figure 1 with 
other available data, it is possible to draw 
certain conclusions. 

A study of the nonbattle loss rate·curve 
discloses that the rate started off at ap
proximately 15 percent per month, had 
an abrupt rise to 19 percent per month 
at about 25 days, and then dropped to 6 
percent at 50 days. After 50 combat days, 
the rate rose gradually to 11 percent at 
200 days, and then rose more sharply to 
24 percent of remaining strength per 
month at 300 days. 

The first point of interest in this curve 
is the abrupt rise in the loss rate to a. 
peak at approximately 25 days. A study 
of casualty experience indicates a prac
tically constant rate for permanent loss 
from disease (less psychiatric disorders) 
and nonbattle injury during this period; 
therefore, the abrupt. rise in the loss rate 
must have resulted from high losses in the 
psychiatric category, the administrative 
category, or both. A great 'deal of evi
d~nce indicates that unit losses from both 
neuropsychiatric disorders and from ad
ministrative causes reach a peak soon 
after units enter combat. These losses are 
generally conceded to fall into three cate
gories. 

One category is the group composed of 
cowards who, though perfectly capable 
botli mentally and physically of remain'ing 
with their units, by one device or another 
removed themselves from the dangers of 
combat. These usually were lost to their 
units through courts-martial convictions. 
Another category is that group of emo-

tionally unstable individuals who, upon 
being exposed to even minor combat sit
uations, almost immediately . become 
neuropsychiatric casualties. The third 
category indicates that there is t~uth in 
the statement that the first few minutes 
of combat are the most important to an 
individual and will determine his value 
as a soldier. This category is composed 
of those men with almost normal emo
tional stability who become neuropsychi
atric casualties because their first combat 
experience was of an exceptionally terri
fying nature. If these individuals had 
been given a more moderate introduction 
to combat, they probably would have be
come good soldiers. 

Sufficient evidence is available to in
dicate that probably the entire increase 
in the nonbattle loss rate can be attrib
uted to the losses from these three cate
gories. In support of this contention, and 
as an example of the kind of information 
available, the following is extracted from 
a report by the Surgeon General on the 
invasion of France: 

"During the first 60 days after D-day, 
there were roughly 13,000 neuropsychiat
ric admissions (to hospitals), about 12 
percent of all admis,sions in the ·First 
Army. One combat fatigue case appeared 
for each five wounded. There were al
most no cases in the first few days, and 
then there is said to have been a wave of 
admissions on the part of men who were 
unfit for combat and who were then 
quickly weeded out. Thereafter, patients 
appeared more or less in response to the 
intensity of combat, or as divisions were 
used continuously in line without rest. 
Many cases appeared among men sent in 
to repla~e battle casualties, for these sol
diers lacked support of the group feeling 
which comes with unit training and prep
aration for combat, and perhaps were not 
so well trained." 

Another statement in the same vein is 
quoted from Study Number 91 of the 
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'!'heater General Board, U. S. Forces, 
European '!'heater: 

"What, for want of a better name, may 
be called the 'first type' (of combat ex
haustion) occurred among troops in com
bat fQr the first time. It usually occurred 
either just before actual entry into com
bat or during the first 5 days of combat. 
The incidence of this type was particu
larly high among infantry replacements 
who had not been thoroughly trained for 
their assigned tasks, and who were not 
integrated into their unit or indoctrinated 
with the spirit of the unit prior to the 
time that they participated in actual 
combat. 

"The 'second -type' occurred among the 
experienced battle-tested veterans who 
had undergone continuous, prolonged, and 
severe fighting. It usually began to mani
fest itself after a period of al)out 4 
months of combat, and the first indica
tions were increased irritability, a loss 
of interest, decreased efficiency, and care
lessness on the part of the individual as 
to his personal safety." 

The s~cond point of interest in the non
battle loss rate is the drop in the rate 
from 19 percent per month at 25 days to 6 
percent at 50 days. Again, a study of 
casualty data indicates that a large por
tion of this change resulted from a change 
in the neuropsychiatric and courts-mar
tial rates. During this period, the weed
ing out process mentioned in· the Surgeon 
(;eneral's report was completed. Those 
Gl'iginal members 'of the battalions left 
~fter 50 combat days represented a group 
.cf men of proved courage who had ad
.insted themselves emotionally to the dan
;.;·ers of combat. 

But despite the fact that the weaklings, 
:.nd some not so weak, had been weeded 
. :.~,t, the loss rate immediately began to 
·:se, and after 200 combat days, it rose 
·,ery rapidly. This rise took place despite 
llle fact that the greater proportion of 
:·emaining pe~sonnel was in jobs which 

required relatively slight exposure to ex
treme combat situations and was subject 
to a lessening battle casualty rate. This 
is at variance with the experience illus
trated in Figure 2, which shows how, un
til February of 1945, the neuropsychiatric 
rate in the European Theater varied al
most directly with the battle casualty 
rate. 

This same direct relationship b~tween 
neuropsychiatric and battle casualty 
rates existed in practically all ·combat 
echelons in all combat theaters. Expe
rience shows also that disease rates had 
a direct relationship to the battle casualty 
rate. Since the battle casualty rate among 
the original members of the battalions 
decreased steadily after 75 combat days, 
we should expect the nonbattle rate also 
to decrease. However, other factors must 
have been at work, since the exact oppo
site occurred. These other factors are 
quite clearly described in the following· 
extracted statements. 

The statement below appeared in a re
port of the Surgeon General on the Ital
ian Campaign: 

"It was shown conclusively for the first 
time in the United States Army experi
ence that neuropsychiatric symptoms 
were chiefly pressure symptoms induced 
primarily by the emotional stress of com
bat, and that the question of predicting 
neuropsychiatric breakdown resolved it
self into one of determining when a man 
would break rather than who would break 
under the stress." 

The statements below are extracts from 
an Army Ground Forces st1,1dy on Army 
Ground Forces casualties: • 

"While it is true that the infantry sol
dier will eventually wear out in combat, 
it being simply a question of length of 
time determined by how he is used, the 
thoughts and feelings of the infantryman 
a~ battalion level may provide a key to 
his more efficient use. First and fore
most, the infantryman feels he is hope-
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lessly trapped. He wants a 'break.' Un
der pre§ent policy, no man is removed 
from combat duty until he has become 
worthless. The infantryman considers 
this a bitter injustice .... He feels that 
the command does not distinguish between 
him and the base area soldier, and is ac
tually less concerned for his welfare ... 
Considered opinion points emphatically to 
pride (self-respect) and the stron~ bond 
with his fellow soldiers as the ess~ntial 
motivation that keeps a man going. Dis
cipline undoubtedly contributes, as does. 
fear of severity of courts-martial. The 
larger aspects of 'Why We Fight' mean 
little to the front-line soldier as a driv
ing force. After son1e" months in combat, 
however, the infantry rifleman feels he 
has 'done his share.' Around him are new 
faces; his old comrades in arms have 
thinned out to the vanishing point, and 
the old tie is gone. He has proved his 
courage. More and more, he feels that it 
is not a question IF he gets hit but of 
WHEN and HOW BAD. There is no 
escape." 

A comparison of neuropsychiatric rates . 
of veterans and of replacements in two 
infantry divisions in Sicily shows that 

: the rate was ~itely 11Jg_l:t~r.a,monll' vet
'·~~~-!_~n _ among·}:eplacements. 

From the· above, it is quite clear that 
at least part, and probably a large part, 
of the increase in the nonbattle casualty 
rate was due to increase in the neuro
psychiatric rate. The infantryman, with 
long periods of combat both behind and 
ahead of him, and with slight hope of ever 
getting out_ of the front lines with a 
whole skin, existed under conditions ideal 
for neuropsychiatric breakdown. And 
during intensive combat, large numbers 
of them broke. 

The extract from the Army Ground 
Forces study explains another apparent 
discrepancy. In Figure 2, we see a 
marked downward trend of neuropsy
chiatric rates in the European Theater, 

which began at the end of 1944 and 
continued without major interruption 
throughout 1945 despite the fact that the 
nrst 4 months of 1945 were chara5terized 
by high battle casualty rates. Th1s same 
downward trend of neuropsychiatric 
rates occurred at about the same time in 
the •Mediterranean Theater during a pe
riod of high battle casualties in that thea
.ter. The downward trend began in the 
Western Pacific Theater about the time 
of VE-day. 

The reason for these trends in neuro
. psychiatric rates during periods of high 
casualties is fairly obvious. They oc
~ll' periods in which it was 
evident to the .infan"ll~ymarr--that ·}re was 
making major advances toward the-War's 
~nd. That faint hope for something in 
the dim and distant future had changed 
to a belief that the end of fighting 'w·a~ in 
sight. Now the lot of the infantryman 
was no longer hopeless; he had a chance 
of honorable relief. 

What are the conclusions to be, drawn 
from this very limited study of :casual
ties? First, it appears that these casual
ties can be reduced by carefully introduc
ing units and replacements to combat. 
The introductory methods which will re
duce battle casualties should be equally
applicable in reducing neuropsychiatric 
casualties. P.xopel'--iutroduction of per
sonnel to combat_ promises such over-all 
111an power savings and increases in unit 
c_ombat efficiimcy as to make mandatory 
the development and adoption of meas
ures for achieving it. 

Second, a temporary reduction in neuro
psychiatric casualties can be effected by 
giving the combat infanh·yman short but 
frequent rehabilitating periods of relief 
from the exhausting conditi0ns of front
line combat. Such periods of relief can 
most profitably be given by circulating in
fantry battalions, regimt>nts, and divi
Eions frequently and regularly between 
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front-line and reserve employment. Unit 
and individual ·rehabilitation can be ac

'complished whiie the unit is in reserve. 
Third, no appreciable permanent reduc

tion in the neuropsychiatric casualty rate 
ean be obtained by providing only short 
periods of relief from the front lines. 
Important man power savings can be 
achieved only by having each and every 
combat infantryman believe that an hon
orable __ -ixtended period of relief from 
combat a~nfm:-ntiswiTJ:·pl;O~de the 
same type of'stimulus as the infantryman 
in World War II gained when he began to 
believe that the end of the War was in 
si·ght. .If our system of individual re
placement is to be continued, the rotation 
of individuals from the front line to less 
strenuous and dangerous duty after a 
stated combat tour offers the only prac
ticable method for providing extended re
liod for th~ combat infantryman. 

Summary 

Certain procedures for reducing battle 
and neuropsychiatric casualties have been 
5Uggested. in this article. No case for 
them. based upon their humanitarian as
pects, has bee'n attempted; each and every 
suggested procedure has as its support 
the cold logic that by its adoption the 
Army will save man power. It is a well 
known fact that we cannot afford to waste 
man power in any future war; therefore, 
it behooves us to give serious study to 
the early formulation and adoption of 

Army-wide policies aimed at establishing 
these conservation measures. 

We certainly should not make one of 
the mistakes made in World War II, when 
these procedures were refused on the 
basis that we lacked the man power to 
support them. Their implementation, al
though entailing an initial personnel in
vestment, will in the long run 1·esult in 
an ove1·-a/l man ]Jower saving jo1· the 
Anny. 
. We must not repeat another mistake 

made in World War II when hurried at
tempts were finally made to institute 
some of these procedures without first 
providing that initial personnel invest
ment necessary for their success. Hur
ried improvisation of personnel conserva
tion programs during wartime probably 
will not be successful; our peacetime 
planning must prepare for them. 

Preparation for the adoption of these 
personnel conservation programs must 
include education of future commanders 
to insure that they understand the seri
ousness of the problems involved, the 
procedures designed for solution of the 
problems, and the necessity for following 
these procedures under, even the most ad
verse conditions. Then we must include 
in each wartime troop basis the units and 
individuals which commanders will re
quire to carry out the program. Such 
preparation, made now, will go a long 
way toward reducing battle and neuro
psychiatric casualties in any future. war. 

In the final analysis, America's success, in any war-past or future-and 

its ability to meet an emergency, is dependent on the quality of the young 

men who serve in the officer and enlisted ranks in the Army and dependent ' 

to an equal extent nn .the training which they receive. 

For-meT SecretaJ-y of t';t Army Kenneth C. Royall 
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Lieutenant Colonel Chester F. Allen, Infantry 
Instructor, Command and General Staff College 

The views expressed in this article 
are the auth01·'s and not necessa?·ily 
those of the Department of the Army 
or the Command and General Staff 
College.~The Editor. 

THE spectacular ending of World War 
II with the destruction of two large Jap
anese cities by atom bombs set the stage 
for much speculation about the nature o.f 
future war. 

Professional prophets and spinners of 
fantasy, with little more than their im
agination to offer, exploited the sensa
tional aspects of the atom bomb and 
alarmed the world with their notions of 
how terrible and devastating a conflict 
of the future would be. Some predicted 
that a future war featuring an improved 
atom bomb and other mass destruction 
weapons would annihilate civilization. 
They present~d horrifying visions of a 
Ehattered earth being taken over from 
man by lower forms of animal life. They 
expounded the concept of "push-button 
warfare" in which the fighting would be 
done by personnel at underground control 
panels, who would dispatch missiles con
taining the mass destruction agents to 
any part of the globe. Large armies, 
navies, and air forces would be obsolete. 

Th'ere were those at the other extreme 
who, through faulty analysis or wishful 
thinking, contended that the atom bomb 
would have little or no effect on future 
military operations. Their reasoning gen-

erally was that no nation except the 
United States had the technical know-how 
or industrial potential to develop the 
atom bomb for many years. Even if suc
cessfully developed, the prohibitive cost 
would limit production, and the very few 
bombs that could be produced would be 
employed only against selected strategic 
targets. 

Fantastic claims and prophecies re
garding new weapons are not strange. The 
advent of gun powder, the machine gun, 
the tank, the airplane brought drastic 
predictions that each would be so effec
tive that no nation would want to or could 
afford to wage a war. But men studied 
and analyzed the capabilities of the 
weapons and found ways of defending 
themselves against them. Tactics and 
techniques were modified to meet the 
effects that these developments had on 
military operations. These tactics and 
techniques were then applied in the light 
of the basic and fundamental principles of 
war that have been observed by the great 
military leaders throughout history. 

In this discussion, we will follow a 
similar procedure. ·we will consider the 
influence that the atom bomb will have 
on military operations and develop some 
conclusions concerning tactics, technique, 
and methods that will be required to meet 
this threat in a war of the future. But 
we must not limit our considerations to 
the atom bomb alone. Other developments 
in weapons and equipment will influence 
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the nature of future military operations, 
and in many cases these will give assist
ance in overcoming the problems en
countered. 

Development Trends 

Current trends in the development of 
weapons and equipment point towards in
creased speed and mobility in military 
operations, with lighter weight of equip
ment and increased effectiveness of fire 
power. Ground vehicles will feature in
creased speed and improved cross-country 
mobility., Personnel carriers may include 
protection from small arms fire and shell 
fragments. The capabilities of transport 
aircraft will be improved through greater 
carrying capacities and increased ranges. 
The characteristics of the helicopter make 
it especially desirable for a variety of 

fluenced by tl!e atom bomb and other tech
nological developments, it will be of in
terest to review several operations of 
World War II. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show 
schematically to scale the disposition of 
forces in three key operations in which 
the majority qf our effort in each theater 
was concentrated. Superimposed are 
circles showing the effectiveness at dif
ferent radii of an atom bomb similar to 
those used in Japan. · 

It takes little imagination to visualize 
the results if our enemies had employed 
atom bombs against any one of these op
erations at the opportune time and place. 

Future Military Operations 

It is quite apparent that military 
forces and installations must be dispersed 
to keep losses to a minimum and to avoid 

The atom bomb and other new weapons will require great dispersion 

in a future war, as wei! as modifications in tactics and technique; 
but the fundamental principles of war wi!l still remain the same 

military uses, and development continues 
toward increased lift capabilities and im
proved performance. 

In the field of electronics, there is an 
imposing array of developments. Radar, 
infra-red, fire control, remote control, and 
signal communications equipment shows 
vast improvement over that used in World 
Wa1· II. Television presents a new and in
ten·sting field that may be adapted to 
military operations. Many of these elec
tronic developments are only in the infant 
sta,~e and their possibilities appear un
Jim;ted. They will contribute toward bet
ter control, increased effectiveness of fire, 
imnoved intelligence, and a general 
spe·•ding up of operations. 

Situations of World War II 

; ,c>fore we explore. the nature of mili
tac.c operations in a future war as in-

presenting favorable targets against 
which an enemy can employ the weapon 
profitably. Obviously, ari enemy will have 
the same threat to his forces, and he too 
must disperse. 

With this dispersal of forces on both 
sides, it is apparent that situations will 
be quite fluid. Speed and flexibility will 
be mandatory to successful operation in 
these fluid situations. Where terrain will 
permit, land offensives will be conducted 
by fast-moving forces. These operations 
will be very similar to some of•the opera
tions conducted in fluid situations in 
France and Germany d

1
uring World 

War II. 
It is visualized, however, that mobility 

of these forces will not be dependent upon 
roads and that control and supply methods 
will .lie considerably improved. In rugged 
terrain, the helicopter appears to be a 
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possible solution to transportation prob.- · elusively that we can conduct amphibious, 
!ems. airborne, or land operations in a war of 

Airborne and air-transported operations the future within the limitations of our 
will be depended upon more and more be- means. Our tactics, technique, and meth
cause of their speed and flexibility. They ods must be modified consideraBly to meet 
may be employed in conjunction with the conditions that will result from the 
overland offensives or they may be con- dispersal of forces. 
ducted independently. Large,· self-con
tained airborne forces, independent of 
surface communications, may be employed 
to seize strategic areas. The action of 
these forces must not be limited to a 
passive defense of the captured ground. 
Whereyer possible, they should involve 
offensive operations from th~ airhead to 
seize key localities or to force a decision. 

A major disadvantage to dependence on 
airbome operations is the prerequisite 
control of the air necessary for success. 
The atom bomb should have little effect 
on airborne operations if proper precau
tions are taken· to avoid concentrations of 
troops, supplies, and equipment in 
marshalling areas and in the airhead. 
However, development of the guided mis
sile as an antiaircraft weapon could 
readily become a most difficult obstacle 
to air movement. 

The atom bomb is not an overpowering 
threat to surface ·naval fleets. Here, also, 
it appears that guided missiles would be 
the most effective weapons against surface 
ships, unless countermissiles were de
veloped that could be SPccessfully em
ployed to intercept them. 

The threat of the atom bomb will not 
eliminate amphibious operations. How
ever, this type of operation must change 
considerably in nature, for here again, 
dispersion, speed, and flexibility are es
sential. Underwater craft may be em
ployed to transport large numbers of 
troops and quantities of supplies. The 
helicopter may prove a valuable means' for 
ship-to-shore movement. 

If a proper analysis of the effects of 
ihe atom bomb on the various types of op
erations is made, it appears quite con-

Effect on Principles of War 

In 1858, J. J. Graham wrote the follow
ing in his military classic, The Art of 
Wa1·: "The organization and equipment of 
armies, and the elementary tactics by 
which their movements in detail are l'egu
lated, have undergone successive altera
tions, corresponding with the advance
ment of civilization, discoveries in science, 
and the gradual improvements in the arts 
of life. The fundamental principles upon 
which war should be conducted are subject 
to no such changes; they are immutable; 
and the testimony of history favors the 
assumption that the probability of suc
cess, or the reverse, in warfare will al
ways be in proportion as these principles 
have been attended to or neglected in the 
conception of the plan of operations." 

Today, nearly a century later-a cen
tury that has witnessed by far the great
est changes in warfare-those words are 
still true. We are observing and' teach
ing the fundamental principles of which 
Graham speaks. The principles may be 
stated differently by other ser~ices in 
our military establishment, or by military 
services of other nations, but the basic 
concepts ar.e very similar. Let us review 
these principles of war to examine their 
validity in the light of the present and 
foreseeable technological developments. 

1. The Objective.-The ultimate objec
tiye of war is unchanged. It is the de
:;truction of the enemy's armed forces and 
his will to fight. The limitations on 
time and forces available, the greater 
economic strain, and the danger of mass 
destruction weapons, make it imperative 
that intermediate objectives be carefully 
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selected and clearly defined, and that cor
rect evaluations be made of the forces 
necessary to attain them. The definition 
of the objective must be clear ~t all 
levels to . insure against unnecessarily 
expending effort on tangential, but not 
controlling, objectives. 

2. Simplicity.-ln a war where mass de
struction weapons are employed, plans 
may be suddenly changed by the destruc
tion of an entire unit or essential means. 
Simple plans, easily understood and ca
pable of rapid dissemination, are essen
tial. New and intricate weapons and 
equipment must not be permitted to com
plicate our tactics. 

3. Unity of Command.-The increas
ingly rapid tempo of modern war requires 
that co-ordination be achieved before the 
action is joined. Co-operation between ad
jacent forces based on complete under
standing of the ovev-all plans and objec
tives is essential. On broad and fluid 
fronts, this demands full exploitation -of 
·'soft spots" to assist .forces held up by 
strong resistance. 

4. The Offensive.-The increased range 
and effectiveness of new weapons, the im
proved mobility of vehicles, and the de
velopments in signal communications have 
given the offensive a superiority it never 
before has enjoyed. Assumption of the 
initiative and of the offensive-defensive 
will be of paramount importance in a war 
of the future. The Maginot Line complex 
will be relegated to obscurity. 

''· Maneuver.-Developments now under 
way indicate far greater speed in the dis
pla('ement of troops and materiel toward 
the· enemy. Movement must be exploited 
to Lhe maximum to overcome an enemy's 
SU[•eriority in numbers and mass. With 
im1.rovements in vehicles and control 
eq1.· ;P,ment, mobility will be increased. 
Incteased mobility will ·permit increased 
fie: ;biJity and more rapid concentration 
ar .. ; dispersal of forces. 

1: Mass.-The importance of mass has 
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not been diminished by modern develop
ments. Rapid concentration of superior 
forces at the decisive point must be at
tained. Such concentration has become 
more difficult and dangerous, but the 
necessity remains. Concentration must 
be rapidly executed for an overwhelming 
decisive blow, after which forces must be 
rapidly dispersed to a degree necessary 
for protection from mass destruction 
weapons. 

7. Economy of Forces.-Our foreseeably 
· limited resources, resulting from the in
. creased drain of modern war, make it 
·necessary that every commitment be scru
tinized carefully in order that the maxi
mum results can . be achieved with the 
limited means. The acceptance of calcu
lated risks or losses in areas which are 
not decisive will be mandatory, in order 
that we may mass our efforts on decisive 
aspects. Operational flexibility deriving 
from increased mobility and control will 
permit more economical and effective use 
of limited forces. 

8 . .Surprise.-Detection devices and 
other electronics developments, refine
ments in aerial photography, and improved 
performance of reconnaissance aircraft 
makes surprise relatively more difficult 
to attain. This is counteracted to some 
degree, however, by the development of 
mass destruction weapons in compara
tively small packages. These weapons, in 
turn, make the attainment of surprise in 
all operations more essential to success. 
Increased mobility, feints, and mainte
nance of the initiative will enhance . the 
chances of attaining surprise. 

9. Security.-Security measures, both 
active and passive, will receive addi
tionill consideration. Warnings obtai,ned 
from mechanical devices, or from security 
forces, are of increased importance. Dis
persal forces must emphasize security, 
since they will be more vulnerable to in
filtrations and raids. If dispersal is too 

gre~t, the dispersed forces may risk de
feat in detail. 

· It appears quite evident that our fun
damental concepts have not been)changed 
by the new technological developments, 
except in so far as the importance of 
their observance has been accentuated. 
As implied earlier in this discussion, the 
safest conclusion seems to be that we must 
familiarize ourselves with new develop
ments, determine what changes in tactics 
and technique may be possible or neces
sary, and apply them in the light of the 
fundamental principles. 

Tactics and Technique 

The developments in the field of phys
ical sciences are not always paralleled 
by advances in strategy, tactics, and tech
nique. Too often, in former wars, armed 
forces entered the conflict in a state of 
outmoded preparation, for they were 
normally trained on experiences and 
weapons of the past. 

As long as the developments in arma
ments were slow, the results were rarely 
disastrous. If both sides were unprepared, 
the penalty was generally excessive losses 
in proportion to the results achieved. If 
one side, only, erred in this respect, the 
effects were more serious. But even then, 
advantages of time and space, superior 
leadership, higher morale of troops, or 
adoption of proper strategy permitted the 
weaker to make up for his initial dis
advantage. 

Today, the situation is different. Tech
nological advances have so reduced time 
and space factors and increased the po
tency of weapons that our strategy, 
tactics, and methods must be critically 
re-examined and improved where neces
sary to keep abreast of material advances. 
In view of our preceding discussion, we 
can arrive at certain conclusions as to the ·~ 
modifications or changes in tactics and 
technique that will be necessary to keep 
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pace with · our present and foreseeable 
technological advances. 

Land tactical operations will be char
acterized by dispersed forces and fluid 
situations. As a yardstick, it is c<:msidered 
that ll' tactical unit the size of an infantry' 
regiment or smaller will require no .more 
dispersion than was normal or customary 
in World War II. Elementljl of a division, 
therefore, should be separated, if possible, 
so that one atomic bomb would not cripple . 
lnore than one-third of the division. Large 
forces of troops and equipment will not 
be concentrated in assembly areas prior 
to launching an offensive. They will pre
pare for the offensive in dispersed loca
tion!' from which they will proceed to the 
attack and converge upon the objective. 
Speed and mobility are essential. It .is 
Important to note that when tactical forces 
of both sides are in contact, both will be 
affected by a mass destruction weapon 
projected against either. 

Wide frontages and grea'ter sectors and 
zones of operations will be assigned to 
units. The assignment of general direc
tions of advance to units may be favored 
over the assignment of zones of respon
sibility which are strictly defined by 
designation of boundaries. Where terrain 
will permit, offensive operations will fea
ture mobile, fast-moving forces, inde-

. pendent of roads, and composed of numer
ous formations of tanks, infantry on 
armored personnel carriers, and self-pro
pt>!led artillery. Islands of enemy resist
ance will be fixed and by-passed, to be 
1110pped-up by less mobile follow-up units. 

Commanders at all levels must provide 
f, r strong, mobile reserves capable of im
n,ediate employment to meet any contin-
1!· ncy. Provision must be made for recon
st: tuting reserves without delay. The 
r ,erve assumes new importance in the 
f•.id situation. Security" of rear areas will 
o· ,nand more attention. It is not proposed 
t:.,,t special units be provided for this 
t·,rpose, but rather that regular tacti-

cal units should ·be rotated from front
line duty, thereby becoming part of the 
reserve of a large unit such as corps or 
army. 

Flexibility will be the keynote in plan
ning at all echelons. In the fluid situa
tions, unexpected developments must be 
met rapidly. It may be common for units 
to be cut off and isolated. Helicopter units 
could be employed, if available to tactical 
commanders, to relieve, reinforce, supply, 
or evacuate these isolated units. Heli
copters will also be valuable in rugged 
terrain, in river crossil'lg operations, _in 
supplying rapidly moving columns, or in 
evacuating casualties. The helicopter is 
only one example of recently developed 
equipment that will contribute toward in
creased speed and flexibility in military 
operations. 

Staging and loading-out operations :in 
preparation for an amphibious assault 
must be dispersed. Large ports will lose 
their importance both in loading-out op
erations and for receiving supplies and 
equipment in the objective area. Landings 
will be made on broad fronts with mini
mum forces. Strong reserves will be afloat, 
prepared for immediate and speedy land
ing to exploit a "soft spot." Armor will be 
landed in early echelons. Mobile forces 
will advance inland rapidly to 'seize deep 
objectives. A much larger beachhead must 
be secured early in the operation to per
mit dispersal of forces and installations. 
Speedier and more satisfactory methods 
of ship-to-shore movement are under con
sideration. 

The very nature of airborne operations 
provides adequate dispersion to protect 
against excessive losses from an attack 
by a mass destruction weapon. Techniques 
of air assault operations may require 
modification if items of equipment now 
under consideration prove successful. 

Developments in armaments and equip
melli;, and trends in tactical operations, 
demand adjustment in the field of logistics. 
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. Dispersed .storage raises problems of 
logistic organization, not only in connec
tion with the storing, but also with dis
tribution. Service functions will greatly 
increase and will be subject to interrup-

-tion. Battle casualties may · be more 
numerous and ·new types of wounds will 

-be inflicted, requiring development of 
treatment methods. A rapid and flexible 
system of evacuation will be required. 
Because of the ·required dispersal, logis
tical operations will be greatly decentral
ized. Management technique must be more. 
efficient and there must be highly trained 
logistic forces in being. 

Man Power 

Man power is more vi~al in waging war 
today' than it ever was. Warfare requires 
the same fighting heart, and an even more 
intelligent application of military knowl
edge to employ the new weapons and 
equiJ?ment. Man power, therefore, must 
not be neglected in favor of the so-called 
"push-button warfare" concept, in which 
materiel alone is the prime factor in 
forcing a decision. 

Leadership 

Superior leadership, planning, and exe
cution will be required in all operations 
to overcome the problems of dispersion, 
speed, and flexibility. Leadership, always 
a vital factor in armies, will increase iil 
importance. The fluid situations with 
consequent difficulties of control will 
place more responsibility on junior 
leaders. Small groups will be more on 

their ·own because of the increased dis
persion. The requirements for sound 
on-the-spot decisions will · require the 
highest degree of judgment. The ju?gment 
of one junior officer or enlisted man may 

·'determine, in a moment, the fate of an 
entire unit. Due to the importance of the 
time element, junior leaders must be well 
briefed in the situation so they will be 
able to exercise their initiative intelli
gently. The resourcefulness required of 
military personnel will demand the de
velopment of good leadership around the 
integrity of the individual, rather than 
an ironclad adherence to detailed orders 
for every situation that might arise. This 
doe~ not mean the abolition of that high 
degree of intelligent discipline which is 
vital to effective teamwork. Confidence 
and mutual respect must exist between 
all military leaders, junior and senior. 

Preparedness 

International argreements may be made 
prohibiting the employment of atomic, 
biological, and chemical warfare. 

However, under the compelling stress 
of war, there appears to be no limit to 
what nations are willing to do in order 
to win. In the future, the decision t~ use 
or not to use these weapons in war will 
depend on the political and military situa
tion as it exists at the time. Preparation, 
therefore, must be made to absorb attacks 
by these weapons with minimum losses to 
our forces and minimum disruption of 
military operations. 

If the peoples of the world can be persuaded by demonstrated and un
mistakable evidence that there is no military threat to their security and 
their freedom, and that the universal desire for peace is reflected in the 
actions of all governments, the feeling of inevitable war will disappear. On 
the other hand, unless some progress in resolving the differences between 
the two world groupings becomes evident, the tension will tend to gradually 
increase until the explosion occurs. 

General George C. Kenney 



The Odds Against You 

Major Robert B. Rigg, Geneml Staff Cot>ps 

WHAT- are your chances of winning 
a battle or campaign when your men are 
outnumbered? The cold, recorded facts 
of history indicate that there is about 1 
chance in 10. However, these are the 
odds over the centuries, but within a 
,ingle war they· may be more favorable, 
depending on the quality and morale of 
the combatants. 

Is God on the side of the heaviest artil
lery? Numerical superiority normally 
confers the first right to expect military 
success, but it is not the firmest founda
tion upon which to calculate combat suc
ress. One-fourth of the 15 decisive battles 
of the world ''' have been won by military 
bodies which were outnumbered. General
silip and the character of an army, i.e., 
its discipline, training, morale, and de
termination, have outweighed guns many 
times to win a battle, campaign, or war 
where the odds favored the more 
"nrtilleried" side. 

The critic may reply, "Yes, individual 
excellence could win over numbers in the 
',bield and spear wars,' and improved 
tactics and good generalship could carry 
inferior numbers to victory in the 'gun-

.. The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World by 
S. Edward S. Creasy. 

powder wars,' but what about the modern, 
'machine wars'?" 

The values have not changed materially. 
The characte1· of an armed force still pre
vails over numbers. 

At the Battle of Marathon, a man. 
wielded a single weapon, and with it he 
could destroy one opponent at a time. With 
the introduction of the musket, approxi
mately the same ratio was maintained. A 
half dozen soldiers handled a clumsy can
non in Napoleon's time, and the effec
tive shot they sent on its way probably 
neutralized six of the enemy. As artillery 
methods improved, the killing power per 
soldier was increased, but more men had 
to ser.ve the weapon up front and to sup
ply it from the rear. ·Gradually, there 
was an increase in the ratio of ,casualties. 

The machine gun almost gave man .a 
true visual index of his multiplied killing 
power when the tank lessened the MG's 
effectiveness. In tui·n, the armored ve
hicle was off-balanced by mines and anti
tank guns. The airplane out-ranged all 
weapons; civilian death roles could begin 
to measure their length with the military, 
but Douhet's theory of national demorali
zation failed to hold true. Nations began 
to count not only their up-front soldiers 

"Past battles against long odds illustrate that there never has been 

a period in history when numerical superiority always meant victory." 
Of the 15 "decisive battles," a fourth w•re won by outnumbered forces 
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but the rearward ones and the factory 
workers. War entered its logistical era, 
but it was the training, discipline, and 
morale of the combat soldier, sailor, and 
airman that won final victories. 

From Marathon on, there has been no 
real change in human values. Some men 
will fight harder; others will surrender. 
Fire power and air power have become 
the more accurate yardsticks for material 
measurements, while the sheer weight of 
numbers of soldiers assumes less signifi
cance than in the past. 

Time and circumstance modify the 
military effectiveness of armies and na
tions. A national force, victorious in one 
war, has been known to crumble in defeat 
in an,other conflict within the same gen
eration. From out of Asia came the 
brutally efficient hordes of Genghis Khan 
and Tamerlane, but these militarized 
Asiatics were unable to maintain their 
warlike standard. The armies of France 
have defPated the military combines of 
Europe, and in turn France has bowed to 
defeat before the same foes. Russia, 
which has enjoyed the advantage of great 
space when invaded, has sent the con
quering Suvorov across the Swiss Alps. 
But Russia has also fared poorly against 
tiny Finland and has been defeated by an 
insignificant Japan. 

An invincible army has never been 
known to exist over any period of time. 

Today, in the tense international at
mosphere where political ideals clash in 
the shadow of atom bombs as yet unex
ploded, ·there is a tendency among some 
to discount the lessons of past wars. 
Modern weapons are not th\l same as the 
instruments used at Issus arid Fredericks
burg; but without will and skill, even uhe 
best weapons can be misused, silenced, or 
abandoned. Science has yet to create an 
instrument-substitute for human lead
ership and morale. Until it does, we can 
learn from the past. It is the human 

factor that upsets the advantage of 
numerical odds. 

Therefore, some of the battles and 
campaigns which were won agai11st the 
odds of numerical ~uperiority are of 
interest. These decisive incidents of his
tory range from 490 B.C. to World War 
II: The victors triumphed because of 
their offensive spirit and action; none 
were pure defenders. 

Marathon 

One hundred thousand cocky and self
confident Persian warriors invaded 
Greece, which had only 11 thousand 
sold,iers to oppose the throng. But when 
the weary, sweating Greek spearmen 
finally ·rested, they gazed upon the bodies 
of 6,592 dead. Only 192. of those fallen 
were Greek. Bravery counted for little 
as regards the final outcome of this con
flict, as both sides were evenly matched 
in this respect. The Persians unhesitat
ingly gave their lives rather than forfeit 
their military fame-and the Greeks 
matched them-but it was discipline and 
tactical skill that made the Greek war
riors the victors at the Battle of Mara
thon. The odds were 9 to 1 against the 
Greeks. 

A Juggernaut Put to Panic 

Counting camp followers, Darius, the 
Persian ruler of the next century, had 
more than a half million followers when 
Alexander of Macedon's 35,000 soldiers 
debouched onto the plain of Issus. How
ever, out of this horde, Darius could num
ber about 200,000 real combat soldiers. 
Even this number proved cumbersome 
within the confines of the plain upon 
whfch the battle slowly developed. 

By weight alone, the Persians should 
have won. The conflict, however, turned 
against Darius and his legions, but it was 
a skillful Macedonian assault that finally 
unnerved him to the point of jumping 
out of his heavy war chariot to mount 
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a speedier version, and flee. When he 
was far enough away to avoid flying 
arrows and probing spears, he junked his 
chariot in favor of a horse. 

Even in 333 B.C., troops were prone 
to imitate their leaders. Thousands of 
Darius' warriors multiplied his panic. A 
disorganized retreat ensued. The Persian 
king led his army-backwards. He did 
not stop for over 100 miles, and then he 

species of leader, for near what is now 
the cliff high city of Erbil (in Iraq) he 
assembled a -military -throng variously 
estimated at 245,000 to 1,100,000 men. 
Again relying on the equatio!J of num
bers ove1· skill, and counting heavily oit 
his elephants and scythe>-wheeled chariots,_ 
Darius met Alexander. The numerical 
ratio was 8 to 1 against Alexander. 

The Persian cavalry was good, but it 

VICTORIES OVER NUMERICAL ODDS 
Some of the offensive-type battles or 

campaigns won by outnumbered forces. 

Campaign m· Battle 
Marathon' 

. Issus 
Gaugamela (Arbela) ' 
Crecy 
Poitiers 
Tenochtitlan 
Blenheim= 
Leu then 
Quebec 
Torgau 
Valmy• 
Napoleon's N. Italy Campaign 
Auerstadt 
New Orleans 
Buena Vista 
Scott's Mexican Campaign 
Fredericksburg 
Chancellorsville 
Siege of Paris 
Taqnenberg 
Marne 
Battle of Britain 
1st and 2nd Libyan Campaigns 
4th Libyan Campaign 

Date 
490 B.C. 
333 B.C. 
331 B.C. 

1346 A.D. 
1356 
1522 
1704 
1757 
1759 
1760 
1792 
1796-7 
1806 
1815 
1847 
1847 
1862 
1863 
1870 
1914 
1914 
1940 
1940-41 
1941-42 

Numerical odds 
againBt final victor ' 

9 to 1 
6 , 1 
8 1 
2 1 
8 5 

3 20 1 
6 5 
8 3 
5 3 
3 2 
21', 1 
4 1 
2 1 
8 5 
3 1 
3 1 
3 2 
2 1 
5 2 
2 ,, 1 

10 9 
2 1 
5 1 
3 , • 2 

t Based on the approximate numbers involved on each side. 
!.! One of the 15 decieive battles of the world as listed by Creasy. 
:I Exact proportion vague; odds may have been greater. 

collected 4,000 Greek mercenaries, all 
that remained of his army. 

Alexander's small body of troops won 
he battle at Issus because it multiplied 
hs shock power by speed and violence. 
I•arius lived to fight another day. Some 
!' years later he again opposed Alexander. 

Elephants and Scythed Chariots 
Despite his cowardice, Darius was a 

could not make up for the in:f\antry's lack 
of excellence. 

Using his 200 scythe-wheeled chariots 
and 15 elephants like tanks to bteak up 
the Greek phalanx, Darius poured his 
cavalry in to widen the breach and turn 
the flanks. But the Greeks were not as 
frightened as they might have been. The 
30,000 to 47,000 helmeted Greeks showed .. 
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unusual, tenacity against the Persian 
numbers. 

. That day, Alexander merited his repu
tation as a general. His dispositions were 
good; his actions ·quick to relieve the 
threatened portions of his line. The dis
ciplined Macedonians repaid their general, 
and Darius fled from the battlefield for 
the second time when the center of his line 
collapsed. The Battle of Gaugamela 
(Arbela) is still a classic example of at
tack by penetration. 

Boldness and Daring 

Cortes, the Plunderer, with only a few 
hundred Spaniards, fought for several 
years against an enemy numbering hun
dreds of thousands to win the empire of 
Mexic'o for his king. Credit must be given 
to Cortes' native mistress for saving the 
entire body of adventurers at one stage, 
and certainly the Spaniards' horses shared 
in making the expedition a success. 

However, it was boldness and daring 
that pushed Cortes' Spaniards through 
sheets of arrows to defeat the Aztec 
legions between 1519 and 1522. There 
was little real tactical skill displayed, but 
the several years of intermittent combat 
required mental and physical endurance 
in the face of great odds. 

The Capture of Canada 

"Ye officers and men will remember 
what a determined body of soldiers inured 
to' war are capable of doing against five 
weak bats (battalions) mingled with dis
orderly peasantry." 

Thus read a portion of Wolfe's final 
orders to his British soldiers and scalp
slicing Indians as they prepared for the 
deceptive assault on the superior num
bered French defending Quebec. Half a 
continent changed hands as a direct result 
of the military action on the plains of 
Abraham. 

This was not a large engagement as 
numbers go. Wolfe had 3,100 men in actual 

combat against about 5,000 Frenchmen. 
Stealth and deception placed the British 
where they could surprise their enl'!my at 
40 yards. ) 

Morale Earns a Victory 

"From the cannonade of Valmy may be 
dated the commencement of that career of 
victory 'Yhich carried their (French) 
armies to Vienna and the Kremlin." * 

Outnumbered better than 2 to 1, a raw 
army of peasants, tradesmen, and artisans 
of the lower classes of France faced the 
battle-hardened veterans of Prussia and 
Austria. The latter were led by the Duke 
of Brunswick, a soldier whose military 
reputation was second only to that of 
Frederick the Great. It was against the 
solid columns of his infantry and cavalry 
that the French infantry, at times fearing 
panic within its own lines, held its ground. 

But the Frenchmen were uncertain of 
their ability as soldiers. At a crucial 
moment, not a few French artillerymen 
deserted their guns under fire, and the 
foot ·soldiers were prone to waver too. 
Suddenly, the bravery and enthusiasm of 
an unhorsed general rallied batteries and 
battalions. The contagion spread up and 
down the lines, and from battali~n to 
battalion roared the cry of '"Vive la 
11ation!" 

Seeing his veterans reel backwards, the 
King of Prussia boiled red with anger and 
indignation. He tongue-lashed and swore 
at his men and their hesitancy. He led 
the core of his toughest men in a counter
attack. Members of his staff lurched 
shot-ridden to the ground as re-vigored 
French batteries increased their fire. The 
French were now determined that they 
could beat the universally esteemed "best 
troops in Europe." 

That night, as the wounded were sorted 
from the dead, the French army rested 
victorious on the heights at Valmy. 

*Creasy. 
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Numerically, the odds had· been 2 to 1 
against them. Actually they had been even 
higher, considering the excellence of the 
<>nemy. · 

Odds of 7 to 3 

The Battle of Leuthen, which Napoleon 
termed "a masterpiece of movements, ma
neuve~s, and resolution," was won by 

· Frederick the Great of Prussia, who com
bined the defeated half of his army with 
the winning portion to saber the necks 
of several hundred Croats and Austrians 
and gain Scheuberg Hill. It was from this 
vantage point, on terrain he had once 
maneuvered over, that Frederick inspected 
his enemy with some leisure and dec1ded 
that his opponent's 5-mile front was too 
long. 

When Frederick's 36,000 hard-bitten 
!'russians matched muskets with the 
K4,000 soldiers of the Austrian Imperial 
Army, certain weakness in the latter be
came apparent. The Austrians were 
poorly generaled and out-maneuvered. 
Austrian reserves were always plugging 
the wrong hole. 

A cavalry charge and an infantry as
>-<mlt finally broke the Austrian Army's 
backbone. It fell back. One regiment, 
(·overing the retreat that ensued, gave up 
the fight when its surviving officer dis
covered that his entire command consisted 
,,f eight men. 

When Frederick's army halted pursuit 
::t darkness, he galloped about the front 
and raised four battalions of volunteers 
\\'hich he led into the night. In the con
fusion, Frederick broke into a castle 
,warming with enemy officers. Unrecog
;,ized, but "on the spot," he had the cool
' c>ss to ask for a billet. The Austrians 
,.:ave him a room from which he managed 
·.' escape. Word of this episode got back 
·" his main body and stirred the tired 
mltitude to abandon sleep. Singing. 

:.:nuns, the Prussians marched the re
>~ainder of that night in pursuit. 

The Austrians lost 20,1CO men to the 
frussians' 6,400. 

A Sultan Lfjses an Army 

Had the Turkish Sultan in 1877 taken 
the recommendation of his victorio)lS gen
eral, Osman Pasha, he might have saved 
his Army and defeated the Imperial Rus
sian Army which then numbered 270,000. 
Instead, he lost his own Army of 185,000. 

With better men but poorer officers 
than his enemy,* Osman Pasha led his 
Turks through three defensive battles to 
defeat the superior Russian forces. The 
Turks lost one man to every eight lost 
by the Russians. When Osman Pasha sent 
his message to ·the Sultan stating that 
his position at Plevna was untenable, the 
casualty score 'stood at 4,000 Turks to 
28,000 Russi'!l:ls. Osman Pasha begged 
the Sultan for permission to withdraw, 
but the order from Constantinople was to 
remain. 

The Turkish Army obeyed. It was be
sieged and starved into an abortive 
break-through which resulted in disaster. 
When Osman Pasha handed his scimitar 
over to his enemy, his Army was a starved 
skeleton of 40,000. The intervention of 
the British preventeq• the Russians from 
sacking Constantinople. 

Larger Forces Misled 

A hesitant General Hooker, with an 
army of 134,000 soldiers, believed that 
Lee's opposing troops outnumbered his 
own. Actually, General Lee had only 
57,000 soldiers. This miscalculation, or 
poor intelligence, was one of Hooker's 
greatest mistakes. Furthermore, Hooker 
Jacked the aggressive spirit which Lee 
possessed. 

The northern general was confused by 
Lee's sudden attack, and a balloonist's 
observation report added more to Hooker's 
bewilderment. Hooker maneuvered, but 

* Lieutenants were often over 50 years of age, 
while generals were as young as 40, due to the pe
culiar personnel system.-The Author. 
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he was handicapped by poor roads and· 
thick forests. Lee moved his troops with 
smart decision, and he then knowingly 
violated one of Napoleon's maxims by 
dividing his forces in the presence of the 
.enemy. 

ln the 4-day Battle of Chancellorsville, 
·Lee mauled Hooker's army distressingly, 
·but Lee regarded the engagement a hollow 
-.victory. 

A Risk Pays Off 

_l.ess than a quarter of a million Ger
man troops were about to meet nearly a 
half million Russians when German Gen
eral Prittwitz lost his grit. He hesitated 
to make battle, and the' more he thought 
about the horde of Ru~sians converging 
on him, the less he liked his chosen pro
fession. We must give Prittwitz credit 
for some nerve, however, for in the Ger
man Army of 1914 it took some resolu
tion for a field commander to recommend 
a retreat, and this was his recommenda
tion under the circumstances. It cost 
Prittwitz his command. 

The General Staff was shocked, but it 
did not toy long with a defeatist. It 
called from out of retirement the obstinate, 
slow thinking General von Hindenburg. 
The latter assumed Prittwitz's command 
with the war-wise Ludendorff as the new 
chief of staff. 

There were two Russian armies, one 
under Rennenkamp and the other com
manded by Samsonof, and each of these 
were as large as Hindenburg's army. The 
Mazurian Lakes separated the two Rus
sian forces. 

Throwing out a cavalry division to con
tain the First Russian Army, Hindenburg 
turned his back and attacked Samson0f. 
Hind;mburg ran great_ risk of being 
trapped, but he let Samsonof's Slavs 
through his center and then closed his own 
trap on the Russians, who were stumbling 
about in the forests. Some 60,000 Rus-

sians died on the battlefield, and 100,000 
others were taken prisoner. 

With Napoleonic ease, Hindenburg then 
about~faced his tpousands _ and t~ok on 
Rennenkamp's Cossacks and infantry . 
Here again, German arms prevailed. By 
the time another patch (60,000) of Rus
sian prisoners were marched away "for 
the duration," the Battle of Tannenberg- * 
was already a classic of victory over odds. 
This is regarded as the most hazardous 
operation of World War I. 

The natural positions ordinarily found can not 
protect an army against the superiority of a more 
numerous army, without the aid of art.-Napo)eon. 

The Conflict of Masses 

Visualize 140 miles of entrenched front 
and shell-pocked terrain with 1,275,000 
Germans opposing 1,125,000 Allied troops. 
This was the setting of one of the most 
important and decisive events in the his
tory of the world. Because of the mil
lions involved, the First Battle of the 
Marne is in contrast to the other engage
ments listed. But like the 1940 Nazi 
blitz against France, it was an effort to 
secure a complete victory with a short 
and decisive campaign. 

Why was this giant battle lost by, the 
Germans or won by the Allies? 

General William A. Mitchell, in his 
World's Military History, states: "The 
narrow margin between defeat and victory 
lay in the failure of Moltke to carry out 
the plan conceived by Schlieffen." 

In broad terms, this is true. However, 
other points should be considered. "The 
Germans had a superiority of 150,000-
perhaps a narrow margin considering the 
weight of numbers involved, but still a 
margin. Losses were heavier on the Allied 
side.t At one point, this should have 
weighed the balance of power in favor of 

., More accurately. the battles of Tannen berg 
and the First Battle of the Mazurian Lakes.-The 
Author. 

t 150,000 Germans to 300,000 Allies according 
to French sources.-The Author. 
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the Kaiser's armies. But the Allies turned 
a German offensive into a retreat. 

The average French or British soldier 
was not encouraged by any knowledge of 
Moltke's failure to carry out a plan. The 
French· and British won mainly because, 

· on the blood and gore level, their soldiers 
shot, and got shot-but went forward 
against odds. 

The Battle of Britain 

A significant battle against unusual 
odds, the air conflict known as the Battle 
of Britain is worth a detailed study. 

In terms of aircraft, the Royal Air 
Force possessed something over 1,000 air
planes against Goering's 2,669. To quote 
General J. F. C. Fuller,* "These attacks 
were met by Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh 
Dowding, Commanding in Chief, Fighter 
Command, who had at his disposal 59 
fiRhter squadrons, and who, in spite 
of the odds against him-seldom less than 
2 to 1-inflicted so crushing a defeat on 
his enemy that never again during the 
War was an all-out air battle attempted." 

· The great duel might be termed 
"science-won," because of the first effec
tive use of radar, but this would be to 
underrate its heroism and generalship. 

As Winston Churchill said: 
"The foresight of Air Marshal Dowding 

in his direction of Fighter Command de
serves high praise, but even more remark
able had been the constraint and exact 
nw.2surement of formidable stresses which 
had reserved a fighter force in the north . 
thn>ugh all these long weeks of mortal 
con11ict in the south. We must regard the 
gct.eralship here shown as an example of 
geJ:ius in the art of war." 

The Battle of Britain proved that a 
WD" c.annot be won' by bombardment. 

Exaggerated Numbers 
1 axury-laden Italian soldiers, compris-

'"'he Second World War. 1989·1945. 

ing nearly 10 divisions (an army of 4 
corps), were totally wiped out by British 
task forces which never exceeded more 
than two divisions. History records this 
as the First and Secpnd Libyan Cam
paigns. 

Occupying im all but impossible stra
tegic position in Africa and the Middle 
East, General* Wavell's combined but 
scattered units numbered only 78,000 
against some 415,000 Italians. The latter 
blocked W a veil's supply lines and threat
ened to keep his forces even more divided 

· than they unfortunately were. With 
. hardly the troops to withstand an offen
sive by the Italian divisions on the 
Egyptian-Libyan frontier, General Wavell 
did the unexpected. With a strategy 
moulded to make one tank look like a 
company and one man appear to be 
a dozen, Wavell attacked. He parlayed a 
seemingly hopeless 5-day raid into a suc
cessful 2-month campaign. 

It was on a combat patrol level that 
this operation really began. Instead of 
intensifying their own patrolling to 
counter that of the English, the Italian 
soldiers crouched in their defenses and 
repeated and enlarged upon the rumors. 
It was the tempo of British activity that 
exaggerated their numbers, but rumors 
helped. Finally, Marshal Balbo was 
cabling Mussolini for reinforcements. 
When Balbo was killed, Marshal Gra
ziani inherited the Italian desert com
mand, which outnumbered the British 
better than 4 to 1. 

It was at this point that the "5-day 
raid" was launched; it ended~ 2 months 
later. During that time, the British 
Desert Army (120 guns, 2~5 tanks, and 
31,000 men) ranged about, and out::;hot 
and outm,aneuvered the Italians in their 
"mobile metal coffins." The Royal Air 
Force and Navy contributed immeasurably 

• Later, Field Marshal Lord Wavell. 
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to the eventual success of the English 
ground army. 

For his gamble, General W avell had to 
bury 500 of his men, evacuate 1,373 of 
his wounded, write off a number of his 
tanks, and list 55 of his soldiers as miss
ing in action. On the credit side, he had 
taken 130,000 prisoners, captured or de
stroyed 400 tanks and 1,240 pieces .of anti
tank and field artille1·y. 

General Fuller writes, "Thus ended 
the campaign of many lessons, of which. 
the more outstanding were: that mobility 
in the attack is superior to mass in the 
defense ... " The strategy of exaggerated 
numbers paid off, but it forced Hitler to 
send Rommel · with reinforcements to 
Afri\!a. 

Surprised by a superior arm:r. an ol"dinary gen
e-ral, occupying a bad position, seeks safety in 
retreat; but a great leader wiJI resort to audacity 
and march to meet his enemy.-Napo]eon. 

.Bold Generalship 

The balance of power lay with the Axis 
desert army when General Rommel's 
Germans and Italians came within an ace 
of winning an armored campaign ''' which 
involved one of the largest tank versus 
tank battles of World War II. The order 
of battle lineup only tells part of the 
story: 

British 
5 infantry divisions 
1 armored division 
2 tank brigades 
,1 armored brigade 
~ brigade groups 
1 Polish regimer:t 

8 divisions tapp1·ox.) 

Axis 
infantry divisions 

1 armored dh'ision 
2 panzer divisions 
1 Jight division 

11 division~ 

In addition, the Axis army had air 
superiority, but the most outstanding 
tactical difference lay in the ballistic 
sup~riority of Rommel's antitank guns 
and tanks. Greater .gun range, larger 
calibers, better armor penetration, and 
the thicker armor on the German tanks 
were other German advantages over 

*The Fourth Libyan Campaign. 

English materiel. 
each had: 

British 
455 tanks 

72 AT guns 

In numbers of weapons, 

Axis 
412 tanks 
194 AT guns 

606 total 
The heroic defenders of Tobruk had 

held off twice their strength, and they had 
done it more as attackers than defenders. 
Their 4 1h-month offense-defense set the 
stage for General Cunningham's attack 
and the intricate battles that followed. 

The campaign progressed with tank 
losses mounting on both sides, but the 
Ge:rmans were less affected because of 
their more efficient tank recovery service. 
After 9 days of fighting, and almost com
pletely whipped by Rommel's forces the 
disorganized and shot-up British Army 
was on the verge of panic. At this point, 
General Sir Claude Auchinleck flew to the 
desert. Of this General, Fuller writes: 
"At this critical moment, an outstanding 
example of the influence of generalship on 
operations is p1·esented to us." 

Auchinleck refused his troops the false 
comfort .and safety of a retreat, removed 
General Cunningham from command of 
the Eighth Army, and placed General 
N. M. Ritchie in his command post. Much 
combat action followed. A near defeat 
was not turned into a victory with ease, 
but when the battle ended, Rommel's army 
was forced to withdraw. The famed 
"D~sert Fox" had lost 386 of his 412 
tanks, 850 of his 1,000. aircraft, and one
third of his army. The comparative losses 
in men were: 18,000 British to 24,500 Axis 
killed and wounded. The English took 
36,500 Axis prisoners. 

This did not mean that the desert war 
was finished. It was a victory before a 
disaster, but the campaign has its lessons, 
not the least of which is that the side re
pairing its tanks the quickest has the most 
reserves. 

In the offensive campaign that some-
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time later followed the one just described, 
Rommel advanced 350 miles in 17 days, 
without air support. Both of these cam
paigns illustrate that there is no scien
tific substitution for generalship and de
termination. 

Retreats always cost more men and material 
than the most bloody engagements-with this dif
f~rence, that in a battle the enemy's loss is nearly 
e•tual to your own, whereas in a retreat the loss is 
on your side only.-Napoleon. 

Small victories have been won at great 
costs; conversely, big victories have bee!l 
secured at small cost. The ratio of your 
own dead and wounded to your enemy's 
is not always the foundation upon which· 
to base your next move. Fire power kills, 
wounds, and demoralizes, but speed in 
maneuver also can produce' casualties in 
volume. 

Battles may be won, but wars lost. It 
has often been said of the English that 
they lost all but the last battles. How
ever, England's position in history shows 
that smaller nations often defeat larger 
ones or combinations thereof. Britain's 
population was outnumbered in 1588 when 
she conquered Spain, and again in 1702 
against the French, Spanish, and Ba
varians, in the Seven Year's War, and in 
1800. 

Finland, while it did not win the war 
against Soviet Russia, nevertheless 
avoided the usual fate of small nations 
unable to defend themselves. Finland 
secured a peace not wholly unfavorable 
to her in the 1939-1940 war of 180 mil-

. lion people against 311, million. Finland's 
3 divisions and 1 cavalry brigade, total
iii!;' around 33,000, stood off the Soviet 
Army of 100 divisions, 9,000 tanks, and 
10.<•00 aircraft-a force of 1,500,000 sol
die<"· Aircraft and tanks belonging to 
tlw Finns were hardly worth counting, 
bm high morale and tactical. skill made up 
in : art for mechanical deficiencies. 

11e ,aggressor can rarely fight with 
th.. ·logged determination of his victim. 

i ke the era when· the death of a bat
tlef 'ld commander precipitated a re-

treat, the day when a single decisive 
blow could decide a major war issue 
passed with Napoleon. The Japanese 
gambled on this type action at Pearl Har
bor. Sometimes, these lessons are not 
learned. 

Past battles against long odds illustrate 
that there never has been a period in 
history when numerical superiority al
ways meant victory. As to size, there are 
limitations. Generally, you cannot count 
on completely beating more than about 
2% times your own number, except that 
today a new set of numerical values 
must replace the old. On land, it is fire 
power, and not numbers of men, that 
should be weighed, for the factor of air 
power has changed the complexion of war. 
Air power, like naval power, does not 
spring from the sheer number of males 
in a nation. The muscular quantitive 
can easily be conquered by the mechanical
technical, but will and self-confidence 
must back quality against quantity or 
the match will be on an even basis. 

The real lessons of past wars lie not 
in the tactics or forces employed, but 
in human reactions, greatness born out 
of circumstances, generalship, the little 
extra courage needed to turn the odds 
in your favor, and above all, military and 
mental preparedness. The military un
preparedness of the United States has 
bared more chests to bullets than has all 
the combined heroism and bravery. of the 
world . 

Men can fly in the air and float on the 
ocean, but all must live on the land. It 
is on the land that the final decisions of 
any future wars will be decided. There 
is no national or political monopoly on 
bravery. A communist soldier will sacri
fice his life just as quickly as the demo
cratic soldier-perhaps with less ques
tion. 

Americans in the past have faced long 
odds; those of the future may have to 
win over even greater odds. 
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Lieutenant Colonel William ll'lassello, Jr., Coast ATtille1·y Corps 
Instructor, Command and General Staff College 

M APS are among the most impor
tant documents used by military ·forces. 
Their value in the planning and conduct 
of military operations is generally rec
ognized. No less evident and widely ac
knowledged is the necessity for placing 
the right map in the hands of the users in 
tim~ to serve their purpose. In striking 
contrast, the problem which is involved 
in achieving this essential distribution is 
rarely understood, even by high-level 
planners. As a result, map shortages 
have been a frequent occurrence in war. 

In the· Civil War, commanders of both 
sides were hampered by lack of maps. 
Napoleon III was a student of our Civil 
War. Nevertheless, he failed to prepare 
military maps of his own country. Con
sequently, ·during the Franco-Prussian 
War, he had to issue enemy maps of 
France to his troops. This lack of fore
sight contributed to the early defeat of 
the French forces. On many occasions 
during World War II, our troops were 
handicapped by a shortage or lack of ade
quate maps of the areas in which they 
were operating. 

A Complex Problem 

The deficiencies which occurred in map 
distribution during World War II seem 
sutprising, particularly in view of' the 
many other varied and difficult supply 
problems which were quite successfully 
overcome. From a cursory appraisal, 
map supply appears to be a simple prob
lem. The calculations involved in deter-

mining requirements seems easy. The 
documents themselves are apparently just 
another item which should be amenable t<l 
the usual procedures for procurement, 
handling, and distribution. 

In actual fact, numerous intangible 
considerations and recondite possibilities 
introduce complications which make the 
mathematics of map supply extremely 
complex. Experience has repeatedly and 
conclusively demonstrated that maps can
not be successfully handled in the same 
manner as other items of supply or as 
mail. The final report of the Chief En
gineer, ETO, from which much of the 
material for this article has been drawn, 
makes this significant statement: "Ar
rangements for an adequate supply of 
maps proved to be one of the most diffi
cult problems of all. It would appear to 
a casual observer to be one of the sim
plest, and therein lies perhaps the great
est danger." 

Considerations 

Several considerations which indicate 
.illhat separate handling of maps is re
quired and justified are thoroughly cov
ered in the aforementioned volume. The 
gist of these factors is given here. Only 
the particular map sheets which cover the 
area of interest are of any immediate use 
to troops. The distribution, therefore, 
must fit the operational plan like a glove. 
Changes in tactical plans may not af
fect other supplies, but they do have an 
immediate effect on map requirements. 
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The distribution system must respond in
stantaneously to such changes, if the re
quired maps are to be provided in time. 
This sensitivity to· the tactical situation 
demands close c·ommand surveillance of 
map s.upply. Distribution must be ap
proved through the chain of command. In 
a mobile situation, detailed issue to indi
viduals and small units· is difficult to 
achieve. The bulk of maps needed to 
cover any substantial area makes it im
practical to supply a unit with maps for 
any prolonged period of mobile opera
tions. Premature issue of maps not of 
immediate interest is wasted effort be
cause the maps ·will probably be lost or 
discarded; they may be voided by a change 
in operational plan; and once issued, they 
can seldom be withdrawn for reissue to 
another unit. To avoid advertising the 
commander's intention, secrecy in map 

fajled, As valuable sources of informa
tion concerning the area of operations, 
maps are intelligence documents. From 
the. distribution standpoint, they must be 
considered more in the· nature of intelli
gence documents than as items of supply· 
and must be separately handled by an 
independent system set up exclusively for 
this purpose. This system is schematically 
shown in Figure 1. It should be noted 
that corps, primarily a tactical headquar
ters, is an integral part of the system. 
Divisions requisition and draw their maps 
from corps and not directly from army, 
as in the case of other supply items. 

Responsibilities 

The numerous activities connected with 
map supply are closely interrelated. Re
sponsibility for their execution must be 
definitely · fixed and clearly delineated. 

The supply of military maps to combat units is an extremely important 
function. Factors in the problem are co-ordination with operational 
planning and a distribution system approved in the chain of command 

distribution is frequently essential. Lo
gistical limitations prevent the mainte
nance of excessive reserves. Hence, map 
distribution must be carefully controlled 
to prevent wasteful issue. To insure the 
embodiment of the considerations involved 
in map distribution into an effective sys
tem, there must be centralized control at 
taetical headquarters. Map supply must 
not fail under any circumstances. 

A Separate Supply Item 

.\laps are considered as an item of En
gir;.•er Class IV supply. This designation 

. i~ ·nisleading and creates a false impres
si•· · concerning map distribution. Clas
sif:· maps as a Class IV item and, im
m, -~i~tely, as a supply problem, it is 
llh tally lumped in with thousands of 
otl· ·r such items. Repeated efforts to 
ha .. clle maps as a Class IV item have 

These responsibilities are presently as-
signed as follows: , 

l. The ·Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, 
General Staff, United States Army, is re
sponsible for mapping and charting ac
tivities of the Department of the Army 
and directs and co-ordinates these activi
ties. He determines requirements and pri
orities for maps and chart coverage per
tinent to planning and operations, and he 
takes suitable action to meet these re
quirements and to alert production agencies 
af the earliest possible time. ~ 

2. The Corps of Engineers and the 
United States Air Force are jointly 
charged with the preparation of maps 
whose preparation requires the use of 
aerial photography. 

3. The assistant chief of staff, G-2, of 
division and larger units, acting under 
the authority of the commander, prepares 
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plans and policies and supervises all ac
tivities concerning military topographic 
surveys and maps, including their acqui
sition, reproduction, and distribution. 

4. The engineer of division and larger 
units it; charged with the distribution of 
military maps under the policies of the 
commander and the supervision of -the 
unit G-2, except for such maps as may re-. 
quire special distribution. He obtains 
maps not published by himself from the 
engineer of the next higher unit. 

Terminology 

The preceding paragraphs have pre
sented ·some general aspects of map sup
ply. Their purpose has been to impart an 
appr~ciation of a problem which, in the 
past, has been generally underrated. Be
fore discussing map distribution in the 
combat zone, a brief reminder of some 
elementary terms is pertinent. 

The scale of military maps is usually 
designated by a ·representative fraction 
which expresses the relation between ac
tual distance on the map and actual dis
tance on the ground. Obviously, 1/25,000 
of something is larger than 1/50,000 of 
it. Thus, the larger the denominator of 
the representative fraction, the smaller 
the scale. 

Tables for determining map require
ments and discussions of the subject fre
quently employ the terms "sheet" and 
"copy." The technical usage of these 
two simple words, in map supply, sounds 
iikt· "double talk." The distinction between 
thr· usage of these two terms should be 
clearly understood. The term sheet is 
Us<·d 'to describe a map of given scale 
wl:ich covers a given area of ground. It 
is , single piece of paper. The term copy 
de- gnates any exact counterpart or fac
sil· ·le of a sheet. Physically-as an im
pr' ·ted piece of paper-a sheet and a 
co! .· are identical. The difference, then, 
is . ·urely a matter of word usage. As 
usv-l in connection with map requirements, 

'the term sheet conveys the idea of an 
area or terrain cartographically depicted 
on' a piece of paper. The term copies 
connotes quantity. 

Area coverage is the number of ·sheets 
of the same scale required to include the· 
piece of ter:cain being considered. 

Initial allowances prescribe the num
ber of copies of map sheets, by type or 
scale, which can be requisitioned by each 
organization without further approval. 

Distribution in the Combat Zone 

Timely planning is' necessary to insure 
that· sufficient quantities of suitable maps 
are available to units, at the time and 
place needed. Three basic factors which 
govern. such planning are: the area of 
map coverage, the map scales required, 
and initial allowances. 

The extent of the area of present and 
projected operations provides the basis 
for the map coverage required. In gen
eral, an actively engaged unit needs map 
coverage of an area wider than that in
cluded within its tactical boundaries. This 
overlap is required for planning, tactical 
security, and co-ordination with adjacent 
units. The number of n;~ap sheets at each 
scale is determined by use of a map index. 
An outline of the area of which coverage 
is required is delineated on the index. 
The included sheets are then counted and 
listed by appropriate identification sym
bol. In determining area coverage, the 
G-2 co-ordinates with the. G-3, the engi
neer, and other staff officers and agencies. 

The map scales required are determined 
according to the needs of the users. These 
needs are influenced by such 'factors as 
the character of the terrain, the type of 
ope1•ations, the nature of the opposition 
encountered, and the speed of movement. 
Small-scale maps are used for gen~ral 
planning and strategic studies of higher 
commanders. Large-scale maps are in
tended for the technical and tactical needs 
of the infantry, field artillery, and other 
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These pictures show some of the processes 
involved in "placing the right map in the 
hands of the users in time to serve their 
purposes." Above, left, US engineers at 
a post in England, sealing maps to be used 
in the invasion of Europe, 3 months before 
D-day. Above, right, engineers checking 
newly printed maps for errors. Left, men 
of t!Je 1225th Engineer Battalion sorting 
and, bundling maps for shipment; in 6 
months, this battalion distributed 20 mil
lion maps to US First Army troops. Be,low, 
men of Headquarters, 134th Infantry, 35th 
Division, preparing maps for distribution 
near St. Lii, France, on 11 July '1944.-US 

Army photos. 

l 
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Above, US officers exammmg a situation map of the Italian front, 13 February 1945; 
left to right, Generals Livesay, Marshall, McNarney, Clark, and Truscott. Below, a 
platoon leader and three sergeants of the 27th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop trace the 
route of a reconnaissance mission in northern Okinawa, 12 July 1945.-US Army p!:otos. 
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appropriate users. Maps covering the 
area of present and imminent operations 
are, in accordance with availability and 
economy, of as large scale as necessary 
to provide the detail of information re
quired. Coverage outside the area of im
mediate interest is of smaller scale. 

Initial allowances must furnish units 
and individuals with a sufficient number 
of copies of map sheets which · provide 
adequate coverage at each scale required. 
Difficulties of production and distribution, 
as well as the weights involved, necessi
tate economy in map issue. Various fac
tors such as the strength, composition, 
and .functions of a unit are combined with 
experience data to determine the quanti
ties of maps to be allowed the unit in 
tables of initial allowances. Figure 2 
shows the general form and type of con
tents of such a table. The quantities 
shown therein are fictitious. 

Determination of Requirements 

The actual determination of map re
quirements can be illustrated by the pro
cedure employed by a field army in cal
culating the needs of all its subordinate 

·units. The job is done by G-2, G-3, and 
the army engineer. The G-3 outlines the 
operational plan. The G-2 llnd G-3 de
cide on the types and scales of the maps 
to be used. The engineer advises on the 
availability of maps in depots, the capac
ity of reproduction facilities, and the 
types and scales which can be most readily 
reproduced. In accordance with the plan 
for future tactical operations, the G-2 
delineates the projected boundaries of the 
army and its subordinate units and the 
over-all area for which coverage is de
sired. This area will extend far forward 
of the present lines to allow the ,time 
necessary for procurement, production, 
reproduction, and distribution. The G-2 
will also inform the engineer of other fac
tors involved in the scheme of maneuver 
which are pertinent to map requirements. 

With the information obtained from the 
G-2 and the data contained in experience 
tables, the engineer is now ready to cal
culate map requirements for al\ units of 
the army and army headquarths. The 
procedure is as follows: 

1. Lay out the projected army area for 
which coverage is desired on the map in
dex of the scale being considered. 

2. In the army area outlined on the 
map index, delineate the tentative corps 
and division boundaries. . Project these 
boundaries sufficiently forward to .cover 
the entire area for which map coverage 
is desired at each scale. 

:1. List the identifications of the sheets 
re'quired to cover the area included within 
the boundaries of each echelon of com
mand from division to army inclusive. 

4. From the experience tables, deter
mine the number of copies of each sheet 
required at each echelon. 

5. List the total number of copies of 
each map sheet requir.ed. These are plan
ning figures for initial issue. 

Replacement requirements are calcu
lated by applying a percentage factor to 
the number of copies required for initial 
issue. The sum of the initial requirement, 
plus the replacement requirement for 
each sheet, represents the total.number of 
copies of each sheet which army must be 
prepared to distribute. 

Summary 

1. Map supply is a complex problem. 
Planning for map supply must begin 
early and be closely co-ordinated with op
erational planning. 

2. Maps are intelligence documents. 
They must be handled separately by an 
independent system. 

3. Distribution must be approve" 
through the chain of command. 

4. The three basic factors which gov
ern map requirements are: the area of 
map coverage, the map scales required 
and initial allowances. 

.J 
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CEMETERIES the world .over are 
crowded with the mortal remains of those 
who assumed unwisely or too much. Here 
is the headstone of the driver who as
sumed the other fellow would make a 
boulevard stop. There lies the man who 
assum.ed the pistol wasn't loaded. Can 
there be an~ doubt that this ghostly gal
axy . subscribes unanimously, if some
what belatedly, to the precept that any 
course of action based upon a faulty as
sumption can lead but to dh;aster? Can 
anyone deny that many of these unfortu
nates, if granted readmission to our busy 
sphere, would never again be so careless 
as to assume? 

There are those among the living who 
loudly proclaim, "Never assume! Don't 
take anything for granted!" This concept, 
fortunately, produces our ablest scientists, 
researchers, and detectives. Is this, then, 
the wiser and safer course, or is there a 
definite need for the making of assump
tions? 

It is one thing for a person to act upon 
an assumption when only his own life 
or fortune is at stake. It is quite an
otht·r to accept an assumption when the 
liw.' and fortunes of others are involved. 
Surh an observation invites a logical 
cha;n of questions when one considers 
thn: throughout our armed forces, in 

peace and war, staff members are formu
lating plans which will involve the des
tinies of thousands upon thousands of 
men and women and billions of dollars 
worth of property. Do these military 
planners ever assume? If so, are ·they 
justified in assuming? What do they as
sume and on what do theyobase their as
sumptions? 

Assumptions for Planning 

An assumption, as it relates to mili
tary plans, is ~ premise which is author
ized to be accepted as fact in the absence 
of confirmed information to either guide 
or to form the basis for planning. At the 
strategic level, planning assumptions fall 

1 into two main categories. First, there are 
"basic assumptions" whi~;h serve to guide 
the over-all planning effort. An assump
tion that country "A" will declare war 
against the United States is an ·example 
of a basic assumption. This assumption 
establishes a priority which permits the 
entire planning effort to be immediately 
directed against country "A." That 
country "A" will initially attempt to seize 
the petroleum installations in country 
"B" illustrates a "special asi(iumption,'' 
which is the second category. Thus, the 
special assumption serves to guide a par
ticular phase of the overcall planning. 

In an age of supersonic warfare, strategic war plans must meet any 

ev<mtuality. These plans must be based on specific situations and 

as:umptions about our enemies, our allies, and our own capabilities 
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It is Clear, therefore, that planning as
sumptions -are employed to construct, as 
. nearly as possible, a probable future sit
uation. 

Planning assumptions are not neces
sarily restricted in application to poten
tial enemies but may also be employed in 
respect to potential allies or to our own 
situation at a future date. Planners may 
be authorized to employ the assumption 
that countries "X," "Y," and "Z" will 
combine forces with the United States to 
resist any invasion of the Western Hemi
sphere, but will not participate initially 
in any overseas operations. The assump
tion that, upon the outbreak of hostilities, 
our· bases at "Blue" and "Green" will be 
immediately evacuated is applicable to 
our own future situation. 

Purpose of Assumptions 

These definitions and illustrations of 
military planning assumptions lead next 
to a consideration of the purposes of, or 
the results obtained from employing, such 
assumptions. First, the employment of 
assumptions increases the range of mili
tary· planning. The strategic planners for 
.any nation's armed forces seek assump
tions as the starting point for the formu
lation of strategic war plans. Therefore, 
that agency at the national level which 
directs the planning must authorize these 
assumptions. 

Obviously, military planning assump
tions must be co-ordinated and approved' 
by some central authority. Without such 
control, the planning of the various mili
tary services at all levels would lack 
co-ordination and continuity. The Depart
ments of the Army and the Navy, if per
mitted to act upon their own intelligence 
and information resources, would quite 
conceivably arrive at many disputable or 
contradictory assumpti~ns. Or they might 
arrive at the same assumption at widely 
separated times. 

However, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

possessing ·intelligence and information 
from all sources, is in a position to 
reconcile these differences and to an
nounce the assumptions to be employ~ed i(l 
the planning of all the militar(\' depart
ments. The military planners must pre
pare long-, medium-, and short-range 
plans to meet all probable contingencies. 
These plans, to be concrete and workable, 
must be based upon situations which may 
be expected to exist at some future date. 

Only through the employment of plan
ning assumptions can these future situa
tions be developed. Not only at the na
tional level, but also in the active theater 
of operations, planning assumptions assist 
irl the earlier development of operational 
and administrative plans. 

The use of planning assumptions pro
vides direction to the planning effort and 
thereby enhances the effectiveness of the 
plan. Lacking any basic or special plan
ning assumptions, our strategic level mili
tary planners would conceivably be 
required to prepare plans to attack or de
fend against every foreign nation, employ
ing our military capabilities as they ex-

. ist at .the present time. Furthermore, 
this planning would perforce be of a gen
eral nature. Administrative and opera
tional details could not be w:ork~d into 
the plan until after the situation b~gan 
to develop, and then only after. extensive 
and time-consuming effort to secure in
telligence concerning the enemy and to 
establish definite assurances regarding 
our own resources and capabilities. 
Thro,ugh the employment of assumptions, 
a more definite enemy and friendly situa
tion is furnished to our planners in time 
for all planning to proceed at once in the 
same direction and in the same degree of 
detail. 

Planning assumptions seek to minimize 
the number of subsequent changes in mili
tary plans. If assumptions are employed 
at the start, plans need only be modified 
to· the extent that the actual situation 

1 
I 
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differs from the assumed situation. If . necessary. Our knowledge that an enemy 
the assumptions were soundly based, lit- will be incapable of following certain 
tie or no change is required in the plan courses of action enables us to rule out 
before it is implemented. If no assump- those courses of action as planning as
tions were employed by our planners, all sumptions. 
military- plans would require revision with An understanding of the justification 
each change in the enemy, potential en- for and the employment of military plan
emy, or friendly situation. Many times ning assumptions is facilitated by a study 
the preparation of new plans would be ne- of . the various courses from which these 
cessitated. assumptions evolve. This is best accom-

Planning assumptions, to a large de- plished by classifying each type of as
gree, determine the extent of plannin.g sumption according to its basis and illus
necessary and the number. of plans which h·ating each type by means of an historical 
must be prepared. In planning. for future or hypothetical example. Before proceed
military operations, it is generally im- ing, however, let it be known that 
possible to select that one course of action assumptions for planning at both the 
which. the enemy or potential enemy will strategic level and the tactical level may 
adopt. True, it is possible to analyze the evolve from each of the bases enumerated. 
courses of action open to him and to ar
range these courses of action in the order 
in which he is most likely to adopt them. 
This procedure establishes an order of 
priority for our planning. The same is 
true in estimating enemy resources and 
our own resources and capabilities. 

Inasmuch as our planners must be pre
pared for any contingency, it is generally 
necessary to construct more than one fu
ture situation upon which to base a plan. 
For example, it may be plausible to au
thorize three assumptions simultaneously; 
one, that country "A" will initiate hos
tile action against the United States in 
1950; second, in 1955; and ~hird, in 1960. 
This would necessitate the preparation 
of three separate and distinct plans, each 
dep<•ndent upon estimated enemy and 
frieully capabilities in those years. Ob
viou,Jy, separate plans must be prepared 
on a-<sumptions that the enemy will attack 
us from the east, or the north, or another 
dilwtion. 

"' hile it should be clear that the num
ber uf. plans and the extent of planning 
mu> · increase with the number of unre
late;: assumptions, it should also be noted 
that if We possess reliable intelligence 
and information, fewer assumptions are 

Intelligence Assumptions 

First, let us consider that category 
which includes assumptions based upon 
intelligence. At the strategic level, these 
may concern an actual or potential enemy 
or ally. At the tactical level, they will 
generally concern the enemy. 

To illustrate this classification, let us 
suppose that our top-level intelligence 
agencies have assembled' considerable in
telligence on country "A," whose current 
activities mark her as our most probable 
enemy. Among other conclusions, our in
telligence predicts that "A" will possess 
by 1951 a strong guided missile capability 
with ranges up to 1,000 miles. This con
clusion has resulted from thorough anal
ysis and integration of many reliable 
reports from credible sources. Our rank
ing military and government leaders be
lieve this prediction sufficiently justified 
to warrant its use as a planning assump-
tion. ' 

Therefore, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
would authorize a planning assumption 
for all the services that country "A," by 
early 1951, will be capable of employing 
guided missiles with ranges up to 1,000 
miles. Such an assumption will, in many 
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ways, influence the strategic war plans 
of each of the military departments. Key 
mobilization installations, for both per
sonnel and materiel, must be located with 
a consideration for the range of "A's" 
guided missiles. Naval bases and mar
shalling areas must likewise be selected. 
Dispersion of logistical facilities to sup
port operations must be contemplated. 
These are but a few of the effects of one 
assumption, based upon intelligence, on 
the over-all planning effort. Intelligence 
concerning the enemy provides the basis 
for assumptions to guide campaign 'and 
battle plans as well as strategic war plans. 

Our Own Capabilities 

A second type of assumption based on 
intelligence includes assumptions which 
are based upon information or reasonable 
assurances concerning our own capabilities 
or available resources. Members of Con
gress may, for example, assure the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff that the military budget 
for the next fiscal year will be adequate 
to support an army striking force of 30 
divisions. Acting upon this reasonable 
assurance, the Joint Chiefs may authorize 
the Department of the Army to assume a 
30-division striking force in its planning. 
The Air Force, in its long-range planning, 
might assume, if current research and 
development' warrants, that by 1955 we 
will have long-range bombers with a 
radius of 2,500 miles and capable of 
transporting a 40,000-pound bomb load. 
A theater commander, acting upon esti
mates from theater navy headquarters, 
might authorize the task force commander 
to assume that adequate landing craft 
will be made available to him by D-20, 

Logical Reasoning 

Next, let us consider those assumptions 
which are based solely upon logical 'rea
soning or upon a combination of reason
ing and intelligence. Again invading the 
.realm of supposition, we will presume that 

the Intelligence Bureau of a friendly na
tion estimates that the Communist Party 
has a plan for disrupting the nation's mo
bilization machinery in the event of war 
with any communist state. Frlrthermore, 
the Bureau's intelligence reveals that the 
communists are capable of implementing 
such a plan. As near as can be learned, the 
plan contemplates the crippling, by strike 
and sabotage, of the nation's transporta
tion system. The implementation of this 
plan, in part or in full, would paralyze the 
military and economic mobilization of the 
nation, as well as impede her immediate 
tactical mobility. 

Aside from the fact that intelligence 
produced by the Bureau has led to these 
conclusions regarding communist capabili
ties and intentions, logical reasoning alone 
would lead one to the same conclusions. 
The announced policies of the party, 
statements of party leaders, and usual 
party operating methods point to the same 
prediction. Consequently, war plans of 
the nation, whether they be offensive or 
defensive, long-, medium-, or short-range, 
ni.ust be guided by the assumption that on 
or before M-day the communists will 
launch their operation. As a result, all 
plans would have to provide for early 
employment of forces to protect and 
operate vital transportation, facilities. 
Upon reflection, this illustrative example 
may be closer to fact than fancy, in the 
case of some nations. 

World War II produced a notable ex
ample of planning assumptions based upon 
logical reasoning. Allied leaders late in 
1943 became increasingly aware that Ger
man reverses were placing the Nazi high 
command in a critical position. This de-

. velopment pointed up a possible need f•,r 
a plan of operation before 1 May 194!, 
the original target date for Operatic.n 
Ove1·lo1·d. These German reverses includ~d 
serious losses on the Soviet front, alarm
ing Allied gains in Italy, strong partis<tn · 
developments in the Balkans, the set-baek 
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~uffered by the U-boat campaign, and the 
increasing and devastating , Allied air 
offensive over Germany.- Our leaders be" 
lieved that these developments could 
very possibly cause the German high c'om
mand to make one of three decisions; first, 
reduce· the existing forces in France, the 
lowland countries, Denmark, and Norway, 
in order to gain reinforcements for Italy 
and the Balkans; second, abandon occupa
tion of Western and Southern Europe to 
meet the threat of dis,aster on the Eastern 
Front; and, third, to negotiate with 
Anglo-American leaders' in order to ensure 
the ultimate occupation of Germany by 
forces ot}1er than those of the USSR. 

Each of these decisions became an au-

thorized assumption, and the Chief of 
Stall' to the Supreme Allied Commander 
dir<>cted First Army to prepare plans 
bas,·d on each of these three assumptions. 
In compliance with this directive, First 
Army prepared three plans, known as 
Ra11kin Pla,ns A, B, and C (see Figure 
1), Rankin A was based on the assump
tion that German defenses in the Opera
tio•t Overlord assault -'area would become 
~o weakened prior to 1 May that Allied 
for··es then available would attempt a 
lo<h:ement in the Normandy area. 

Ha~z'kin Plan B, contemplating a rapid 
G0 man withdrawal from Western and 
So:,thern Europe, provided for rapid pur
&\J- • to cut off the enemy forces before 

they could retreat to positions behind the 
Siegfried Line. Rankin C was prepared 
on the assumption of an unconditional 
German surrender and a cessation of 
organized resistance in Northwest Europe. 
Plan D, which called for an invasion of , 
Norway, was later initiated as an alternate 
plan for Operation Overlord in the event 
the latter should ,prove unfeasible. AI-

, though none of the Rankin plans were 
ever implemented and the assumptions 
proved to be in error, there is no denying 
that common sense, logic, and caution 
directed these preparations. 

Forecast of Operations 

A fourth classification includes those 

0 

assumptions based upon a forecast of op
erations. Here again, we may draw upon 
an historical example from World War II. 
As its part in Operation Ove1·lord, Gen
eral Patton's Third Army was given the 
mission of driving westward out of the 
beachhead and clearing the enemy from 
the Brittany Peninsula. The concept of 
this operation provided that Third Army, 
when it concentrated on the beachhead, 
would assume command of VIII Corps, al
ready in contact, and XV' Corps, which 
would be assembled east of St. Malo'. It 
was necessary, therefore, that the Third 
Army staff be authorized, as a basis for 
its planning, an assumption regarding the 
situation which would most probably ob-
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tain on D+29. Figure 2 shows the as
sumption which was employed with respect 
to the situation on D+29. This assump
tion included the probable line of contact 
and the approximate locations of the vari
ous corps in the beachhead. 

Third Army prepared three operation 
plans, each predicated upon this assump
tion. Unfortunately, this forecast was 
considerably in error. As one officer ex
pressed it, units in the beachhead could 
practically smell the salt air of the 
English Channel over their shoulders, not 
only on D+29 but also on D+40. How
ever, when Third Army finally launched 
its operation, one of the three original 
plans was employed after only_ minor 
modification. 

It may be argued that assumptions 
based upon foreca-sts of operations right
fully belong in one of the categories al
ready discussed. However, a forecast of 
operations evolves from an analysis of 
intelligence concerning eneuy capabilities, 
knowledge of our own resources and capa
bilities, a bit of logical reasoning, and 
possibly a touch of pure conjecture. 
Since it does not fall smoothly into place 
in any of the previously considered classi
fications, we have simply bowed to con
venience m isolating this species of 
assumption. 

Necessity 

A final type of military planning as
·sumption' which demands notice includes 
those assumptions based upon nothing 
other than necessity. Frequently, our top 
military planning staffs must adopt an 
assumption in its purest form. Lacking 
intelligence or established fact upon 
which to develop logical reasoning, pos
sible future situations must be established 
without any basis wh_atever in order to 
allow planning to proceed. For example, 
both mobilization plans and strategic war 
plans must be predicated upon an assump
tion regarding the time to be available 

between the day mobilization commences 
and , the day our forces actually meet 
thos~ of the enemy. Neither intelligence 
nor any other source can supplJ the basjs 
for such a prediction. Therefoie, caution 
dictates the preparation of several plans, 
guided by such assumptions as these; that 
M-day will precede D-day by 180 days; 
that M-day will precede D-day by 90 days; 
that M-day and D-day will be simul
taneous. 

We may reasonably conclude that an 
assumption, at best, is of a speculative 
nature-a prediction that some particular 
situation will exist at some future date. 
It is obvious that the soundness of an 
a:ssumption depends entirely upon the ac
curacy of the intelligence or information 

_ or the logic of the reasoning upon which 
it is based. To those who contend that 
speculation is quicksand under the foun
dation of military planning, we reply 
that without assumptions military plan
ning can have no direction and no time 
cushion. 

In an age of supersonic weapons and 
machines which minimize the security 
formerly afforded by time and space bar
riers, strategic war plans must meet the 
needs of any eventuality in the ·near or 
distant future. These plans m1.1st be based 
upon specific situations if they are to be 
concrete and capable of rapid execution. 
These specific situations as they relate to 
potential enemies and allies and to our 
own capabilities must be constructed upon 
assumptions. 

To forestall any accusation that our 
military planners are gambling with lives 
and property in assuming such situations, 
it should be pointed out that only the plan 
imd not the action is based upon the as
sumption. When a situation arises which 
differs from those for which our plam
were prepared, then we need only k 
modify that plan which most closely fib 
the situation. Such a development is not 
only possible but probable. Experience ha~ 
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proved 'that the modification of a com
pleted plan requires far less tirqe than 
the preparation of an entirely new plan. 

It follows, naturally, that if the in
telligence, information, or reasoning upon 
which our assumptions were based is 
accurate in all respects, the situation will 
develop exactly as we assumed it would 
and little or no revision of our plans will 
be necessary. Thus, when our plan is 

finally implemented, wheri men and ma
teriel are ·committed to action, most, if 
not all, of the element of speculation will 
have been removed. Military plans based 
upon sound assumptions enable the com
mander to meet the enemy at least half 
way. And in the final analysis, can we 
not safely say that, since the assumption 
gives presence to the eventuality, it is 
synonymous with precaution? 

Our military planners are skilled in the art and science of warfare, and 

in their assumptions work on the premise that those likely to be on the 
other side may be just as smart, just as calculating, just as capable of making 
right decisions as we are. 

Sec~·etary of Defense Louis Johnson 
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Effectiv~ Military Administratioh 

Colonel Louis L. McQuitty, Atl.iutant General's Deparhiwnt (Reserve) 
Associate Professor of Psychology, University of Illinois 

EFFECTIVE administration in the 
higher command levels of the Army de
pends on qualities of leadership. Many 
of these qualities of leadership can be 
deve,Joped by unaer~tanding the condi
tions under which people perform most 
effectively. In this article, the conditions 
of effective performance are outlined as 
they pertain to administrative organiza
tion and personal relationships.* 

Administrative Organization 

One of the first problems with which a 
military administrator may be concerned 
is the type of organization chart he 
should develop in order to accomplish his 
mission. This problem arises whenever 
an officer is assigned an administrative 
mission which is not covered by any pre
scribed organization. This problem arose 
many times in World War II and proved 
difficult for those officers who had always 
served within the limits of prescribed ad
ministrative organizations. It is thus 
pertinent here to discuss some of the 
psychological principles which can be of 
assistance in developing an organization. -

Each participant should have de_finite 
duties.-We are here discussing tltose 
situations in which the_ size of the mis-

* Permission to use parts of an article by the 
author, entitled upsychological Principles in A:rmy 
Administration." has been granted by the copyright 
owner. the Journal of Applied Psychology ( 1945, 
No. 29, pp. 458-466). 

sion is so great that the administrator 
cannot accomplish the job by himself. and 
ca~not even keep himself informed on all 
of its many aspects. It is therefore neces
sary that the administrator divide the 
mission into goals and assign the goals 
to sub-administrators. 

The assignment of definite goals to 
~ub-administrators involves the applica
tion of the psychological principle that 
effective performance of duties demands 
that each participant know exactly what 
is expected of him. 

Jobs-sections and divisions should be 
composed of common functions.-The di
vision of the mission into goals should be 
based on careful study. Accomplishment 
of the mission requires the ex~cution of 
certain work functions. These work func
tions fall into groups, in the sense that 
the component functions of any one group 
are interr~lated. Personnel performing 
these duties must co-ordinate closely with 
each other. The component work functions 
of any one group are relatively independ
ent of those of other groups. Little co-or
dination is required between personnel 
performing duties of different groups. 

The division of the mission into goals 
should be accomplished in such a way 
that each goal represents a group of in
terdependent work functions. The con
sideration of personnel administration 
and clas-sification re\lponsibilities as a 
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nusswn in a unit responsible for rapid 
'and continuous processing of personnel 
will serve to illustrate this point. One 
possible division would be to have a per
sonnel administration section and a classi
fication section. Each section would 
hand!~ its particular responsibilities as 
they pertain to both officers and enlisted 
men. An alternative division would be to 
have an officer section and an enlisted 
section. Each section would handle per
sonnel administration and classification 
functions; one section as they pertain to 
officers and the other as they pertain to 
enlisted men. A comparative study of 
these two alternative divisions t·eveals 
that soldiers on .duty in the officer section 
could operate satisfactorily with little 
reference to soldiers on duty in the en
listed section. The duties of the officer 
section repr~sent one group of interre-

co-ordination delays a person in carrying 
out his own duties. 

2. It lessens the chances for person
ality frictions. Such frictions usually 
occur when someone fails to co-ordinate, 
or when co-ordination is unnecessarily 
burdensome. 

3. Persomllity frictions result from the 
social and environmental situation as well 
as the particular individuals involved. 

4. Each sub-administrator has the 
maximum amount of autonomy possible 
within a military organization. Prac
tically all his dealings are with his im
mediate superior or his immediate sub
ordinates. 

Work functions requiring similar human 
characteristics should be assembled into 
jobs.-There is another principle that 
should not be overlooked when assembling 
work functions into jobs. Some work 

The success of a military administrator d~pends on leadership and 
organization. He must develop good personal relationships; define 
goals; and e~courage responsibility, initiative, and determination 

lated work functions, those of the enlisted 
section another group of interrelated 
work functions; and little co-ordination is 
1 equired between the two sections. This 
condition is just the opposite in the case 
where there is a personnel administration 
section and a classification section. The 
soldiers on duty in these two sections 
must be continually communicating with 
une another in order to function satis
factorily; the two latter sections do not 
represent two independent groups of in
terrelated work functions. 

The division of the mission into goals, 
;·epresented by :relatively independent 
,·ork clusters, as proposed above, is con
idered desirable for the following reasons: 
1: It minimizes the amount of co-or

,ination needed. Continued co-operation 
.; difficult to insure when a great deal of 

··u-ordination is necessary and when such 

functions require more intelligence for 
their performance than do others. Other 
things being equal, only those functions 
which require approximately the same 
level of intelligence should be. assembled 
into a given job. The most complicated 
job function, even though it requires but 
a few minutes per day or week, sets the 
limit of intelligence that the occupant 
must exceed or equal. If this }lrinci}lle is 
not followed, the result is considerable 
waste of intelligence. 

The principle just outlined is but one 
application of the broader }lsychological 
principle that the characteristics of hu
mans must be taken into 1consideration in 
the assignment of work functions into jobs, 
if maximum proficiency is to be attained. 
In this connection, it should be remembered 
that some work functions are much more 
boring and fatiguing than others. 
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On the other hand, some work functions_ 
tend to serve as relief from others. Do 
not assign all the boring functions to one 
job. Other things being equal, try to in
termix the functions so that each indi
vidual will derive maximum satisfaction 
from his. work and so that each will work 
with .maximum motivation. If personnel 
are to be effectively selected :for jobs, 
then jobs must be built with a considera
ation of the characteristics of the men. 

It is interesting to note that this prin
ciple applies to building machines for use· 
by mah as well as to assembling admin
istrati~e functions into jobs. Much psy
chological research was done in World 
War II, and is continuing both in industry 
and in the armed services, to determine 
just 'what characteristics any machine 
must have in order that it can be most 
effectively operated by man. 

Effective subordinate functioning de
pends on effective organization and func
tioning of the larger component.-The 
administrator, unless he is charged with a 
small and minor mission, will find it ad
visable to delegate to sub-administrators 
all of the duties contained in the mission. 
This will leave the administrator free to 
discharge the responsibilities of general 
supervision, to co-ordinate with equiva
lent administrative levels, and to report 
to and receive directives from his im
mediate superior. It also insures smooth 
functioning even in those emergency situ
ations when the administrator is suddenly 
removed. .. 

General supervision should include: 

1. A review of nonroutine work sub
mitted to higher authority. 

2. A review of the assignments of in
coming nonroutine ·tasks to sub-admin
istrators in order to assure that the 
original division into sub-missions is fol
lowed or revised when appropriate. 

3. A continual review of personnel 
allotments to the subdivisions, in order 

to maintain equivalent work loads for all 
concerned as the amount of work charged 
to the subdivision fluctu~tes. 

4. Inspection of the accomplishments of 
sub-administrators. 

1 

These four duties are of great im
portance. If they are not effectively dis
charged at all times, the ·administrative 
organization is throttled. This means 
that the sub-administrators, all the way 
down the line to the lo')'est individuals, 
are inhibited in the performance of their 
duties. They become frustrated. Emo
tional reactions arise and personality 
difficulties ensue to the end that motiva
tion, is decreased and achievement is 
reduced. In other words, effective subordi
nate functioning is dependent upon effi
cient organization and functioning of the 
larger component. 

If the administrator follows the plan 
of office organization outlined here, he 
will usually discover that from four to 
six is the appropriate number of sub
administrators for his immediate super
VISion. With a greater number of im
mediate sub-administrators, he neglects 
some of his important responsibilities, 
and his entire organization lets down in 
achievement. 

Office Space 

Having attempted to so organize the 
functional aspects of the office to insure 
wholesome relationships between person
alities, the administrator can further the 
realization of the desired ends by an ap
propriate distribution of office space. This 
statement is based on the assumption that 
desired co-operation is more likely to en
sue. if it is made easy, the parties con
cerned are friends, and each appreciates 
the problems of the others. It is believed 
that these conditions are usually achieved 
if the sub-administrators are placed in 
the same office or in adjoining offices, and 
if communication between them is readily 

·available at all times. 
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Personality Frictions 

This suggesfed organization tends to 
facilitate smooth operation because it de
creases the cb.ances for personality fric
tions by lessening the possibilities for 

, misunderstandings and frustrations. It 
charges the administrator primarily with 
the job of making the organization func
tion properly. This enables him to fore
sec possible personality difficulties before 
they arise and to act to correct them 
before they become serious. Personality 
frictions develop gradually and can be 
much more , readily corrected in the 
beginning. 

Having organized the office, both from 
the point of view of space assignments 
and functional responsibilities, there re
main to be considered the problems of the 
relationships of the administrator with 
his sub·-administrators, his co-administra
tors, and his superior. 

Relationship to Superior 

The significance of the relationship of 
the · administrator with his superior is 
realized, in part, when one recalls that 
in military life a soldier is responsible 
to his superior for practically everything 
he does or fails to do. It is, therefore, in
cmnbent upon a military administrator 
to build a wholesome relationship between 
himself and his superior. In order to 
achieve this end, he should learn the de
tails of his superior's personality. He 
should listen attentively to everything he 
says. He should study his motivations 
and attempt to predict his reactions to 
situations ,s they arise. He should put 
tactful questions when answers to them 
ascist him to know better the desires of 
hi~ superior as they pertain. to military 
m~tters, and when the questions can be 
pu· without arousing offense. These sug
ge·:tions derive from the principle that 
th, t·e are wide individuaJ differences in 
su,,eriors and what might appeal to one 

would be acted on unfavorably by another. 
The solution is to know your superior as 
well as possible, so that appropriate mat
ters may be presented in such a manner 
that they will be favorably received. All 
of these suggestions .derive from the fact 
that an individual can adapt more effec- · 
tively to another person to the extent that 
he kiwws that person's personality. 

Principles in developing co-operalion.
Despite individual differences in superiors, 
there are usually some approaches that 
will be favorably received by most of 
them·. It is well to be acquainted with 
these because in military life there is 
often a change in the individual to whom 
any one is responsible, and the generally 
accepted methods have to be relied upon 
until one can learn the personality char
acteristics of his new superior. One can 
try the generally applicable methods and 
observe closely their effects. He can re
vise them in the light of his observations 
and, through his observations, he learns 
about the personality of his new superior. 

1. Show due respect to your superiors.
Primary among the generally acceptable 
principles is the desirability of putting 
one's suggestions for the accomplishment 
of tasks or goals to a superior in such a 
way that they imply that the adminis
trator fully realizes that the decision is 
the prerogative of the superior. If any 
of the suggestions are adopted and prove 
successful, the administrator can usually 
motivate wholesome relationships if he 
makes inherent in his report of the suc
cess to the superior the realization that it 
was the judgment of the superior which 
decided, in advance, that the idea~ would be 
successful. This tends to encourage, in the 
superior, the feeling of own()rship for the 
program involved, and thus the program 
obtains his support more effectively. Sev
eral repetitions of this nature create in 
the superior more and more of a feeling 
of personal ownership for all of the pro
grams that derive from the administrator 
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under consideration, to the end that the 
latter obtains a very high leyel of support. 

The above methods are effective be
cause most .individuals enjoy knowing 
that their prerogatives and achievements 
.are appreciated, and they then tend to 
like and react favorably to those · who 
reveal this appreciation. In addition, in
dividuals tend to protect and encourage 
that which they identify with themselves, 
i.e., those programs which they feel that 
they own. 

2. Accept responsibility.-On the other 
hand, if an idea, suggested by the admin
istrator and approved by the superior, 
should fail, the report of failure should 
include an admission by the administrator 
that he suggested the idea and accepts 
responsibility for its failure. The neces
sary derogatory impression ensuing from 
a report of failure is lessened by includ
'ing a suggestion - particularly well 
thought out--to improve or substitute for 
the idea which failed on first trial. Indi
viduals react against reports of failure 
and tend to dislike and receive unfavorably 
those individuals who bring such reports, 
particularly if the reports do not indicate 
sufficient self-responsibility by the report
ing officer. It is also true that a report of 
failure is less disturbing if it is accom
panied by a solution. 

3. Give credit to subordinates.-Many 
of the suggestions which the adminis
tr·ator recommends to his superior will 
·originate with his immediate sub-adminis
trators or those lower in the administra
tive echelon. It is well that the· 
administrator credit them to the appro
priate individuals when he recommends 
them to his superior, because this is one 
way in which the administrator can en
courage his superior to the realization 
that his actions are not predicated on a 
mere desire to create a particularly fa
vorable personal impression. An adminis
trator will not derive effective co-operation 
from a superior if the latter is suspicious 

of the motives of the former. In addition, 
to give the credit where due will help 
one's relationship with one's sub-adminis
trators, because the chances ar~ that the 
superior will acknowledge the ~ontribu
tion at some time to the sub-administrators 
concerned, and the sub-administrators will 
appreciate knowing that they have been 
given due credit. Not only this, but credit 
and appreciation are motivations to 
greater achievement, and the adminJs
trator should realize that his success is 
dependent on the achievement of his 
personnel. 

4. Prepare before expressing disagree
ments.-At ti~es, the administrator will 
receive from hj.s superior directives with 
which he may immediately disagree. It is 
wise that he be hesitant about expressing 
his disagreement unless invited to do so; 
and then it should be done with reserva
tions. It may be that the superior, imd 
even his superiors, have spent a great 
deal of time thinking through and study
ing the directives. The directives may be 
the product of tremendous effort. The 
administrator, a junior, by objecting with 
little apparent study, may not portray 
due respect and may be unfavorably re
ceived because of the apparent fai'lure of 
the administrator to give due study to 
the directives before voicing his attitude 
toward them. Also, if he takes time for 
himself and his sub-administrators to 
study the directives and report to him, he 
may arrive at more valuable conclusions. 
These conclusions will be more respected 
because they have first been given due 
consideration, and the superior may not 
be as emotionally interested in the direc
ti,ves as he was soon after he may have 
spent hours· working on them and think
ing about them. Also, the administratm 
will establish an attitude of confidence to
ward himself if he is very cautious abom 
raising problems in connection with di-· 
rectives. He may be able to establish ir. 
his superior the attitude that the latter 
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should consider , very carefully when the 
administrator raises a problem. This, of 
course, would be a definite asset to the 
administrator and would probably spread 
to become a more general attitude of re
gard by the superior toward the admin
istrator. 

These suggested hesitancies in reacting 
to directives from the superior are based 
on the following psychological principles: 
failure to react with due consideration 
and respect for the efforts and position of 
others often creates antagonisms. The an
tagonisms often express themselves in un
favorable reactions to the individual who 
fails to show due consideration and respect. 

. The antagonisms, together with unfavor
able reactions, are more apt to occur when 
the individual is emotional, perhaps 
because of extreme interests or extreme 
prPssures, or when the individual is 
fatigued. 

5. Keep the superior informed.-An
other possible way to build a favorable 
attitude in the mind of the superior, save 
him embanassment, a'nd make it possible 
foT him to justly defend the actions of his 
subordinates, is for the administrator to 
keep the superior especially well informed 
on what transpires. This applies, in par
ticular, when the administrator or his staff 
has been guilty of an oversight or other 
type of negligence, or when it is neces
sary to issue directives to commanders of 
lower echelons to which they may be ex
peeted to object. The chances are that 
th0 negligence or objection will be re
po•·ted through command channels. The 
commander can do much to retain co-op
eration and understanding among all 
concerned if he is in a position to give 
im•nediately the full story on t)1e matter 
uwler consideration. 

.T ust the fact 'that those raising ques
tkns discover the commander to be in
fo med on the details of the situation 
he'ps to solve the psychological tension. 
Ps 1chological tension in situations like 

ibis appears, in part, because some sub
ordinate comrriimder feels that . some staff 
officer of the higher echelon is usurping 
authority. 

To find the commander informed also 
helps build good relationships between 
him and the other commanders. The 
junior has evidence that the senior is 
really on his toes. Also, the senior com
mander, by being prepared in advance, 
avoids the creation of tension in himself 
by not being able to answer the inquiry 
of the junior. Psychologically speaking, 
any situation creates tension which com
mands a response for which the individual 
is unprepared. The tension often takes 
the form of emotional antagonism toward 
the object who creates it; in this case, the 
junior commander. So the suggestion 
offered here, that the administrator at
tempt to keep his commander informed, 
makes for good human relationship-not 
only between the commander and admin
istl·atOI·, but also between the commander 
and his subordinate commanders. 

There is, of course, always a question 
as to the extent to which matters of po
tential objection and negligence should 
be reported to the superior by the ad
ministrator. The answer to this problem 
depends on the personal preference of the 
superior and can usually be discovered by 
appropriate questioning when such mat
ters are reported. His preference will 
usually reflect .the attitude of the indi
viduals to whom he is responsible and the 
tendencies of lowe1· and higher com
manders in reporting matters objection
able to them. Some commandets will at
tempt to report their objections and their 
reasons to the office which issued the 
directive, so that a more satisfactory ar
rangement may be evolved at that level, 
if possible. Others will invariably rep'ort 
their objections to personnel in higher 
echelons of administration; it is therefore 
desirable that such personnel be well in
formed, because they can thereby make a 
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more :favorable .impression on the object
ing commander, and enhance the chances 
of continued co-operative understanding. 

Deve.loping mutual understanding.-The 
points just outlined are consil!ered gen
erally helpful to an administrator in 
adapting to his superior. They are pred
icated on the following principles: that 
personal understanding between the two 
concerned is of primary importance; that 
the administrator, as the junior, should 
consider it his responsibility to make 
whatever adaptation is necessary to ac
compli~ the desired relationship; that 
the adm'inistrator should regard himself 
as an assistant to the superior in the 
accomplishment of the latter's mission; 
that frankness and co-operation are essen
tial' to personal· understanding; and that 
credit will accrue much more readily to 
those .to whom it is due if they make no 
obvious moves designed merely to en
hance it, and that. self-credit, especially 
in a war effort, is of no consequence. The 
one great objective should be the success
ful and efficient prosecut!on of the war. 

Administrative Leadership 

The fundamental fact to keep in mind 
in considering the relationships of the 
administrator to his sub-administrators is 
that we are examining an echelon where, 
the size of the mission is so large that its 
accomplishment has been entirely dele
gated. The administrator is thus free to 

·give his full time to the supervision of his 
subordinates. The administrator is de
pendent upon his subordinates for accom
plishment of the mission and his success 
depends on his qualities of leadership in 
the particular field involved. 

In{o1·m yoU1' subordinates.-The admin
istrator's job is to assure that the maxi
mum achievements are realized by his 
subordinates. These achievements must be 
realized as a functional component of a 
much larger whole. They must be appro
priately adjusted to the much larger 

functional framework. The administrator 
must, therefore, be a successful. leader. 
He must be able to give his sub-admin
istrators a clear, concise pictu~e of the 
mission for which he is responsible. He 
must be able to give a significant and 
meaningful picture of how this mission 
fits into the larger framework. He must 
be able to teach each sub-administrator to 
realize and comprehend his particular goal 
in its perspective to the goals of other 
sub-administrators, and in perspective to 
the still larger functional framework. He 
can test his success. If his subordinates 
are making recommendations which his 
knowledge of the over-all situation fre
q~ently reveals to him are inappropriate, 
then he is not keeping his subordinates 
sufficiently well informed. If he is ap
proving and passing these recommenda
tions on to higher administrative echelons, 
where they are not favorably considered, 
then he is not keeping himself nor his sub
ordinates· sufficiently well informed. The 
suggestions just offered are believed 
to derive from the principle that ap
propriate achievements depend on clear
cut understandings of missions, and that 
one characteristic of respected leadership 
depends on an unbiased ability to. search 
one's self and one's organization for 
shortcomings before blaming subordinates. 

If the shortcomings are discovered by 
the administrator to be within himself, 
he should take immediate steps to correct 
them. One way that he can usually assure 
himself that he and his subordinates are 
sufficiently well informed to properly dis
charge their duties is to attempt to keep 
himself sufficiently well informed to ac
c9mplish the mission of his superior. The 
administrator should also frankly at
tempt to keep his immediate subordinates 
sufficiently well informed that any one of 
them could step into his position. Thi~ 
has the effect of keeping a personal goal 
immediately in front of all personnel con
cerned; it acts as a strong motivating 
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factor. It. also makes a very favorable 
impression on superiors to observe that 
an organization. continues to function 
smoothly,. even though key personnel are 
suddenly lost. 

Assist your subordinates to know your 
pasonality.-Another method of giving 
direction to the work of subordinates is 
for the administrator, as the leader, to 
assist his subordinates to know his per
sonality characteristics. The better he 
acquaints them with his personality 
characteristics, the better they will be able 
to follow his desires. He will assist his 
subordinates in this respect if he always 
gives reasons for ]_lis decisions. In addition, 
this policy makes him very careful of his 
decisions and often prevents him from 
making errors of decision, especially if 
he creates in his subordinates a feeling 
of freedom to express disagreements. 
This feeling is enhanced if such expres
sions are always given careful and tact
ful consideration and if appreciation is 
shown for them, even though the ideas are 
not accepted. The approach just offered is 
believed to derive from the principle that 
f:!>g~{j.z~ 4f £-gtf.z~-:f.z£-e?~~;v £:a -&$'-e?-?tff 
knowledge of the mission plus responsi
bility for definite goals-encourages in
itiative. 

Develop initiative and responsibility 
in subm·dinates.-Initiative can often be 
encouraged still further by emphasizing 
the' responsibility of the personnel to whom 
goals are assigned. Such personnel will 
sometimes come to the administrator with 
questions designed to obtain the solution 
l rom him. If the administrator gives a 
solution, he encourages dependence upon 
him at the expense of the proper develop
ment of his subordinates. People develop 
through accepting responsibilities and 
discharging them under guidance. 

The assignment of goals also obligates 
tne administrator from the point of view 
c.f other subordinates. These subordinates 

feel. that the administrat_or should at 
least give them an opportunity to express 
their opinions on matters prior to making 
a decision. Accepting this obligation 
should not only assist in developing and 
maintaining desired personal relation
ships, but should produce valuable ideas 

· which might otherwise be overlooked. 

Summary on administrative leader
ship.-The suggestions given above are 
based on the principle that smoother per
sonal relationships are maintained, and 
more is achieved, when all personnel are 
given a clear-cut understanding of their 
responsibilities, are taught to exercise 
their initiative, are kept well informed, 
and are encouraged to express themselves. 

Work for the Mission of the Superior 

By keeping himself especially well in
formed and by thinking out decisions with 
sub-administrators, the administrator 
keeps himself adept in dealing effectively 
with his co-administrators. He must 
co-operate with the other administrators 
and often finds himself in competition 
with them. He must co-operate with them 
~1>-s-r -::ti"l> ·~.t:re "Y>»TI~ -:ili" -:f:m- :&~:J::i::»&t!

plishment of the mission of their common 
superior and for the greater goal of suc
cessful and efficient prosecution of war. 
The administrator is often in competition· 
with his co-administrators. Often, all of 
them are highly motivated by the superior, 
and all are rated on efficiency by their 
superior. Sometimes disagreements arise 
among the sub-administrators as to how 
the mission of the superior should be ac
complished, and which of thew should be 
responsible for the various aspects of the 
mission. The administrator who is well 
reinforced by knowledge , and principles 
that have been carefully thought out has 
the adv11-ntage, because he is prepared for 
discussion periods at any time. In con
sidering the alternative solutions that may 
arise in such discussions, the efficient ac
complishment of the mission of his 
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superior should be his primary concern. 
This· principle, in conjunction with an 
unusual background of pertinent knowl
edge, will give him a solution for which he 
can gain support through an intellectual, 
non-emotional presentation. This pres
entation will encourage better personal 
relationships if the intellectual contribu
tions are orrered in the form of sugges
tions, and if the contributor takes ad
vantage of every opportunity to draw them 
from Ute personnel in the discussion. He 
will then usually be admired by his col-., 
leagues· and appreciated by his superior. 

These proposals concerning an efficiently 
functioning administrative organization 
are 'analogous to those often proposed for 
the healthy minded functioning of a human 
being: They come from the primary prin
ciple that efficiency will result in an or
ganization or person if there is a clear-cut 
goal adjusted to capacity, and if all com
ponents are carefully directed and mo
tivated toward the objective. 

Summary 

This article outlines psychological ap
proaches that have been applied to certain 
army administrative problems. T1he dis
·cussion is directed at that level where the 
administrator must depend entirely on his . 
subordinates for the accomplishment of 
the various tasks. The administrator's 
achievement depends on leadership aml 
organization. He teaches his subordinates 
to understand clearly their goals in proper 
perspective to the larger missions. He en
courages and develops responsibility, in
itiative, and' determination in his sub
ordinates, and gives them the maximum 
authority justified by their understanding 
of the missions. He establishes an or
ganization which facilitates wholesome 
personal relationships and which mini: 
mizes the amount of co-ordination required. 
He motivates maximum effort and directs 
it into the channels where it is most pro
ductive. He is an effective leader in an 
administrative situation. 

A newcomer to any job should have some fresh ideas that can impro\'e 

a department or organization. He should not be satisfied with himself, 

when he vacates that job, if he has not got something new and valuable in

corporated into the machine he has been a part of. 

Ai1· lllarsha.Z Si1· Thomas W. Elinhirst, Great Britain 
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Staff Reorganization 

The Army went back to the G-system on 
1 March 1950, and reduced the number of 
general staff divisions from five to four. 

The four divisions under the new setup 
are: G-1, Personnel; G-2, Intelligence; 
G-3, Operations, and G-4, Logistics. The 
heads of each will be called Assistant 
Chiefs of Staff. 

The five-division organization which 
has been discarded consisted of Personnel 
and Administration, Intelligence, Plans 
and Operations, Organization and Train
mg, and Logistics. For a time, after the 
Wa-,:, there was a sixth division, Research 
and Development, but it was removed from 
the division level and made a section of 
the Logistics Division. The top officer 
of each division was designated as 
Director. 

The reduction was made by abolishing 
the Plans and Operations Division. This 
had 105 officers, 12 enlisted personnel, 
and 75 civilians. About half the personnel 
went into G-3, and the remainder were 
reassigned. 

The move strengthens the position of 
the Chief, Army Field Forces. He will 
take, over the training. functions which 
previously wer~ the responsibility of 
O&T. Residual functions and responsi
bilities were transferred to G-3. 

To many, the existence of both O&T 
and Army Field Forces appeared to be 
an anomalous situation, and the elimina
tion of one of the two agencies had been 
considered for some time. 

In the new establishment, the heads of 
the staff divisions will be more directly 
responsible to .the Chief of Staff. The di
vision directors under the old system had 
authority to send out directives to the 
field. Int some cases, due to inadequate 
co-ordination, conflictil\g orders went out 
from separate divisions. 

The title of the Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Plans and Combat Operations has been 
~hortened to Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Plans. He will supervise planning of all 
staff divisions. 

·The Office, Chief of Special Services, 
is abolished. Its functions, except for 
supply and procurement which will be 
handled by the Quartermaster General, 
will be absorbed by the Adjut~nt General. 

The Public Information Division and 
the Troop Information and Education Di
vision are merged under the Office, Chief 
of Information. · 

The Finance Department has been made 
a Special Staff division, but it will con- I 
tinue to operate under the Army Comp-
troller.-Armed Force. _____--
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Sustenance Kit 
A new sustenance kit that attaches to 

an airman's back-style parachute is the 
latest boon to Arctic survival to come 
out of ·the Air Materiel Command's Aero 
Medical Laboratory. 

A total of 22 different items are packed 
into the kit. Perhaps the mqst important 
is a recent development of the Aero Medi
cal Laboratory-a vacuum-packed sleep" 
ing bag which keeps its occupant. warm 
even at -40°F. Thanks to vacuum p'ack
ing, the sleeping bag occupies approxi- · 

Seat-style survi·val kit.-AMC photo. 

mately 40 percent less space than its 
hand-rolled counterparts, leaving space 
for other survival equipment. 

Also included are such items as a 
canned-heat cook stoYe, a .22 cal. revolver, 
mittens, ski goggles, signaling mirr,or 
and· flares, waterproof matches, wool 
socks, compass, water· container, pocket 
knife, survival manual, and food packets. 

The kit is zippered to the seat sling of 
the parachute harness.-Air Materiel 
Command. 

Army Vessels 
The .fleet of transports ·and coastwise 

vessels operated by the Army for the past 
52 years was turned over to the N'avy re
cently in· formal ceremonies held simul
taneously iii. New York, San Francisco, 
and Seattle. 

The 42 ships currently operating out 
of New York were transferred aboard the 
transport General Alexander M. Patch at 
Pier 4, New York Port of Embarkation. 

Two hundred representatives of the 
Army, Navy, and the maritime industry 
gathered in the dining salon on the prom
enade deck to hear the commander of the 
Port of Embarkation relinquish control 
of the vessels to the deputy commander 
of the Atlantic division of the Navy's 
newly formed Military Sea Transporta
tion Service. 

In accepting the ships on behalf of the 
Navy, the Navy spokesman emphasized 
that the Navy had no intention of compet
ing with private enterprise. The new 
service, he said, is "designed primarily 
to meet extraordinary demands that can
not be met by private industry." 

"It iR our policy," he asserted, "to fos
ter an adequate merchant marine. The 
Navy is an_all-'embracing service, though 
many people think of it in terms of its 
fighting ships only." 

The Sea Transportation Service came 
into existence 1 October 1949 as the re
sult of a directive of the Secretary of 
Defense which placed all sea-going trans
ports under one command. The transfer 
in New York involved 10 passenger trans
ports, 12 cargo ships and 6 coastwise craft 
operated by the Army, and 14 passenger 
transports chartered to the International 
Refugee Organization. 

The transfer of ships to Navy control 
will not affect dockside operations, ports 
of embarkation, or harbor craft, which 
will continue to be Army Transportation 
Corps responsibilities.-The New Ym·k 
Times. 
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Ejection Seat 
The US Air Force's ejection seat, 

which has proved successful in- permit
ting a jet pilot to escape from a plane 
at 555 mph, is being tested at speeds ex
ceeding that of sound. 

Air Materiel Command engineers, 
working with officials of Northrop Air
craft; have built a 2-mile railroad track 
on a concrete bed in the California des
ert. A maximum of 15 10,000-pound rock
ets are used to propel a 2,300-pound sled 
containing an F-89 ejection seat along 
the track at speeds up to 1,100 mph. 

-If it is found that the seat cannot- get 

feature, to' be tried out in the Douglas 
X-3 research plane now under construc
tion, is believed to improve a pilot's 
chance of survival because there is no 

, possibility of becoming involved in the, 
plane's tail surfaces. 

The test vehicle works like this: A 
fixed number of rockets attached to the 
rear of the sled are fired simultaneously, 
propelling the carriage forward at any 
predetermined speed. At about the half
way point, when the desired velocity of 
the sled has been reached, the F-89 ejec
tion seat catapults a dummy clear while 

This 2,300-pound test carriage races ,down a 2-mile track at speeds up to 1,100 mph. 
At its maximum speed, it catapults 'a dummy from an F-89 ejection seat.-AMC photo. 

a pilot free of his disabled plane at trans
sonic and supersonic speeds, research will 
be conducted to improve the present ver
sion or combine it with the complete 
"c:scape capsule" now being developed. 

Various Navy and Air Force .catapults 
a t'e being tested in the 20 different tests 
which make up the project. Among them 
\\ill be one which will_ eject the pilot 
t'trough the floor of the plane, rather 
titan through the normal opening left 

, when the bubble canopy is released. This 

the sled continues whizzing down the 
track. The sled is stopped before reaching 
the end of the track by firin&;, a number 
of rockets having half the original pro
pelling thrust ahead of it. These forward
firing rockets tend to reta1:d the forward 
motion of the vehicle, bringing it to a stop 
within a mile after the dlimmy is eje~ted. 

Total weight of the ejected mass is 
about 310 pounds. Force's acting on the 
dummy are checked by cameras and 
telemeters.-Air Materiel Command. 
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Air-to-Air Rocket 

The missiles being fired from the Douglas Skyraider, above, are the first successful air
to-air rockets to be developed by the. US Navy. The new rocket is small enough to be 
carried in quantity, yet fast and powerful enough to destroy any known plane with 

a direct hit. Folding fins reduce air resistance.-Department of Defense photo. 

Flight Simulator 
Plans of a recently completed calculat

ing machine for checking the flight char
. acteristics and control equipment of an 
aircraft while it still is on the drafting 
board were described recentiy by the 
president of Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 

The machine, known as the "flight simu
lator," requires only flight characteristics 
obtained from advanced working plans 
and data from wind tunnel tests of a 
model of the proposed craft. 

The flight simulator involves the use 
of intricate computing machines and a 
"flight table" on which problems relating 
to flight stability were worked out. 

The MIT president described the flight 
table as an arrangement of gimbals, simi
lar to those used on shipboard compasses 
to overcome the ship's roll. 

The gimbal frame, operated by a high 
speed "hydraulic servo-mechanic," he 
said, automatically controlled instru
ments which carried out motions in' ac
cordance with electrically transmuted 
commands. This was used to "orient the 
automatic control system of a plane or 
guided missile just as it would be tested 
in actual flight."-The New Yo1·k Times. 

Mobile Laboratory 
A self-contained unit for field testing 

petroleum fuels and lubricants, light 
enough to be air-transportable, has been 
manufactured according to plans pre
pared by the Quartermaster Corps. 

Built into a 4-wheel trailer, the mobile 
laboratory is said to be equipped to te8t 
all . grades of gasoline, fuel, lubricating 
oil, and greases. Precise analyses are fa
cilitated by special devices capable of 
maintaining any desired critical range of 
temperature down to -lOOOF. 

The trailer-laboratory is ordinarily 
drawn by a 2'h-ton truck, or its equiv
alent, but in unusual circumstances a 
jeep may tow it. For loading into a cargo 
plane, the trailer body fs automatically 
raised to the level of the plane floor and 
the wheel carriages are dropped. · 

Quartermaster Corps personnel have 
cited the need for mobile laboratories to 
ascertain the purity of petroleum prod
ucts shipped over long distances to field 
units. Also required, as was demonstrated 
in World War II, is a forward testing 
station where petrol found in captured 
enemy fuel dumps may be properly iden
tified before use.-Armed Force. 
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Hunter-Killer Destroyers 

The US Navy's newest hunter-killer destroyers, the USS Carpellter (above), and the 
l'SS Dwell.~ (below), are designed to hunt and kill high speed Sllorkel-type submarines. 
The two vessels are equipped with the latest armament and sound detection devices 

and have a speed in excess of 30 knots.-Department of Defense photos. 
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Gas-Turbine Engine 
The ·United States claims the world's 

most powerful propeller gas-turbine en
gine for its size and weight. It delivers 
two horsepower for each pound of weight. 

The engine, the T-40, will first be us,ed 
in the Navy's 70-ton patrol flying boat, the 
XP5Y, designed for long-range day and 
night patrol against submarines and for 
rescue operations. 

The big flying boats will be able to 
carry depth charges, bombs, rockets, and 
guns along with extensive electronic 
equipment for search and detection. 

The T-40 comprises twin engines op
erating as a single unit with a common 
gearing. to counter-rotating 6-bladed pro
pellers. For economy, either half of the 
engi~e may be used separately while 
cruising. Four of the twin units will be 
installed in the XP5Y. 

The T -40 delivers 5,500 horsepower. 
Each separate power unit is 20 inches in 
diameter and 7 feet long. The twin units 
weigh 2,500 pounds. 

The T -40 delivers one horsepower for 
an hour on just over 1() ounces of fuel. 
Engineers say its efficiency is the highest 
ever attained by a prop-jet approved for 
flight. The best piston engines do much 
better, however, while turbo-jets have a 
considerably higher fuel to power ratio. 

A prop-jet or turbo-prop engine is simi
lar in design to a turbo-jet. The differ
ence is that most of the power, from the 
combustion of gases is converted through 
turbine wheels into propeller shaft energy 
and little of it remains for tail pipe ex
haust. In a turbo-jet, the airplane is 
driven solely by the thrust of the heated 
gases escaping from the tail pipe. 

Engines of this type operate most• ef
ficiently at near peak power. That ac
counts for the twin design of the Allison 
unit, since after the plane reaches normal 
cruise stage one-half of the unit can sup
ply enough power.-News report. 

Synthetic Fuels 
If ' the synthetic liquid-fuel program 

that carried Germany through 5 years of 
war were applied to the coal re~erves of 
Wyoming, it would yield enough gasoline 
to power the nation's 38 million auto

·mobiles for 2,743 years, on the basis of 
present consumption. 

This is the estimate of scientists en
gaged in the government's synthetic liq
uid-fuel program. They maintain that 
Wyoming, with the largest supply of nat
ural coal deposits in the country-620 
billion tons-will some day be the center 
of a new petroleum industry based on the 
COQ.Version of coal to oil. 

This report, coming on the heels of a 
similar one from Rifle, Colorado, on the 
conversion of useless coal shale, boosts 
the' estimates for coal and shale-locked 
oil from 300 billion to 1,500 billion bar
rels. This would be enough to serve US 
industries for 700 years. 

In 1944, Congress passed the Synthetic 
Fuel Act which authorized the Bureau of 
Mines to try to find a practical process to 
ease the impending oil shortage. 

One of the government pilot plants is 
located at Laramie on the University of 
Wyoming campus. It was established 
there because Wyoming has the greatest 
amount of sub-bituminous coal reserves. 
Moreover, it is a grade of coal that 
breaks down upon exposure to air, mak
ing it ideal for the conversion process. 

Conversion of coal to oil is nothing new. 
Other nations, notably Germany and Eng
land, developed similar programs many 
years ago .. The German process-gas syn
thesis, aJd hydrogenation-have been 
adopted by our own scientists who re
gard them as the most successful. 

The hydrogenation process consists in 
forcing hydrogen into the complex coal 
molecules and removing oxygen so that 
the chemical constitution is changed to 
approximately that of petroleum.-The 
New York Times. 
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Streamlined Helicopter 
The US Navy recently revealed another 

step in its long-range helicopter develop
ment program with the release of infor
mation on the new all-metal fuselage 
HRP-2 ·tandem rotor~d Piasecki trans
port helicopter. 

The new, streamlined transport~type 

helicopter is primarily a refinement of 
the Navy's Piasecki HRP-1-the so-called 
"Flying Banana"-20 of which are in 
service with the Navy, Marine Corps, and 
Coast Guard. The aluminum-alloy fuse
lage of the Piasecki HRP-2 has been com-

for the HRP-2 calls for eight passenger 
seats, plus the pilot and co-pilot. ?etter 
than double the "specified number" of per
sonnel could be carried in a short haul. 

In an emergency, nine litters can be 
fitted and that number of patients carried 
in the HRP-2. Normal litter installation 
calls for six litters, plus two medical at
tendants and the pilots. 

With a fuselage length of 54 feet, and 
with the lifting rotors at each end of the 
streamlined fuselage and the engine to
ward the rear, the HRP-2 provides a 

The streamlined HRP-2 .Piasecki helicopter, above, is a refinement of the original "Fly
ing Banana" HRP-1. As many as 12 litter patients can be carried in the HRP-2. 

pletely ·redesigned from the earlier fab
ric-covered HRP-1 model to effect cleaner 
lines. Drag has been materially de
cr~ased, resulting in higher cruising 
sp••eds and generally better performance. 

; ntended primarily as a "mercy mis
sion" aircraft and named officially the 
R(scuer by the Navy, the present Pia
se,·ki tandem rotor helicopters of the HRP 
ty ,~e hav\) troop seats and, litter installa
ticns. The Navy's standard specification 

clear cabin space 20 ft long by 5 ft, 6 ins 
wide, and 5 ft, 6 ins high. 

Provision has been made in the HRP-2 
design to permit the installation of larger 
and more powerful engines to provide 
higher altitude operation and g~eater 
load carrying capacity. A higher-powered 
HRP-2 would be able to accommodate up 
to 12 litters or 20 troop seats or, in an 
emergency, 27 personnel seated on the 
cabin floor.-Piasecki Helicopter Corp. 
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GREAT BRITAIN AUSTRALIA 
Covered life Raft 

The Royal Navy is testing a new type 
Iife raft capable of holding from 8 to 
20 men. Experiments are being made with 
paraffin heaters for use inside the raft, 
and canaries and mice are taken on board 
to give warning of monoxide fumes. 

The men making the tests are given two 
sets of survivors' rations, one complete 
3,000-calorie diet and one m1mmum ra
tion of 1,500 calories. Each man is also 

Above, a covered inflatable rubber life
raft; below, the raft completely closed. 

given about one pint of water daily, either 
carried in tins or produced by a new type 
of sea-water still, which is also undergo-
ing tests. · 

Some of the men testing the raft wear 
rubber survivors' suits which, on being 
inflated, cover the wearer from head to 
foot and give maximum protection from 
exposure. A new type life-jacket, devel
oped from the RAF type, is also being 
tested.-The Illustrated London News. 

Women's Army . 
The Australian Women's Army Service 

is to be revived as part of the ~ustralian 
defense program. The government hopes 
that the A WAS will reduce the calls upon 
man power for clerical work in the Army 
when compulsory national service is in
troduced. More men would thus be avail
able for active work in the forces. No 
great difficulty is expected in obtaining 
sufficient numbers for the women's serv
ice, which, under the proposed plan will 
be voluntary. During the War, the enlist
ment of women in Australian Military 
Fprces reached 27,485; the Royal Aus
tralian Navy, 2,720, and the Royal Aus
tralian Air Force, 19,031.-Australian 
Weekly Review. 

PAKISTAN 
Defense Budget 

For the second year, Pakistan is to 
spend nearly half her national budget on 
defense. 

The Pakistani Finance Minister an
nounced recently that 1·evenue for 1950-
1951 was estimated at 1,136,400,000 ru
pees (about $345,000,000) and e'xpendi
tu,re at 1,155,400,000. With additional 
taxation, the year would close with a 
small surplus. 

Defense spending would total 500,000,-
000 rupf!es (about $152,000,000), slightly 
under tHe revised estimates for 1949-1950. 

The Minister said that 1949-1950 had 
witnessed a "steady consolidation and 
strengthening of our defenses." Defense 
estimates for the past year had to be in
creased "due to some essential additional 
measures that had to be undertaken." 

Pakistan's financial resources had been 
strained, "but we would have failed in 
our elementary duty if we had not given 
the highest priority to this expendi
ture."-The New York Times. 

i 
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CANADA 
Naval Organization 

The Royal Canadian Navy has divided 
its 1leet between operational and train
ing ships and has announced that opera
tional vessels and carrier-born'e aircraft 
are· to be welded together into a specialized 
anti-submarine force. 

The action to split the fleet is described 
as "the most important step taken by the 
Navy since the War." 

The first move in this direction ac
tually was made in 1949, when the cruiser 
HMCS Onta1·io was freed of all opera
tional commitments and assigned strictly 
to training duties. However, there were, 
no ships set aside for purely operational 
purposes, all of them being engaged, of 
necessity, in training activities at various 
times and in varying degrees. 

The operational force, to begin with, 
will consist of the aircraft carrier 
Magnificent and destroyers Micmac and 
Humn on the East Coast, and the destroy
ers Cayuga and Sioux on the .West Coast. 

The crews of these ships will contain 
a high proportion of. trained personnel 
and will not be subjected to large-scale 
changes at frequent ·intervals, lts is the 
cage in training craft. A certain number 
of untrained men will be absorbed into 
their ship's companies from time to time, 
but only so many as not to affect their 
efficiency. 

In this way, it is hoped that efficiency 
and teamwork will be developed to a high 
degree-initially in the ships themselves, 
th(•n in the force as a whole. 

Under arrangements which have been 
in effect for some time, British and United 
States submarines will be made available 
to the RCN for practical training pur
poses .. These submarines will be employed 
both in training anti-submarine person
m I and in advanced exercises with ships 
a1•d aircraft of the operational force.
A ·my and Napy Journal. 

Exercise "Sweetbriar" 

US-Canadian maneuvers in 1950 tested 
equipment and tactics. Above, a "weasel." 
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SWEDEN 
Transsonic Jet 

The new Swedish transsonic jet fighter, 
the Saab-29 (Air Force designation, J-29} 
which is produced by Svenska Am·oplan 
A.B. at Linkoping, has now-after more 
than 12 months of flight tests-reached 
the Mach number it was designed for. The 
Saab-29, second. Swedish-designed-and
built jet fighter, is a pressurized, single-

The Saab-29, Swedish jet fighter. 

seat, single-jet intercepter easily reccg
nized by its swept-back wings and its 
somewhat bulky fuselage. While the 
prototypes are equipped with British-built 
de Havilland Ghost jet engines of 5,000 
lb. static thrust, the production model will 
have engines of the same type manufac
tured in Sweden.-Canadian Aviation. 

Bofors AA Gun 
The Bofo1·s Company of Sweden has de

. veloped a new antiaircraft gun. This 
weapon is a 120-mm (approximately 4.7-
inch) high- and low-angle, quick-firing 
weapon. It is the first example of adopt
ing the fully automatic principle to a 
gun larger than 40-mm. The new weapon 
is credited with solving the problem of 
defense against jet planes and mi~siles 

of· the V -2 type. Its greatly increased 
rate of fire and the speed with which it 
can be directed against flying targets 
makes it much more effective than the 
fastest guns formerly in. use.-Ordnance: 

USSR 
·Civil Defense 

Some 30,000,000 Russians have received 
basic civil defense training in/ prepara
tion for an emergency, a report by the 
US Senate-House Atomic Committee indi
cated recently. 

In a pamphlet on civil defense against 
atomic attack, the committee observed 
that the Soviets are planning to train 
additional civil defense "volunteers" at 
the rate of 5,000,000 annually. 

The pamphlet said the Russian civil 
defense agency, Osaviakhil, dates back to 
the early 1920s. 

, "At the exercises held in 1947, there 
were said to be 20,000,000 participants," 
the report said. 

Assuming that 5,000,000 were also 
trained in 1948 and in 1949, the Russians 
now would have 30,000,000 trained per
sons.-Thc New York Times. 

Naval Academy 
The Soviet government recently an

nounced the opening of a naval academy 
in Leningrad to turn out officers after 
a 2-year course. Russia's ever-r1smg 
role as a sea power obtained a big boost 
in January with the announcement of the 
appointment of a Minister of Shipbuilding. 

Informed foreign diplomats in Moscow 
said then they were convinced Russia 
was making great progress in the con
struction of both a naval and merchant 
fleet. Since publication by Jane's last 
December of the building program, some 
reports have said that at least one of the 
battleships, the Sovietskaya Soyuz had 
been completed and outfitted at Leningrad. 
· Jane's said that 400 of the new Rus
sian submarines being built were intended 
for service in the Pacific. Since then, 
there have been many unconfirmed re
ports of Soviet submarines operating 
from Siberian and Communist Chinese 
ports.-The New Y01·k Times. 
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The British Expedition to Greece, 1941 
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by Field Marshal 
Earl Wavell in "The Army Quar~erly" (Great Britain) January 1950. 

THE story of Greece in World War II 
begins on 28 October 1940, with perhaps 
the most wanton and unprovoked of all the 
Axis aggressions, the delivery to Greece's 
President Metaxas at 3 a.m. of the Italian 
ultimatum. This was promptly rejected; 
and Greece on that day joined the British 
Empire as the only other nation actively 
engaged against Hitler and Mussolini. 

The Greek people at once put aside all 
political differences and rose united to 
meet the invasion. Fighting with the ut
most gallantry, they not only drove the 
greatly superior Italian invaders back 
across their frontier but a long distance 
into Albania. The British from their 
scanty resources sent several air squad
rons to the assistance of their new ally 
and old friend, but only such ground troops 
as were required for the service of the air 
squadrons. 

Greece, completely victorious on her 
northwestern frontier, was now menaced 
on her northeastern. The Germans, who 
had been in occupation of Rumania since 
October, were obviously preparing to enter 
Bulgaria. From the British point of view, 
this implied· a threat to the port of Sa
lonika and to our control of the Eastern 
Mediterranean, which we still maintained 

in spite of the much superior numbers and 
weight of the Italian Navy. 

My personal part in the story begins in 
January 1941, when I received instructions 
from London to visit Athens and to offer 
the Greek government certain forces of 
field artillery, antiaircraft artillery, anti
tank artillery, and armored troops, to 
assist in the defense of Salonika and 
Eastern Greece. I flew to Athens in the 
middle of January and made the offer on 
behalf of the British government. At that 
time, my troops in the Western Desert, 
after defeating the Italians at. Sidi Bar
rani, had captured Bardia, and were pre
paring to attack Tobruk. The units I was 
to offer to the Greeks represented a large 
proportion of my meager technical arms, 
and had the Greeks accepted the offer, I 
should have had to stop my advance at 
Tobruk. I was, therefore, relieved when 
Metaxas refused the assistance. He said 
that what we could give would not suffice 
to stay a German attack; but would give 
the Germans an excuse to make the attack. 
I returned to Egypt and gave orders for 
the prosecution of the advance in the 
Western Desert, which resulted, early in 
February, in the virtual annihilation of 
the Italian Army in Cyrenaica. 
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Meanwhile, President Metaxas, who had 
greatly impressed me as a wise and de
termined leader, had died at the end of 
January. I have always thought that this 
took the heart out of the sorely . pressed 
Greek defense. Metaxas may have been an 
arbitrary politician, but he was a very 
stouthearted and skillful director of his 
country's defense at a critical hour. 

The Offer of Aid 

The next act in the drama from my point 
of view was a message that Anthony Eden,· 
the Foreign Secretary, and General Sir 
John Dill, the Chief of the Imperial Gen
eral Staff (CIGS), were flying to Cairo 
to consult the three service commanders 
about a fresh offer to Greece. The new 
Greek Premier, Mr. Korizis, had appealed 
to Great Britain for help early in 
February. 

After some delay d1,1e to the hazards of 
flying in the Mediterranean at that time, 
Mr. Eden and Sir John Dill arrived in 
Cairo on 19 February. After discussions 
in Cairo, at which the Commanders in 
Chief of the three services-there was no 
unified command-concurred in the plan 
to support Greece against a German inva
sion with all the resources which could be 
spared, Mr. Eden, the CIGS, and myself 
flew to Greece on 22 February. 

At this stage, I should correct two 
statements which have been widely spread: 

, 1. That the military leaders were forced 
into the Greek commitment against their 
will, for political reasons; and 

2. That but for the Greek adventure our 
forces could have cleared up the' North 
African coast for good and all. 

Neither of these assumptions is true. 
The se1•vice chiefs recognized the dangers 
of th'e Greek expedition. But they belie~ed 
that there was a reasonable chance of de
fending Greece against German attack 
and that from the point of view of the gen
eral strategy of the War it was worth 
while to take considerable risks to main-

tain a hold on the northern shores of the 
Eastern Mediterranean. As for the ad
vance to Tripoli, Italian opposition could 
be discounted as small and likelYi to be 

·easily o~ercome. Nothing was at this time 
known of the dispatch of German forces 
to Africa. Even so, our own resources 
were not equal to the task. Our armored 
vehicles were worn out by an advance of 
500 miles; we had not enough mechanized 
transport to maintain even a small force 
for an advance of another 500 miles to 
,Tripoli; and both in the air· and on the 
sea, we were still numerically inferior to 
the Italians alone, without any German 
reinforcement. It would' have been an in
tolerable strain on the Navy to maintain 
a military and air force at Tripoli when 
even Benghazi could not be used as a port 
for ·lack of antiaircraft artillery and 
other resources. 

Defense Plan 

Our deliberations on Greece took' place 
outside Athens at Tatoi Palace. The most 
important feature was a clear and able 
statement by the Greek Commander · in 
Chief, General Papagos, on the line to be 
held against a German attack from Bul
garia. He said that the fortified frontier 
!me, known as the Metaxas line, was the 
strongest, but was too extended now that 
all the Greek divisions except three had 
been withdrawn for employment in 
Albania. The line of the Struma, held by 
the Allies in World War I, had the ad
vantage of covering Salonika. But this line 
was also too extended, unless the Yugo~ 
slavs came in as allies when we must cover 
Salonika. The strongest line was one 
which ran from the sea by Mount Olym
pus-the Veria Gap-Edessa-to Kajma
kcalan on the Yugoslav frontier. General 
Papagos estimated that this line might be 
held with a minimum of five well-equipped 
divisions. It was generally referred to as. 
the Haliacmon line, from the name of a 
river which formed part of it. It was 
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Although the British intervention in 
Greece "in 1941 ended in defeat, it "delayed 
the German attack on· Russia by several 
weeks and thus saved Moscow from falling 
in the winter of 1941." Above, left, a British 
troopship evacuating troops from Greece. 
Above, right, a flying-boat used in the 
evacuation; about 45,000 troops were 
evacuated. Right, German troops moving 
toward the Greek town of Larissa. Be· 
low, left, the Nazi flag flying over the 
Acropolis, after the German occupation of 
Athens. Below, right, a German troop 
carrier (in flames) and parachutists, in 

the airborne invasion of Crete. 
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naturally strong. Mount Olympus was im
passable for large military forces; the 
Veria Gap, through which ran the main 
road, could be easily fortified, as could the 
hills between it and the Yugoslav frontier. 
This left flank depended, of course, on 
the- Yugoslav attitude. The political ap
preciation of this was that though we 
could not count on the Yugoslavs as allies, 
we could reasonably count on their re
sisting any attempts by Germans or Bul
gars to pass through their country to 
attack Greece. The military leaders, wit4 
memories of the Serbian resistance in 
World War I, believed that the Yugoslavs 
would at least impose a long delay on any 
enemy movement through their hills. 

We agreed with General Papagos that 
there was a good chance of holding this 
Haliacmon line with the forces available, 
provided that the Greek troops in western 
Thrace and Macedonia (three good divi
sions) were at once withdrawn to it. Also, 
another division must be withdrawn from 
Albania, and the British force-two Aus
tralian divisions, one New Zealand divi
sion, one Polish brigade, one British 
armored brigade and other troops, includ
ing two medium artillery regiments-had 
to be set in motion at once from Egypt to 
Greece. 

It was therefore decided after a discus
sion lasting an afternoon and an evening 
that the British and Greek forces of 7 1/3 
divisions (4 Greek and 3 1/3 British) and 
one armored brigade should be assembled 
on the Haliacmon line with all possible 
speed and should begin fortifying it. 
Since Papagos thought that the line could 
be held with five divisions, we had thus a 
reasonable margin of safety. we· had, or 
t)10ught we had, secure flanks on the sea 
and -on Yugoslavia. We assured ourselves 
that if we acted at once and speedily we 
could assemble our forces before the Ger
mans could pass through Bulgaria and 
reach the Haliacmon line. It seemed, there
fore, an acceptable military operation. The 

chief danger, as we saw it, was German 
air. superiority, which might even make 
our supply by sea hazardous. Admiral ·sir 
Andrew Cunningham, the Nav~:~;l Com
mander in Chief, and Air Marshal Sir 
Arthur Longmore, the Air Officer Com
mander in Chief, saw this danger, I think, 
more clearly than I did. But they never 
hesitated in supporting the general plan. 

From the political point of view, we 
secured obvious advantages. By support
ing our ally Greece, we encouraged others 
to resist; for instance, Turkey and Yugo
slavia. It would help to convince the 
United States and the rest of the world 
thll;t we meant to fight it out to the end, 
and would raise our prestige. If we could 
impose a check or long delay on the Ger
mans, it would help to gain the time we 
needed so sorely to develop our resources. 

So satisfactory had appeared our talks 
that we returned to Cairo next morning. 
Mr. Eden and General Dill left for Ankara 
to inform the Turks of our decision, to 
seek their agreement for the diversion 
to Greece of equipment due to them, and to 
discuss the possibility of their supporting 
Greece by armed force in the event of a 
German attack. The Turks entirely ap
proved our decision to support Greece, but 
they would not agree to commit themselves 
to action. I suppose they were wise from 
their point of view and possibly also from 
ours in the long run. They were, in fact, 
in no state to undertake an offensive war 
and were in some apprehension that they 
themselves might be attacked. 

The Plan Fails 

Now comes the crux of the whole drama. 
When the British members left the con
ference at Tatoi, we all understood that 
General Papagos was going to issue orders 
forthwith for the withdrawal of the three 
Greek divisions from Macedonia and of one 
from Albania and for their establishment 
on the Haliacmon line. He had, in his able 
exposition of the situation, emphasized the 
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necessity for all possible speed.· He has 
since maintained that no decision was to 
be taken until the attitude of Turkey and 
Yugoslavia was determined. That was 
certainly not the British understanding.' 
It was ·admittedly a hard decision from the 
Greek political point of view to abandon 
Western Thrace and Macedonia without a 
fight; and it may be that when the time 
came, the decision proved too hard to take. 

Whether there was a misunderstanding 
or whether political considerations in 
Greece overrode military decision, it is 
certain that when Mr, Eden and Sir John 
Dill paid an official visit to Athens on 2 
March, the day after the Germans· moved 
into Bulgaria, they found that no orders 
had been issued for the withdrawal of the 
Greek divisions. General Papagos now 
maintained that it was impossible to with
draw them with Bulgaria under German 
occupation. He also said that the Albanian 
situation made it impossible to withdraw 
the promised division from that front. · 

I was summoned to Athens, where we 
spent the best part of 3 days in delibera
tion on the changed situation. It was im
possible to persuade the members of the 
Greek High Command to change their 
mind on the withdrawal of the Macedonian 
divisions. The Greeks maintained they 
must now fight it out on the Metaxas line, 
though they would obviously be over
whelmed there. All that we were offered 
for the Haliacmon line was one and a half, 
eventually raised to three, second-line divi
sions, a poor substitute for the four first
line divisions on which we had based the 
original plan. We had now to decide, in 
th,, changed circumstances, to withdraw 
our offer or to continue, accepting the 
much greater risk. Rightly or wrongly, 
all the responsible heads, political and 
military, in the Middle East decided to 
carry on with the plan. All the Command
er:. in Chief were agreed on this. 

think it may have been psychological 
an 1 political considerations that tilted the 

balance in the end over the military 
dangers. To have withdrawn at this stage, 
on grounds which could not have been 
made public, would have been disastrous 
to our reputation in the United States and 
with other neutrals, which would have 
ended all hope of Yugoslavia joining the 
Allies, and would have shaken our ally, 
Turkey. Our plan had been endorsed by 
the Dominion governments whose troops 
were involved. And there were practical 
difficulties in any reversal of plan; the 
troops were on the move, and a change 
would have caused confusion. 

I was sure at the time, and I am still 
sure, in spite of what resulted, that the 
decision we made at our Embassy in 
Athens in that first week in March 1941 
was the only one consistent wi~h the po
litical requirements of the moment, with 
military strategy, and with our national 
honor. 

It may be of interest to know that on 
our return to Cairo we consulted General 
Smuts, whom Mr. Eden had asked to come 
to Cairo and help us with his invaluable 
advice. We went over the whole ground 
with him. He entirely approved of our 
decision and telegraphed in this sense to 
London. The decision was that of the men 
on the spot, and the doubts came from 
London, where the Prime Minister and the 
Chiefs of Staff were apprehensive of a 
commitment so much more hazardous than 
that which they had approved 10 days 
earlier. From the point of view of im
mediate advantage, they were probably 
right and the men on the spot wrong. As 
regards ultimate results, the men on the 
spot were, I think, right. This was a curi
ous reversal of the usual situation, that 
the men on the spot take a sh~rt-term view 
and those at a distance a long-term on~. 

I should also make it clear that there. 
was never any question of our urging the 
Greeks to resist a German invasion against 
their better judgment. They always 
affirmed categorically that they would 
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fight the Germans if they entered Greece, 
wheth€r or not we gave them assistance. 

Yugoslavia 

The spotlight must 'now be shifted to 
Yugoslavia. During the whole period that 
the Fot·eign Secretary had been in the 
Middle· East, he had been in constant 
touch by telegram, through our Minister 
in Belgrade, with the Regent of Yugo
slavia, who was supposed to favor the 
Allied cause. The answers received had 
been evasive and disappointing. So the 
British Minister was summoned to Athens 
early in March and given a letter to the 
Regent. As a result, an officer of the 
Yugoslav General Staff came to Athens 
incognito. His mood was pessimistic and 
he was uncommunicative about the Yugo
slav plans for mobilization and deploy
ment-possibly because, as events showed, 
these were almost non-existent. The Yugo
slavs could, if prepared and ready, have 
ended the Italian resistance in Albania by 
attacking their flanks and rear, as weii 
as resisting the Germans in the east. 

During the next fortnight, Mr. Eden 
made strenuous efforts, in a meeting with 
the Foreign Minister at Cyprus, to per
suade the Turkish government to urge the 
Yugoslavs to take all possible steps to 
meet a German attack. Turkey was already 
mobilized. Though the Yugoslavs assured 
us that they also we1·e mobilized, later 
events showed how incomplete their mo
bilization was. Our Embassy in Belgrade, 
in close touch with Mr. Eden, did what 
it could to encourage the tougher elements 
in Yugoslavia to resist-and not without 
success, as the coup d'etat later proved. 
But the Turks persisted that their mili
tary weakness precluded anything more 
than sympathetic neutrality. The ,news 
on '24 March that the Yugoslav govern
ment had signed the Tripartite Pact 
seemed to end all hope of ·help from that 
quarter. Mr. Eden and Sir John Dill ac
cordingly departed for England. But while 

their plane was detained by bad weather 
at Malta, news was received of the Yugo
slav coup d'etat which overthrew the gov
ernment and made Yugoslavia a potential 
ally. They promptly decided to return to 
Athens. 

Although the CIGS was, after some·diffi
culty, allowed to pay a visit to Belgrade in
cognito, and a staff conference was held on 
the Greek-Yugoslav frontier, such was the 
confusion, political and. military, in Yugo
slavia, that it ·was quite impossible to 
anange any co-operation. Mr. Eden and 
Sir John Dill finally left Cairo to return 
home on 7 April, the day after the German 
attack on Greece and Yugoslavia began. 

Summary 

Such is, in outline, the story of the 
genesis of our expedition to Greece. I 
hope to have shown you three things: that 
Great Britain and the Dominions came to 
the help of a smaller nation in spite of 
all risks; that the Greek adventure was 
not forced on the military chiefs by the 
politicians, as it sometimes is alleged; and 
that the operation as originally planned 
at Tatoi on 22 February was by no means 
as hopeless as the outcome made it seem. 

I need not say much about the fighting. 
The Germans were obviously much bette1· 
informed than ourselves on the disorgani
zation and powerlessness of the Yugoslav 
Army, the sudden and complete collap~e 
of which exposed the flanks both. of the 
British-Greek Army on the Haliacmon lim' 
and of the Greek Army in Albania. LittlP 
more than a fortnight sufficed to end th£ 
campaign, and the end was obvious some 
time before that. Our small air force wa" 
soon driven out of the skies. Our troop~ 
were almost entii;ely deprived of air cover 
during their retreat to the Thermopylae 
line and their re-embarkation. We had for
tunately foreseen the possibility of an 
evacuation and had prepared a plan at an 
early stage. But the harbor at Piraeu, 
had been blocked by bombing, and we coul<l 
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remove no heavy equipment. Our losses 
were heavy, and the striking force we had 
built up. with such pains in the Middle 
East during 1940 was almost destroyed. 
A month later, we had to evacuate Crete 
with further losses, after practically de
stroying there a German airborne force. 

At the same time, Egypt was in peril 
from Rommel's attack in the Western 
Desert, where the withdrawal of our force 
for Greece had left us too weak, but was 
saved by the gallant defense of Tobruk. A 
dangerous revolt in Iraq was fortunately 
quelled by our last remaining reserve. A 
little later, by scraping the bottom of an 
apparently empty dish, sufficient troops 
were collected to save Syria from German 
occupation. All this took place while the 
Italian Empire of East Africa was being 
liquidated by British, South African, 

-Indian, and African troops. Those were 
busy days in the Middle East. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, what was the ultimate 
effect of our Greek campaign on the strat
egy of the War? Presumably, had we 
chosen to abandon Greece, we could have 
consolidated our position in Cyrenaica, 
though it would have still been the scene of 
bitter fighting and we could not have ad
vanced to Tripoli without much further 
reinforcement. We should have had the 
troops to counter Axis plans in Iraq and 
Syria with less anxiety and difficulty. 
Bu; I do not believe that we could have 
held Crete with Greece in the possession 
of ';ermany. 

On the other hand, the evidence is clear 
that our intervention in Greece delayed 
the German attack on Russia by several 
weeks and thus saved Moscow from falling 
in the winter df 1941. Though the German 
forces employed in Greece and Yugoslavia 
were comparatively small, they included 
a high proportion of armored troops who 
had to drive long distances. It was the 
delay in returning and reconditioning 
these that caused the postponement of the 
attack on Russia. This cannot, of course, 
be claimed as a justification of our deci
sion in March, since we knew nothing at 
that time of Hitler's contemplated treach
ery toward his ally-though we may have 
had our suspicions. Our decision was 
taken on other grounds. I will quote some 
words spoken by Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill in the House of Commons on 7 
May 1941, after the end of the Greek 
campaign: 

"Looking back on the sad course of 
events, I can only feel, as th<; Prime Min
ister of New Zealand has so nobly de
clared, that if we had a,gain to tread the 
stony path, even with the knowledge we 
possess today, I for one would do the same 
thing again, and this is the view of all 
my colleagues in the War Cabinet and on 
the Defense Committee." 

In conclusion, I trust that whenever 
Great Britain has to make a similar deci
sion, she will again take the bold, the 

. generous, and the honorable course, and 
will "engage the enemy more closely," 
whatever the odds. 

In any future war, we cannot expect victory unless there is already in 

being the machinery for positive command decisions, unity of agreement on 
' ~ 

military strategy, and a clear-cut delineation of responsibility. 

Majo1· Geneml H. M. McClelland 
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Soviet Staff Training 
Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article in .,Informations Militaires"' (France) 

. 10 Ju.ne .194.9. based on an article by Colonel ,Leonchenko in "Voennyi Vest~ik" (USSR) N) .. 22J 1946. 

ONE of the most important missions of 
a command is staff training. This mission 

· is most important, for if staffs are not 
able to function effectively, troops cannot 
perform properly in combat. 

In peacetime, the staff will organize and 
supervise the training activities of its 
units and thus perfect itself in the em
ployment of troops on the field of battle. 
In time of war, a staff co-ordinates the 
efforts of the different arms and regulates 
the· employment and supply of the troops. 
ThEOse functions indicate the nature of the 
training which a staff should have. 

During the course of the instructional 
year, which begins in the winter, it is the 
duty of staff officers to raise the level of 
their tactical and general qualifications, 
to- increase their understanding of com
bat employing all arms, and to 'improve 
the techniques of staff work. Staff officers 
must become accustomed to preparing 
logical plans for all types of combat, to 
directing the co-ordination of troops in 
combat, to solving all the tactical and 
logistical requirements of combat, and to 
working smoothly with the staffs of other 
arms and the services in the rear areas. 

During the winter period, new officers 
'may be assigned to a staff. For some of 
them, staff work will be entirely new. For 
others who come from subordinate staffs, 
the problem wiil be a matter of adapting 
technical abilities to a new and larger 
framework. Division and regimental com
manders, and their chiefs of staff, must 

r tak~ honest stock of their abilities' and 
prepare themselves for .their role. In addi
tion, it is the duty of the division and 
regimental commanders to direct the edu
cation of their staffs personally. Combined 
command and staff exercises are conducted 

by the commander of the higher echelon: 
in the regiment, by the division com
mander; in the division, by the. corps com
mander. In the regiment, the regimental 
commander's supply assistant and the reg
imental chief of staff (executive officer) 
take part in these exercises; they also 
personally direct exercises carried out by 
the officers of the staff in staff techniques 
and in the operations of the rear services. 

,Seven different kinds of· exercises for 
the methodical training of staff personnel 
may be distinguished : 

Command exercises. 
Staff technique exercises. 
Staff war games. 
Staff exercises. 

Command and staff exercises. 
Rear area exercises. 
Exercises with troops. 

In addition, the knowledge and training 
of the officers is further advanced by per
sonal study of staff techniques, by work
ing out tactical decisions, and by perform
ing missions of various kinds. 

In command exercises, officers start by 
studying the tactical reasons for the action 
in a given situation. In the collective staff 
technique exercises, they study the tech
nique of staff duty and the various obliga
tions of the officers in a staff operation. 
Later, in staff war games, the director of 
an exercise sees to it that the officers 
master the roles assigned them, insures 
that there is good collective functioning, 
and prepares them for subsequent staff, 
and command and staff, exercises. During 
the period of preparatory and applicatory 
instruction for troop exercises, the staff 
acquires the knowledge necessary for the 
conduct of troops in battle. 
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Command exercises belong to the gen
eral program of officers' training, In addi
tion to staff officers, the battalion 
adjutants also participate in the exer-
cises. 

Collective staff technique exercises 
train staff officers in· their special roles 
and in staff-service techniques. This is 
done by executing increasingly complicated 
tasks. These exercises are intended to 
lead to more efficient staff functioning. 
The exercises, therefore, are conducted 
twice a week under the supervision of the 
chief of staff. The exercises cover a large 
number of subjects, for example: 

The plans and details of the exercise. 

Information within and outside the staff. 
The duties of liaison, operations, and 

duty officers. 
Calculations relative to the employment 

of all arms. 

Editing reports and documents. 

Editing a combat order. 
Editing documents on the co-ordination 

of efforts and combat plans. 
Questioning .of prisoners. 
Liaison, particularly the use of radio. 
Operations reports .. 
The same method is employed in the 

study of the techniques of the rear serv
ices. The following subjects are dealt with 
in this instruction: 

Plans and orders relative to materiel. 
The making of reports. 
Supply and evacuation transportation 

tables. 
Final reports. 
The purpose of staff war games is to 

train the staff officers and those of the 
rear organizations in their particular 
rolt•s, as well as to achieve the smooth 
functioning of the staffs as a whole. In 
the cas~ of the regiment, the participating 
personnel include the regimental staff, 
the. regimental political organization, the 
con,mander of the regimental artillery, 

the corps commander's s_upply-assistant, 
and the service chiefs. 

This type of exercise is· carried out, 
usually in a single action, on a map and 
indoors. The director of the exercise as
sumes the role of the chief of the adjoin
ing units and of the staff of the higher 
echelon. The problem is handed, in ad
vance, to those who are to work it out. It 
contains all the initial data and a nota
tion of the preliminary work to be done 
before the beginning of the exercise. In 
order to develop their interest and in
itiative, the officers are not given any 
detailed inf<:>rmation relative to the work 
which is to be done or the way in which 
it is to be done. This requires them to 
reflect on the situation. 'I;'he director does 
not interfere except to explain obscure 
points. Those charged with working out' 
the problem possess only the part of the 
information they would possess in reality. 

Staff exercises are the principal means 
of training staffs. These exercises are gen
erally conducted in the field and under 
conditions approaching reality .. In the 
regiment, the same persons participate in 
the staff exercises as those who engage 
in war games. Staff exercises are a prac
tical method for studying deployment, 
protection of the command post, the 
organization and execution of reco!lnais
sance, and the techniques of combat paper 
work. By means of these exercises, skill 
in the transmission of orders is achieved. 

Command and staff exercise&,, are the 
best form of training for staffs. These 
exercises may be carried out with the 
troops, signal facilities, rear orgauiza
tions, and the enemy being represented. 
In regimental exercises, the personnel 
participating will include the artillery 
command, the signal company, the un
mounted scout platoon, battery and battal
ion commanders and their assistants, and 
battalion and regimental rear services 
supp~y section chiefs. In such exercises, it 
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is advantageous to ·mark the location of 
these services by a few vehicles. The di
rector imposes certain conditions which 
require intensive effort on the part of 
those participating. Organization of com
bat, co-ordination of effort, the conduct of 
combat and troop supply, and maneuver 
are studied. It is important to familiarize 
the staffs and the rear services with dif
ferent methods of work. 

When groups of forces are employed to 
represent friendly and hostile troops, 
their movements must correspond to the 
general situation, to the speed of these 
movements, and to the actual capabilities 
of the varioHs arms. Troops representing 
the enemy must be active. 

Rear area exercises and exercises with 
troops are conducted along the same lines. 

' All these exercises must be .executed 
in accordance with a program which has 
been carefully established in advance. 
The program should include summaries 
of the tactical problems which will be 
studied. The training program should be 
so developed that staffs will be trained to 
function under combat conditions and the 
problems will progress from the simple 
to the complex. 

In conformity with the orders of his 
superi01·, the chief of staff will prepare 
two basic documents: 

The first document lists the successive 
problems to be studied. The second gives 
the dates when the exercises of the fol
lowing month will be conducted. Experi
ence shows that no less than 4 hours must 
be devoted to exercises on staff technique. 

It is sufficient for a regimental staff 
to conduct one war game on a map indoors, 
one staff exercise in the field, three com
mand and staff exercises (one on the divi
sion' level), one rear area exercise (with 
staff), and one regimental exercise with 
the troops. All these exercises can be com
pleted during the winter training period. 

It is necessary that the division com-

mander direct the command and staff ex
ercises and set the dates for them. He 
may, thus, direct two regimental staff e.x
ercises before holding his division exer
cise. It is the division commandilr's duty 
to fix the date of the regimental exercises 
with troops, requiring the participation 
of the units which he has at his disposal. 
These last exercises take place toward the 
end of the winter, that is to say, at a time 
when the entire regiment may participate. 
Before this time, the regimental com
mander must already have. directed a staff 
war game, a command and staff exercise, 
and a staff exercise. Thus, the regimental 
commander and his staff will have had to 
prepare a staff war game, a staff exercise, 
and a rear area exercise of 24 hours dura
tion, each, in addition to the staff techni
cal exercise. 

'These exercises cannot be conducted at 
the same time in all regions, due to dif
ferences of .climate. 

The director of the exercises maintains 
a record of the results obtained by each 
officer on the following points: 

Degree of technical preparation for 
staff service. 

Comprehension of the essential elements 
of combat command. 

Value of the individual work done. 

In addition, a log is kept of the exer
cises. In the regiment, this document is 
kept by the first assistant officer of th<> 
chief of staff. In the division, the log is 
kept by one of the officers of the opera
tions section. This log must be brought 
up to date no later than the day following 
each exercise. 

An examination of these records, if 
they are regularly kept, will reveal at 
any given time the degree of preparation 
of .each·office1· and of the staff as a whole. 

Consequently, the log helps to avoid de
ficiencies and provides a check on staff 
training. 
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The German Army, 1919-1939 
Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by Lieutenant 
Colonel Charles de CossewBrissac in uRevue Historique de L' Armt!e (France) No. I. 1949. 

Prussia is not a State which possesses an Army, 
hut an Army which has conquered a State.
Mirabeau. 

War is the national industry of Prussia.
Eighteenth Century axiom. 

THE above quotations indicate the es
sence of German policy, for Prussia be
came Germany. And Germany was, es
sentially, a machine for waging of war. 

Fichte, drawing a distinction between 
the "people and the non-people," taught 
that the German people, subjugated by 
Napoleon, could find full expression for 
themselves only through war. Hegel pro
claimed the divinity of the state, that 
"Divine Soil" which could not tolerate 
another absolute state existing alongside 
of it. Nitzsche saw no other remedy for 
the decadence of the Occident than the 
advent of the "superman," motivated ex
clusively, "beyond all considerations of 
g-ood and evil," by the will to acquire 
power. 

These philosophical references are the 
key to many events. At the beginning of 
the present century, all Germany was 
pan-Germanistic. The nation awaited the 
time when the clock should strike Ger
many's hour in history. Far from fearing 
thi~ moment, Germany was eagerly antici
pating it. 

Everyone knows where this led the Ger
many of William II. 

But how insignificant the first German 
catastrophe seems today in comparison 
with the second catastrophe of World War 
II. 

The Armistice was one of those provi
dential oppqrtunities for survival ac
corded by fite to a Germany which was 
un!leniably vanquished after 4 years of 
fighting. Thtnks to the Armistice, the 
German Army Wli!S able to promote the 
leg<-nd of the "dagger in the back" and to 
prodaim its invincibility. 

The Weimar Republic 

In the eyes of the German nation, the 
Weimar Republic assumed the onus for all 
of Germany's post-World War I problems: 
the Versailles Treaty, territorial losses, 
disarmament, inflation, and ruin. At the 
same time, this reaction proved the inept
ness of the German people in parliamen
tary processes and started Germany to
ward a dictatorship. 

The Weimar Republic had been lenient 
toward the survivors of imperial govern
ment, but it was not able to modify the 
underlying structure of the ancient gov
ernmental and social institutions. Albert 
Rivaud pointed out in a course at the 
Ecole de Guen·e in 1934 that the three 
German ministries of foreign affairs, fi
nance, and war, were directed by the 
same men who served the Second Reich. 

As a matter of fact, the common people 
of Germany had given no evidence of haY
ing either the maturity or the ability to 
relieve the upper classes in the adminis
trative positions of the state. The Junkers 
of the Army and Eastern Germany, and 
the leaders of the industrial centers and 
the great financial organizations, were 
still in relatively good circumstances. The 
middle class, meanwhile, ruined by infla
tion, had descended to the level of the 
proletariat. 

The party which still e~braced the 
aspirations of former Germany was the 
German ·National Party directed by Hug
enberg. The "Steel Helmet," a large, 
semimilitary, patriotic association, wid
ened the sphere of this new Party. In 
order to cloak their indefinite plans for 
a restoration, this portion of the German 
electorate had raised to power a man of 
g-reat prestige, Field Marshal Hinden-
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burg, who was already more than 80 
years of age: 1 

But time does not re,;erse its course. 
The German system had peen irrevocably 
upset in 1918. Not a single personality 

. of the former Germany r4gained the lime
light. Instead, it was Adolf Hitler who 
became the leader; 

The Advent of Hitler 

Before we examine Hitler, let us probe 
the obscure forces which broke the sur
face of German history with his advent. 
However artificial it may have been, the 
German Revolution of 1918 at least lib
erated currents of popular self-expression. 
TJ:ie financial difficulties of the Weimar 
Republic brought the middle classes down 
to the level of the proletariat. Now joined 
with the laboring classes in common dis
tress, and deceived both by the Marxist 

' formulae and the failure of the former 
ruling classes, the middle classes were a 
formidable force ready to be set in mo
tion by any revolutionary movement. 

The National Socialist Party preached 
to these desperate masses a new gospel, 
the gospel of force developed around the 
myth of a super race and nation. 

Philosophical theories which previously 
had been expounded by the educated 
classes were now popularized around some 
catch-phrase to inflame the masses. Pa
ganism swept away the frail barrier of 
German Christianity. Taking up the 
theories of the Frenchman, Gobineau, and 
of the Englishman, Chamberlain, Rosen
berg explained history in his own way
by the conflict of races. The German 
people, direct heirs of the pure Aryan 
race, were worthy of ruling the world. 
To regain their strength, the German 
people must purge themselves. of all, for
eign contributions and evil influences. 
Opposed to the Aryans, the argument ran, 
was the Jewish race, whose representa
tives, backed by the Weimar administra
tion, had increased their power in all sec-

· tors of economic and intellectual life. The 
Jews were to play the role of the scape
goat. 

German philosophy for a long time had 
been pantheistic. National 'socialism 
based its ethics in the final analysis on 
the instinct for domination and the strug
gle for life. On the international plane, 
it promised to make Germany a "nation 
of lords." It denounced the "interna
tionals." 

National Socialism closely paralleled 
Communism, notably its materialism, op
portunist dialectics, and the omnipotence 
of the state as opposed to the rights of 
the individual. The hostility of national 
so-cialism toward Marxism was due less 
to fundamental opposition than to rivalry 
over followers. 

National Socialism owed its success 
mainly to the astonishing personality of 
Adolf Hitler. The question will long be 
asked whether he was a genius or an in
sane person. This man of the people-of 
modest birth, doubtful genealogy, rudi
mentary education, and uncertain health 
--had, in fact, failed in everything up to 
the age of 27 years. Yet this man in a 
few years became one of the greatest ora
tors and the most absolute war chief and 
chief of state German;y ever knew~ 

At heart, Hitler was a pa~-Germanist 
and a warmonger. This dominating trait 
explains his collusion with so many of 
the survivors of the Kaiser's government. 
He found among them the tried and tested 
cadres he could not as yet find among 
the rough elements recruited by his Party. 
The Party purge on 30 June 1934 sealed 
the tacit pact concluded between Hitler 
and the old regime. Summary executions 
eliminated rivals, dangerous opponents, 
and individuals such as Roehm, who wer~ 
suspected by the Army. 

Hitler and the General Staff 

There then began the curious and pre
carious association between Hitler and 
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the German General Staff. The associa
tion was never intimate or frank, and it 
was often shaken by sudden and tragic 
,storms. 

On becoming German Chancellor on 30 
January 1933, following the brief inter
lude of General von Schleicher, Hitler 
ended the political role of the Reichs
wehr, which was a potent but unacknowl~ 
edged force. Hitler broke the high chiefs 
of the Army who might possibly prove 
to be rivals-Blomberg, Fritsch, and 
Beck-first of all. This he did, at times, 
by heaping honors on them and then dis
honoring them; at other times, he simply 
removed them. The reactions of the Gen
eral Staff were futile. 

To' be sure, many generals of the old 
school attempted to put an end to Hit
ler's domination. They hatched the bloody 
and unsuccessful plot of 20 July 1944. 
But fortune watched over Hitler. Inde
cision and. weakness on the part of for
eign powers allowed his first audacious 
acts to succeed. But when the die was 
cast, neither soldiers nor patriots dared 
any longer to oppose him. 

Hitler hated, was jealous of, and de
spised the German generals. In their eyes, 
he continued to be the "Bohemian cor
poral" of whom Hindenburg made fun 
before Hitler became his successor. Hit
ler could not get along without the aid. 
of the generals, for they were excellent 
professionals, capable of preparing and 
executing his plans: As for the generals, 
they discovered to their amazement that 
Hitler had a mind that was interested in 
and informed concerning the great prob
lems of war. Hitler found the time to 
study under Ludendorf, his companion 
during the first days of the Party, the 
great military classics of Frederick II, 
Napoleon, Clausewitz, Moltke, and Schlief
f,on. "He meditated on military history. 
He kept up on the most recent innova
tions, particularly motorization. He 
sl:owed astonishing intuition. His intui-

tion caused him to select deliberately the 
most audacious plans. 

On the other hand, Guderian noted 
glaring gaps in Hitler's military knowl
edge. Halde~ observed Ilitler's "inability 
to differentiate between the' desirable and 
the possible, that sort of madness which 
a philosopher of imperial Rome had al
ready pointed out as the most dangerous." 
After removing the generals from the 
field of high military policies, Hitler 
also supplanted them in the conduct of 
operations. He ended by taking actual 
command. He would have been a formida
ble political strategist, but the gigantic 
impulses which he transmitted to the 
Third Reich precipitated Germany into 
the abyss which swallowed it up. 

What trumps did Germany possess on· 
the eve of World War II? 

The Army 

First, and most important, was the Ger
man Army. 

When Hitler came to power, the Ger
man Army was still only a force limited 
by the Treaty of Versailles to 100,000 
men. It represented a remarkable hotbed 
of cadres, particularly among the junior 
officers. It kept alive an excellent officers' 
corps, steeped in the old military tradi
tions which had been handed down from 
generation to generation by the Krieg
sakademie of Prussia since the wars of 
the First Empire. Vainly dissolved in 
1918 by order of Foch, the Kriegsakade
mie remained one of the most 6utstanding 
military schools. The effectiveness of its 
instruction explains the success of the 
Prusso-German Army during the nine
teenth and twentieth centuries. 

Doctrine 

What were the dominant aspects of the 
German doctrine of war on the eve of 
World War II? 

From the philosophical standpoint, war 
was considered the dominant aspect of 
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politics. Its object was the destruction 
of the enemy's · will to fight. More and 
more it encompassed the idea of total 
warfare, for it was directed not only 
against an enemy's army but against his 
entire territory and population, making 
use of the most unconventional methods 
and weapons. Victory was born of the of
fensive and fostered in all echelons by the 
active initiative of the commanders di
recting oper,ations. At the same time, as 
Clausewitz indicated, the Germans em
phasized the possibilities of exploitation. 
by means of counteroffensive and of at
trition and disintegration of an enemy by 
defensive tactics. 

. Victory, in the German view, was born 
of the disequilibrium created usually by 
a concentration of force at a principal 
point of axis (Schtverounkt). Surprise 
insured this disequilibrium decisively, at 
little cost. German doctrine advocated 
the frequent utilization of surprise in all 
its forms-technical, tactical, and stra
tegic. 

Strategy 

As for strategy, the German school had 
always stressed the envelopment. The 
Germans enlarged on the use of the en
velopment, stressing the oblique maneu
ver of Frederick II, the vast envelopment 
of von Schlieffen, and the double envelop
ment employed in the battle of Cannae. 
Schlieffen considered Hannibal's victory 
at Cannae, which was repeated at Tan
nenberg in 1914 by Hindenburg and Lud
endorf, as a model for strategists. In 
1939, the battle of Cannae was still con
sidered the model for a decisive battle
the so-called battle of annihilation, the 
logical aim of total war. The Germans 
knew that an adversary would realize the 
dangers of an envelopment and would at
tempt to prevent it by extending his front 
to reach an obstacle such as the sea or a 
mountain. The Germans then conceived 
the idea of a break-through of a front 

that was too extended or poorly guarded, 
to be followed by an attempt to roll up 
the internal flanks of the enemy. To ac
complish thi8, it would be necessary for 
both German weapons and Germarl tactics 
to counteract the temporary defensive 
superiority of _ the enemy's automatic 
weapons and artillery. 

Tactics · 

In the tactical field, the lessons of 1918 
suggested new methods of employing new 
weapons. In 1918, the German infantry 
was both audacious and prudent. It was 
skillful in firing and accustomed to 
capitalizing on gaps in an enemy's dispo
sition. Infiltration was rightfully consid
ered a tactical process suitable for over
coming a continuous front. A new weapon, 
the tank, increased the possibilities of the 
infantry tenfold. The tank had three ad
vantages favorable to obtaining shock 
and surprise: speed, protection, and fire 
power. A school of thought, represented 
by Eimannsberger, an Austrian, and 
Guderian, revitalized the doctrine of tank 
employment. Surprised at the timidity af 
the Allies in 1918, they considered the 
tank not only a break-through weapon 
but an ideal tool for exploitation. .Even 
further, the tank was injected into the 
principle of inter-arms co-operation. As 
a result, the Panzer Division became a 
large, motorized, all-arms unit, capable 
of engaging in combat independently by 
means of crushing, massed concentrations 
on judiciously chosen, narrow fronts. 

The German. Army was not isolated 
from the nation. All Germans, whatever 
their class or profession, have always 
worshipped . military activities. Hence, 
the· physical and psychological prepara
tion of the German youth and the entire 
German people assumed great importance 
to the Nazi Party. This preparation be
gan in the schools and continued later in 
the numerous para-military formations of 
the Party: the Labor Service, the Storm 
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Troopers, the Elite Guard, the Nazi Party 
Motor Corps (NSKK). 

The NSKK reflected the great impor
tance ·Hitler attached to motorization. 
The NSKK grouped some 500,000 adher
ents under a trusted official with the rank 
of brigadier general. It included German 
motorists using their own vehicles. It 
assumed the responsibility for the techni
cal and military training of motorists 
and, i:f' necessary, their mobilization. It 
organized numerous sports contests of a 
military nature, such as motor vehicle 
concentrations, long-distance runs in con
voy, and cross-country automobile or mo
torcycle races over all kinds of terrain 
and in all seasons, by day and by night, 
with 'orientation by map and compass. 

War Economy 

In addition, the entire German economy 
was organized with war in view. It had 
profited by successive devaluations of the 
mark and modernized its plants with 
capital generously supplied from abroad. 
The economy was speeded up and made 
more efficient by using American meth
ods. It built the largest and most modern 
factories on the Continent. It specialized 
in the manufacture of finished iron and 
aluminum products, including machine 
tools, motor vehicles, and planes. Its op
tical and chemical industries were the 
finest in the world. , 

Because of a cleverly organized "dump
ing" program, Central and Eastern Eu
rope became more and more dependent on 
German economy.' An enormous effort 
was, made to standardize motor vehicle 
and replacement production. Although 
rich in coal, Germany had to import iron 
ore from Lorraine and Sweden, and baux
ite from France and Italy. Germany also 
lacked such items as nickel, chrome, man
ganese, oil, and grease. 

The German financial organization be
c:•me the docile instrument of this colos
s<J economic expansion. It had arisen 

healthy and fresh from the crisis in which 
the Weimar Republic had struggled. At 
the beginning of the Nazi experiment, the 
public debt was insignificant, and this 
permitted inflation. German finance was 
practically independent of gold and the 
principal monetary units. It was directed 
by skilled financiers. 

The German economy, therefore, was 
already mobilized. Even in time of peace, 
it was a veritable war economy. By sys
tematically restraining the production 
and importation of consumers' goods, the 
Nazis contributed to the hardening of 
the German people. The Party persuaded 
the German people that, in spite of its 
merits, Germany was an unfavored na
tion whose only recourse was conquest if 
the nation were to improve its existence. 
By dint of an effort theretofore un
equalled in the history of Europe, Ger
many in 6 years rearmed its Army, Navy, 
and Air Force with ultra-modern ma
teriel. In September 1939, Hitler eliti
mated the value of the nation's effort at 
90 billion marks. 

German policy was a war policy, even 
in time of peace. Hitler admitted that 
Germany was governed only by what 
served the interests of the German people. 
Its agreements became null and void as 
soon as they ceased to be useful. , Like the 
Marxists, Hitler appealed to a stirring 
argument that disregarded justice or 
ethics. 

At the high level where policy, and 
strategy meet, Hitler appeared for a long 
time to be greatly concerned that Ger
many should be faced with war on two 
fronts. The German strategists were, still 
haunted by memories of World War I. 
With Machiavelian art, Hitler diplomat
ically isolated his chosen victims, one 
after the other; he surrounded them stra
tegically in time of peace, and he ex
ploited their germs of internal disintegra
tion. 
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Plan for Domination 

Hitler's plan for European domination 
consisted of successively well-defined 
steps. First, he sought to liberat~ his 
country from the fetters of the Versail
les Treaty, and then to rearm Germany. 
After this, he determined to regain for
mer German states, and to obtain living
space for the German people. 

The enlargement of the German area 
was seen by Hitler, not in the colonies, 
but in the vast Ukrainian Plain. There, 
a great Nordic people of 200 million Ger- · 
mans could expand in the shelter of nat
ural barriers such as the Volga or the 
Urals. This expansion eastward was not 
possible, however, it was stated in Mein 
Kampf, unless the German rear were pro
tected by first crushing France, the . tra
ditional enemy of Germany. Strategic 
guarantees must be obtained against 
England, which he considered a Germanic 
nation that must be conciliated, and 
whose supremacy of the seas must not be 
disturbed. 

General de Gaulle has said: "The his
tory of a war begins in time of peace." 
The principal dates in Hitler's career 
show the sequence of events leading to 
World War II. 

Hitler's Chronology 

On 30 January 1933, Marshal Hinden
burg called Hitler to power. The Reich
stag was dissolved and then re-elected; it 
then granted full powers to Hitler, who 
immediately took advantage of them to 
establish a dictatorship. 

In October 1933, Hitler left the League 
of Nations. 

On 30 June 1934, he brutally purged 
the opposition party. 

On '1 August 1934, on the death of Hi~
denburg, Hitler took upon himself the 
powers of Chancellor and President. 

On 13 January 1935, a plebiscite re
stored the Sarre to Germany. 

On 9 March 1935, Hitler announced 
the reconstitution of the German Air 
Fm:ce and, on 12 March, the reinstitution 
of · compulsory military service for 1 
year's time, which was to be doubled the 
following year. The new Army of the 
Reich was to comprise 12 Army Corps and 
31 infantry divisions. This was unilat
eral. repudiation of the military clauses' 
of the Versailles Treaty. 

On 18 June 1935, an Anglo-German 
agreement signed in London authorized · 
Hitler to bring the German Fleet up to 
35 percent of the strength of the English 
Fleet. 

On 7 March 1936, Hitler occupied the 
Rhineland. 

On 1 November 1936, Mussolini saluted 
"the vertical axis of Europe, passing 
through Rome and Berlin." From then 
until 1944, Italy was under German in
fluence. 

On 25 November 1936, the Anti-Comin
tern Pact extended to Japan the associa
tion of dictator states. 

The year 1937 was filled by the Spanish 
Civil ·war, forerunner of the next world 
conflict. The Italians and the Germans 
sustained Franco's Spain; the Russians, 
with the aid of the international bri
gades, supported the Loyalists. B~hind 
the screen of ideologies, the principal in
terest of the Civil War was experimenta
tion with new weapons and tactics. 

In 1938, the drama became more local
ized. Hitler, aware of the lack of psy
chological and material preparation of 
his future adversaries, saw the need of 
outdistancing them. 

On 4 February 1938, he purged the 
German General Staff, dismissing simul
taneously, under various pretexts, ·Mar-· 
shal von Blomberg, General von Fritsch, 
and others whom he felt to be hostile to 
his policy but whom he was obliged to 
take back when the War began. At least 
three of these became marshals: von 
Leeb, von Witzleben, and von Kleist. 'fhp' 
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second was hung, however, after the fail
u~·e .of the coup d'etat in the· summer of 
1944. 

On 13 March 1938, after the shameless 
blackmailing of Chancellor Schuschmgg, 
Hitler invaded Austria and proclaimed 
the Anschluss; 

The Czech government, by the asser
tion of Benes himself, had more than once 
proclaimed that it did not consider such 
an annexation anything more than a man
ifestation of internal policy on the part 
of two states of the same language and 
race. It was not to be long before he 
realized the consequences. They were 
written on the map. From that time, the 
Czechs were menaced on three sides. 

At Munich, on the night of 29-30 Sep
tember, France and England, aware of 
their lack of military preparation, aban
doned Czechoslovakia. Simultaneously, 

she was deprived by Poland of the ter
ritory of Teschen. The cession of ·the 
Sudeten completed the destruction of the 
Bohemian defense. 

Hitler did not fail to exploit the hetero
geneity of the Czechoslovak state. He . 
supported Slovakian autonomy, and when 
Slovakia proclaimed its independence, 
Bohemia lost its own to Hitler. On 15 
March 1939, the German army occupied, 
without firing a shot, the territory of Bo
hemia-Moravia. 

On 22 March, Lithuania was forced to 
cede Memel. 

And now, after Austria and Czechoslo
vakia, it was Poland's turn. Wedged be
tween Germany and Russia, Poland faced 
catastrophe when the German-Russian 
non-aggression pact was signed on 23 
August 1939. 

Atomic Bombing and Biological Warfare 
Digested by the 1\Ul,ITARY REVIEW from an article by Major R. B .. Forrestal 
in "The Journal of the Royal Artillery" (Great Britain) October 1949. 

THE two atomic bombs dropped by the 
United States Air Force towards the end 
of World War II on Hiroshima and Naga
saki killed approximately 70,000 and 
35,000 of the population of these two 
cities respectively. · 

Large areas of these cities were levelled 
to the ground, and the possibility of simi
lar attacks on Tokyo and other cities was 
larg'ely instrumental in hastening the un
conditional surrender of the Japanese 
government. 

To appreciate the true significance of 
the damage and casualties caused in these 
two raids, it is necessary to compare 
the-;e figures with the total civilian cas
ual~ies, throughout the war in Britain, 
Ge'"many, and Japan, together with the 
toJ•nage of bombs dropped on the three 
co1· ntries. 

In Britain, approximately 70,000 tons 
of bombs were dropped, killing 60,000 
people. 

In Germany, 1,200,000 tons were 
dropped, killing at least 350,000 of the 
population, while in Japan, 150,000 tons 
caused from 250,000 to 300,000 deaths. 

It will be seen that, in proportion to 
the tonnage of bombs dropped, Japan suf
fered much the greater civilian casualties. 
But it is significant that over one-third 
of these casualties were c~used by the 
two atomic bombs dropped by two single 
aircraft. 

At this sta"ge, it must be clearly ap
preciated tliat the atomic bomb casualties 
suffered at Hiroshima and Nagasaki were 
to some extent due to an inadequate civil 
defense organization, with resulting lack 
of warning, shelters, and medical atten-
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tion. This must be coupled with the com
plete lack of knowledge by the Japanese 
people of the existence and use of the 
bomb. 

When the first bomb was dropped on 
Hiroshima by a single Superfortress, the 
inhabitants did not even bother to take 
cover. The bomb was burst in the air 
and the result was .appalling. 

Effects of Atomic Bombs 

It is possibly advisable at .this stage 
to examine the major effects of the atomi.c 
bomb. 

The first and possibly the most alarm
ing . is radio activity, which is in effect 
an overdose of X-ray. Although from an 
airburst bomb the residual effect is Tteg
ligible, from a ground or a low burst the 
effect is persistent and would appear to 
last a very long time indeed. 

The protection against radio activity is 
extremely difficult, and at Bikini, where 
a trial bomb was dropped, radio activity 
was so persistent as to render impossible 

· the close examination of its effects, with 
any degree of safety, till almost a month 
had elapsed. 

The second effect is the flash burn. 
This is momentary but causes intense heat 
with highly lethal effect in· the immediate 
vicinity and causes S\J many primary fires 
that the danger of a fire-storm is highly 
probable. The protection against flash 
burn, however, is comparatively easy, and 
it was found that a shadow had given 
protection to both people and buildings in 
the two Japanese cities. 

The third effect is that of blast. This 
is downwards and explains why an air
burst bomb was used in the two raids. 
Blast did in "fact cause the greatest dam
age' to buildings and installations. 

Having regard then, to the three· main 
effects of the atomic bomb, it seems most 
probable that in the future the war ef
fort of a nation will be directed increas-

ingly against the morale of its opponent. 
It is agreed that the effect of the 

atomic bomb on modern cities is still 
largely guesswork, but, having r~gard to 
the damage caused by only twd atomic 
bombs compared with the deaths and dam
age caused by the total tonnage of other 
bombs dropped, it would appear that de
cisive results would be possible against a 
highly industrialized state by atomic 
bombing and biological warfare, only. 

Biological Warfare 

The couplip.g of biological wal'fare with 
atomic bombing can now b~ examined. 

Biological warfare has not as yet been 
carried out on any scale which would en
able its results to be examined with any 
degree of value or accuracy. The advent, 
however, of the atomic bomb has opened 
up new possibilities regarding its subse
quent use. 

The type of biological warfare which 
any enemy is likely to use would be dif
ficult to anticipate. Intelligence might 
not discover the enemy's decision to use 
biological warfare, and the first warning 
might come when this form of warfare 
was first used in a raid. 

It will be appreciated that. whatever 
the effect of the atomic bomb on the mo
rale of the people, the result is almost 
certain to be great devastation, with a 
corresponding disorganization of essen
tial services. It would be at such a stage 
that the enemy could launch a biological 
warfare attack, with the prospect of fur
ther demoralizing the population. Unless 
some inkling of the type of biological 
warfare to be used had been received, 
training in countermeasures would have 
been severely limited, with the resulting 
lack of efficiency in dealing with this new 
threat. 

In a future war, the enemy might. 
launch his attack without any formal 
declaration of war or warning of attack. 
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These two captured Japanese photographs show the desolation which resulted from the 
atomic bomb explosion at Nagasaki in August 1945. Above, some of the survivors walk
ing through one of the hardest hit areas of the city. Below, a group of Japanese soldiers 
rummaging through some of the ruins left in the wake of the blast.-US Army photos. 
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The fact of having air superiority to 
launch a saturation raid does not now 
arise, as a single. aircraft can launch the 
atomic bomb. Indeed, the time will prob
ably come when guided missiles, rockets,. 
or· V-1 types will be used to launch the 
attack. 

The question now arises: Could any 
civilian civil defense organization deal 
with the scale of devastation and casual
ties which would arise? 

In a highly industrialized state, it 
would be essential that the industrial po
tential of the state be maintained if the 
war is to be carried '"to its successful con
clusion. 

It must be assumed that the enemy's 
obj~Jctives, either civil industrial popula
tion of a vital area or isolated key points 
(transport, oil storage, etc.) have been 
listed. In a state which is highly indus
trialized, however, the number of such 
areas and key points would be consider
able. However efficient the civil defense 
system, the strain on man power in 
providing an organization which could 
restore some or all of the industrial ca
pacity of the stricken areas might be 
immense. 

Furthermore, following such a raid, the 
morale of \he civilians would need to be 
retained by means of the following: 

1. A system of evacuation of large 
numbers of the population to reception 
camps which would include housing, feed
ing, and ultimate transport of the work
ers to their respective centers of occupa
tion. 

2. An efficient organization for the 
rescue of trapped and injured persons. 

3. A well organized health service to 
act and thus allay alarm in the case of 
biological warfare. ' 

Man power consideration tends to make 
the organization of a civil defense serv~ 
ice largely on a voluntary basis. However 
efficient the organization, it could hardly 
be expected to deal alone with a sudden 

and prolonged attack, or series of attacks, 
without seriously interfering with the 
industrial potential of the state. 

Prior to any attack, however,/ it might 
be expected that a state of emergency 
exists. Accordingly, the army might be 
partially or fully mobilized, but not so a 
predominantly voluntary civil defense or
ganization. 

Role of the Army 

If, as it therefore appears, decisive re
sults might be obtained by atomic bomb
ing and biological warfare alone, then 
the role of the army, if not actually 
changing, might at least" have to be ex
tended to implement the civil defense or
ganization in the opening stages and pos
sibly throughout the war. 

It must be clearly understood, however, 
that passive defense alone would be no 
answer. It would not be possible to with
stand a long period of destruction by 
atomic warfare. Retaliation is essential 
and must be immediate. 

There are two possible aspects of the 
army's task. 

First, assistance to the civil defense 
in the event of the latter's partial in
ability to compete with raid dam'age. 

Second, complete take over from the 
civil defense organization of the com
mand and control of civil defense opera
tions both during and following the raid. 

It must be clearly understood, however, 
that a complete take over should only be 
considered in the case of severe casualties 
to civil defense staffs and personnel, or in 
the event of civil defense not being mo
bilized or adequately trained. 
. To cope with such a problem, it is ob

vious that whatever the future role of the 
army, training at least in civil defense 
must be carried out by every unit. Bear
ing in mind that a strong striking fore(• 
will always be necessary to launch an 
attack against the enemy with the lease 
possible delay, it is imperative that th~ 
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territoriar army should play a big part in 
this scheme. 

To augment the civil defense organiza
tion th'roughout the state, it could then 
be possible to form groups, possibly of 
brigade strength, of the regular and ter
ritorial army near each vital area, with 
small groups near isolated key points. 

A role of these groups could be to aug
ment the loc:H civil defense organization. 
Should any formation leave the area, 
say for overseas, then it would be the 
army's responsibility to ensure that an
other group would take its place. 

Such army brigades or groups would not 
only have local knowledge but might be ex
pected to mobilize near the area or key 
point for which they are responsible. 

It would be essential for the national 
servicemen in regular formations to re
ceive some civil defense training so that 
the territorial army formation, which re
ceived them for the rest of their service, 
would have a large proportion of their 
personnel reasonably trained. It is too 
much to hope that the territorial army, 
with its very limited number of training 
hours, can be expected to carry out the 
complete training of the national service
man in civil defense. This is particularly 
emphasized when the priority tasks which 
may have to be undertaken by the army 
immediately after a raid are examined. 

These vary from reconnaissance, both 
from the ground and air, of the stricken 
area, to the recovery and disposal of 
corpses. 

They include the control of refugees; 
the clearance of roads to the center of 
the damage; first aid and stretcher bear
in,r{; rescue work; transportation; housing 
and feeding refugees; and repairs to pub
li" utilities. 

Other tasks in which the army might be 
r< quired to render assistance are: 

Emergency lighting for rescue work. 
Elementary fire fighting. 

Hygiene, including the supply of drink
ing water. 

Decontamination in all its aspects. 
Salvage, from personal and household· 

belongings to· industrial plant and rna-· 
chinery. 

Demolitions. 

The training for all these tasks must 
. obviously be co-ordinated on the highest 

level, and it is necessary that commanders 
and their staffs should attend the appro
priate instruction centers. Liaison with 
the local civil authorities must be accom
plished at the earliest possible date. 

In the case of territorial army units, 
all officers and senior NCO's should have 
a sound knowledge of local geography, in
cluding shelters and communications, and 
should have carried out close liaison with 
the local civil defense organization, and 
heads of public utilities. 

The civil defense role required of the 
army, therefore, embraces a wide variety, 
from the vast problem of initiating the 
clearance of a devastated area without 
any help from civil defense down to the 
provision of a number ~f rescue teams to 
reinforce existing personnel. 

The job may be simple, such as cordon
ing the exits from a stricken area in 
order to ensure early evacua1;ion to pre
arranged refugee camps, or it may mean 
the provision by at least a brigade group 
of a number of fire-fighting teams, the 
erection of biological warfare cleansing 
centers, squads for repairs to electricity 
and water installations, the ;unning of 
motor transport services, the erection of 
first aid posts and the furnishing of hun
dreds of stretcher bearers to carry cas
ualties across vast areas of rubble. ' 

In conclusion, it must be appreciated 
that the primary role of the army-which 
is to defeat the enemy-must not change. 

It is equally obvious, however, that as 
a secondary role the army must be pre
pared to assist in a civil defense role. 
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German Air Defense in World War II 
Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by H. Aldinger, former colon~! 

in the (ierman Antiairc:raft Command, in "Fiugwehr und -Technikn (Switzerland) November 1949. 

THE organization of the German air de
fense at the end of World War II was the 
result of technical developments and the 
many, hard-won experiences that aerial 
warfare brought to Germany. This or
ganization can be fully comprehended only 
on the basis of its development during the 
War. 

First Phase of Aerial War 

At the beginning of the War, the fol
lowing means were available to the Ger
man air defense: 

1. ,Fighters, mostly Me 109 day fight
ers. These were used in squadrons of 12 
planes each with three squadrons making 
up a group. A centralized fighter com
mand such as had been developed by the 
end of the War did not exist as yet. Some 
50 groups were available, half of which 
were used in the defense of Germany while 
the rest were used for direct support of 
the Army. 

J. Heavy Flak artillery, equipped with 
8.8'-cm and 10.5-cm guns. Fire direction 
was achieved through the use of Fire Con: 
trol Apparatus No. 36 or emergency fire 
control apparatus. Every battery possessed 
four guns at that time. The battl:ries 
were combined into so-called mixed Flak 
battalions of three heavy and two light 
batteries. The Flak system was based on: 

a. Locating (optical or, when necessary, 
acoustic). 

b. Conversion of the measurements, or 
of the measurement tendencies ·in a fire
control device, into lead calculations, mak
ing use of the so-called future flying-ti;ne. 

c. Transmission of the lead values to 
the guns by telephone or an electrical 
data transmission system. 

d. The firing of shells from the gun 
aimed in accordance with the lead calcu-

I 
lations, without any possibility of in
fluencing the course of the shell after 
firing the gun. 

Before the mobilization, there were 
about 80 heavy batteries in existence. 
This number was tripled on mobilization. 
The active, motorized batteries were em
ployed in connection with the Army, while 
the newly organized, non-motorized units 
were used in the protection of the home 
theater of operations. In Germany, the 
antiaircraft artillery battalions were em
ployed either independently or under the 
control of the staffs of antiaircraft artil
lny· regiments. The connection with a 
regimental staff was not necessarily per
manent, however. Changes of position 
were made by using truck batteries. Such 
an organization was able to move an en
tire antiaircraft battalion in one move. 

The antiaircraft artillery battalions 
employed in connection with the Army 
were under the orders of so-called Com
mando Air Staffs with the armies, or they 
were temporarily assigned to indiyidual 
army divisions, particularly a1;mored di
visions. 

3. Light Antiaircraft Artillery, equipped 
with 2-cm or 3.7-,cm guns. The batteries 
were either combined with heavy batteries 
in a mixed antiaircraft artillery battalion 
or made up into battalions of one 3.7-cm 
battery and two 2-cm batteries each. The 
mobile units were in part motorized on 
self-propelled mounts. They were em
ployed, principally, in connection with 
the Army (about 40 batteries). Those 
mobile units which had already been or
ganized when mobilization occurred, like 
the mobile units of the heavy antiairrr:~ft 
artillery, were employed in the home 
theater of operations for the protection 
of vital objects. They were equipped with 
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gun sights which made it possible, with 
rough adjustment, to fire ·with approxi
mately the correct lead. For night firing, · 
60-cm searchlights were assigned to theiiJ. 

4. Antiaircraft artillery searchlight 
sets, equipped with 150-cm searchlights 
and trumpet-type sound locators. The 
searchlight battalions consisted of three 
batteries of 12 searchlights with one 
sound locator in each battery, They were 
employed almost exclusively for the pro
tection of vital objectives. They were all 
·motorized. 

5. Barrage balloon detachments, equip
ped with barrage balloons capable of at
taining a height of about 10,000 feet and, 
in individual cases, with kites capable of 
rising to about 20,000 feet. There were 12, 
later 24, ascension positions per battery. 

6~ Aircraft warning service, a more or 
.Jess closely woven observation network 
of aircraft warning posts with control 
centers, to which observations were £rans
mitted by telephone. Observation posts 
with personnel equipped with field gla~ses 
were maintained. The control centers 
gave the air raid warning for the civilian 
population air defense units. The interval 
between the air-raid warning posts was, 
on an average, a little over 6 miles. 

Tactical Organization 

The tactical organization of the anti
aircraft defense was as follows: All the 
ahove mentioned types of weapons, in con
trast with the other branches of the serv
lr·', were under the control of the Air 
Force. Germany was divided into Air. 
Force administrative commands whdse size 
C•HTesponded . to the constituent states. 
These organizations had command over the 
O'>erations of the fighter and Flak units 
a:lotted them by the Supreme Command of 
tOte L.uftwaffe. The fighters operated in 
a ~cordance with reports 1•eceived from the 
Au.·craft Warning Service. The fighters 
" ere allotted by the Supreme Command of 
t te Luftwaffe, so that their points of 

greatest concentration were in the Air 
Force administrative commands in the 
West and on· the coast of the North Sea. 

The Flak forces operated according to 
an air-defense card file and in a manner 
corresponding to the military importance 
of the objectives listed in the card file. 
At special strong points, air defense com
mands were esta~lished which had both 
fighters and Flak .at their disposal. These 
were the first purely air-defense staffs in 
contrast to the Air Force administrative 
command staffs, which had numerous 
territorial missions in addition to com
mand missions. 

Barrage balloon detachments followed 
the instructions of the Luftwaffe High 
Command in the case of especially im
portant probable air attack objectives 
which required protection. They were 
used principally against low-flying at
tacks. 

I~ the West, a so-called air defense 
zone had been created in which a sort of 
barricade had been established by means 
of Flak. Its length was about 120 miles, 
but it was very narrow. In addition to 
its mission of air defense, it had the sec
ondary mission of serving as a barrkade 
in the event of ground operations. It 
proved to be of little value. 

Lessons Learned 

The German fighter defense proved to 
be excellent during the initial stage of the 
War. The few weak Allied formations 
which did attack were detected in suffi
cient time, broken up, and th~ separate 
components destroyed. 

In the case of individual aircraft, es
pecially when they appeared at great 
heights and made use of unfavorable 
weather conditions, imperfections in the 
German system were apparent from the 
very outset. This applied both to the air 
warning service and the Flak. In the case 
of the Flak, the following difficulties be
gan to manifest themselves, becoming 
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progressively more serious as the War 
continued. 

1. With increasing target speed and al
titude, target location, which was the 
foundation of the whole combat. system", 
was rendered extremely difficult or im
possible. This was particularly true in 
the case of night attacks and when Allied 
planes approached above the clouds. 

2. With increasing target speed and 
height, the. period of combat became in
creasingly shorter, the amount of target 
lead required became greater and greater· 
and, accordingly, antiaircraft artillery 
fire became more inaccurate. 

3. ';l'he above described Flak system at 
times permitted attacking a target with 
only one battery. Every change of target 
required a great deal of time, considering 
the speed of the planes. 

4. Due to the growing invulnerability 
of the planes, the effects of German high
explosive projectiles became inadequate. 

5. Because of the limited number of 
Flak units-especially in the beginning
and the consequent long distance between 
positions, there was very little co-opera
tion between batteries. The range of their 
guns did not permit it. Fire direction by 
the battalions or the regimental staffs 
was not practicable, because of the im
possibility of target assignment and the 
lack of knowledge of the local air situa
tion at the moment. 

6. Only limited attacks could be carried 
out against aircraft when they employed 
evasive action. 

Lack of Control 

It must be noted that the Flak staffs 
of all grades were, mainly, supply service 
and administrative staffs. Their activity 
in combat was limited to fixing the dis
position of the batteries; giving orders to 
fire or not to fire, and to supervising 
training. Intervention during combat 
was· not possible. Distribution or concen
tration of fire was, therefore, impossible. 

The searchlight units found little to do 
in the first phase of the War, as the 
Allies did not begin night attacks on any 
large . scale until 1940. Sound lpcating 
showed, from the very beginning,· its al
ready known lack of accuracy. 

It is very difficult to estimate the effec
tiveness of the efforts of the barrage 
balloon units. Very few planes were 
brought down by them, but they must cer
tainly have exerted a restraining influ
ence at the beginning of the War. Later, 
the low altitude to which they rose could 
hardly have had any appreciable effect on 
Allied intentions. 

The aircraft warning service, however, 
operated with gratifying success from 
the very first. Its principal lack was, 
however, the relative slowness of its ac
tion, 'which gave it the ·appearance of be
ing useful only for orientation concerning 
the general air situation. An interpreta
tion of its reports would not provide a 
"momentary" picture of the air situation 
for use by fighter or Flak commands 
during a battle. Its technical equipment 
was not sufficient. However, during the 
first phase of the War, it was able to pro
vide information for prompt alerting of 
both fighters and Flak as well as· for 
effecting the general air raid alarms for 
the civilian population. ' 

On the front, the Luftwaffe was supe
l'ior in the early phase of the war. The 
few Allied planes appearing in the Polish 
and French campaigns were attacked suc
cessfully by the Luftwaffe. The light F'lak 
was extremely effective against low-flying 
planes. Allied planes were not able to 
launch decisive attacks against armored 
formations, bridges, or railway centers 
on the rear communication routes. 

Great difficulties were encountered, 
however, relative to the organization of 
the Flak units. As already mentioned, 
these were either temporarily assigned to 
individual army units or, with respect to 
employment and troop service, placed 
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This Messerschmidt 110, above, captured by the British in 1942, is an example of the 
planes used by the Germans in air defense. Below, left, a Berlin Flak tower which the 
Germans used as an antiaircraft gun mount; the picture was taken during demolition in 

1947. Below, right, shrapnel marks inside a B-25 brought down by Flak. 
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under the 'orders of the so-called head
quarters air staffs of the Army. As a re
sult, there was continual friction relative 
to employment and supply between the 
Army and Luftwaffe authorities. Because 
of the great distances involved, the head
quarters air staffs were not capable of 
exercising command while the ground 
situation was rapidly changing. This led 
to tactical errors. The supply service was 
inadequate. This led to the formation of 
antiaircraft artillery corps staffs. Due 
to their excellent signal communication 
equipment and vehicles, these staffs main
tained contacts, acquired supplies, and, 
above all, insured concentration of effort 
on the part of the antiaircraft artillery 
by preventing a loss of strength through 
its dse in ground combat missions. This 
latter was the case when army antiairc1 aft 
artillery units under the orders of the 
Army only were assigned to certain divi
sions or army formations. 

Second Phase of Aerial Battle 

The second phase of the aerial battle 
was characterized by Allied night attacks 
of gradually increasing intensity. Previ
ous German experiences, and,_ the use of 
night-operating aircraft by 'the Allies, 
led to the following development on the 
German side: 

1. Fighter formations: Creation of the 
XII Night-Fighter Corps. This operated 
at first in conjunction with searchlights. 
A searchlight barricade was formed on the 
northwestern German frontier. It soon be
came evident that, even with the inten
sive employment of searchlights, such a 
"bright zone" was crossed relatively 
speedily and, in any case, was inadequate 
from the point of view of the time it 
afforded the German night fighters to 'at
tack. the Allied formations. In addition, · 
the "bright zone" was very quickly de
tected by the Allies and by-passed. There
fore, the XII Corps quickly changed over 
to escorted night flying with electrical 

locating instruments, which had reached 
the stage of development where they could 
be used. By means of these locating in
struments, German fighters wer~ guided 
toward the Allied planes until a point 
was reached where the night fighters were 
able to find and attack their opponent 
with their own instruments. The feature 
that was entirely new here was the fact 
that an accurate "momentary" pictu1·e uf 
the air situation was created for the first 
time b.y means of electrical locating and 
an extensive signal communication net
work. 

The system still had the following dis
adv:antages, however: Each instrument 
could guide only one night fighter; the 
air picture was based on a large number 
of individual reports with a small time
gap between reports; the air picture was 
not complete if one Allied plane was not 
included-a thing which began to occur 
as the Allied attacks became more 
numerous. 

But in spite of these defects, and es
p<:>cia!ly at the beginning, this system 
worked out quite successfully from the 
standpoint of defense. 

2. Antiaircraft artillery: In the case 
of antiaircraft artillery in Germally or 
in the out-lying occupied areas-Flak 
artillery for the protection of vital 
targets-an effort was made to compensate 
for the defects which had appeared by 
accomplishing the following: 

a. Improving target location through 
the introduction of electrical locating. 

b. Improving data computers; the 
new Model 40 data computer was highly 
automatic. 

c. Increasing gun calibers; 10.5-cm 
12:8-cm, and 15-cm guns were constructed. 

d. Making the guns automatic by em
ploying automatic ammunition feeds and 
motorized pointing. 

e. Introducing the use of twin-bar
reled guns (four-barreled guns with the 
light antiaircraft artillery) and large 
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batteries with as many as 12 guns, to in
crease fire concentrations. 

f. Introducing better data-transmis
sion ap12aratus through follow-the-pointer 
sight mechanisms, in place of electric 
light transmission. 

g. Creating heavy battalions of four 
batteries each instead of three, as there
tofore.-

h. Forming locally fixed batteries. 
i. Creating new units on an extensive 

scale. 
All these numerous and ingeniou& im

provements cl'd not alter in the least, 
however, the fundamental difficulties in 
locating, lead calculation, and the firing 
of projectiles with fixed trajectories. In 
spite ·of attempts to attain increased 
efficiency, the following fundamental de
fects remained: each battery had to locate 
the Allied planes for itself; lead calcula
tion, in spite of the best of equipment, 
was only moderately accurate; fire direc
tion in combat, due to insufficient ranges 
and lack of an up to the minute picture of 
the air situation, was impossible. 

There were other difficulties which also 
interfered with defense activities. The 
extensive creation of new units occasioned 
a continual change in battery personnel 
and prevented the fusion of the unit~ into . 
the closely knit group that is necessary 
for operation against aerial targets. The 
quality of the incoming personnel, Loth 
ofticers and men, was progressively low
ereu. The complexity:. of the equipment 
st.>Od in sharp contrast to this. 

:\loreover, the Allies attempted by var
ious means to render the German defense 
indfective, For example, the dropping of 
strips of tinfoil interfered greatly with 
radar detection. In addition, the Allies 
attempted to reduce German defense pos
sihilities to a minimum by concentrating 
at~acks in time and space. 

As regards the creation of locally fixed 
batteries, an effort was made to bring the 
A:lies face to face with new defense situa-

tions by changing the location of batteries. 
This led, however, in the course of time, 
to a situation wherein the battery posi
tions were changed very frequently when 
the old positions became known· and came 
under frequent attack. Frequently, these 
changes of position were merely an indica
tion of the nervousness of the higher staffs. 
In order to counteract this, as well as to 
save equipment, locally ,fixed batteries 
with guns on pedestal mounts were cre
ated. The increasingly threatening air 
situation made it necessary, however, to 
shift even the positions of the pedestal
mounted batteries. On the other hand, 
the hoped-for saving of equipment was 
small. Toward the end of the War, when 
the Allied ground forces were closing in 
on Germany, these pedestal-mounted bat
teries could not be used in ground defense, 
since they were not mobile. Valuable de
fense equipment had to go unused, and 
the idea of the pedestal-mounted batteries 
proved quite costly. 

Moreover, since the staffs of the Air 
Force administrative commands proved 
incapable of satisfactorily commanding 
the Flak units that were placed under 
their orders, antiaircraft artillery divi
sion staffs were formed. These staffs had 
<'harge of training, new units, supply, and 
co-operation with fighter formations. ·They 
proved successful, but even the~e staffs 
were unaple to exercise full command dur
ing combat. 

Third Phase of Aerial War 

The third phase of the aerial war was 
characterized by the mass night attacks 
of the Allied air fleets and by nuisance 
attacks at night by individual, fast, and 
highly maneuverable planes. The char
acteristic features of -the mass night at
tacks were extreme concentration. 

The defects in the defense system al
ready described now became extre!Jlely 
apparent in the face of the new tactics. 

1. Fighters: The massed attacks hin-
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dered adequa.te defense tactics on the part 
of the German night-fighters, which were 
guided individually to the Allied planes. 
A change was therefore made 'to the prac
tice of sending out night fighters in as 

· great numbers as possible. They went into 
the stream of Allied bombers and located 
and attacked the enemy aircraft by using 
their own locating instruments and weap
ons. The results were good. 

When points of main attack were dis
cerned, an effort was made to establish 
a local night-fighter defense over the 

·area in , question. During an attack, inc 
dividual night fighters attempted to locate 
and attack the enemy by watching for 
Flak fire, searchlight activity, and the 
signal flares dropped by the Allies. This 
method . was fairly successful, but its 
effectiveness was left to chance, since the 
choice of the attack objective occurred 
only at the last moment. Weather condi
tions and visibility played a decisive role, 
and the activity of individual fighters on 
the basis of chance locating could never 
avert a concentrated attack. 

It must, therefore; be realized that, as 
opposed to the concentrated attacks, no 
concentrated fighter defense could be 
offered, partly because of lack of forces, 
partly because of the absence of adequate 
control means. 

2. Flak: The same is true of the Flak 
defense. In spite of mass employment of 
guns and ammunition, Flak fire contir.ued 
to be individual battery fire, dependent for 
its effectiveness on the individual per
formance of the units. It was impossible 
to concentrate fire because of the lack of 
the neces~ary technical equipment. Or1ly 
toward the end. of the War, when hun
dreds of antiaircraft artillery guns were 
stationed around a. single small target, 
did ·fire concentration reach the point 
where the Flak achieved decisive results. 

New Developments 

An effort was made to deal with the in-

creasingly obsolete German FlaT( system 
by developing new and ·improved equip-. 
ment. Included in these developments 
were new radar units, computers, antiair
craft rockets, and larger explosive ';charges. 

All these various items of equipment 
were in use by the troops by the end of 
the. War, either in a perfected or experi
mental form. After surmounting initial 
<iifficulties, their introduction would have 
placed air defense on an entirely new 
basis and have improved its effectiveness. 
But the end of the War prevented this. 

The co-operation between fighters and 
Flak had, through force of circumstances, 
so developed that fighters and Flak could 
attack or assume the defensive simulta
neously. Separation of activity by zones 
oi· altitudes was abandoned more and more, 
the occasional shooting down of a German 
plane being accepted as inevitable. 

Fourth and Last Phase 

The final phase was characterized by 
mass night attacks and by mass daylight 
attacks. Toward the end, there was also 
increased activity by low-flying planes, 
which caused disruption of railway and 
J,ighway transportation. This phase began 
simultaneously with the landing in North-
ern France. ' 

As regards defense from the llir, a new 
situation was created in that the daylight 
fbrmations had to be attacked for the pro
tection of the homeland. The numerical 
weakness of the German formations in 
comparison with the vastly superior Allied 
formations necessitated a centrali.:ed 
fighter command. The Allied planes now 
flew with protective ·escort, the develop
ment of long-range fighters having made 
pos.sible the daylight employment of 
bombers. 

Since the fighting front, in the mean
time, had moved very close to Germany 
itself, a local concentration of German 
fighter defense, such as existed at the 
beginning of the War in the western and 
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northwestern part of Germany, could no 
longer be effected. Allied attacks had to 
be expected from every point of the 
compass.. This all-around threat often 
made it necessary to call the planes out 
under all sorts of weather conditions and 
from widely separated places. 

Frequently, the command did not suc
ceed in sending all formations against the 
Allies at the same time, with the result 
that weak German formations met a su
perior enemy and suffered heavy losses. It 
sometimes happened that the German 
fighters met the Allies only after a long 
flight and were obliged to break off contact 
because of lack of fuel. Often the German 
planes did not find the Allies at all, the 
latter's' objective having been incorrectly 
judged and the assembly point of the 
fighters having been incorrectly chosen 
as a result. Occasional defense suc
cesses could not hide the fact that the 
German fighters, because of their numer
ical inferiority, were hopelessly infel'ior. 
Even by the autumn of 1944, it was seldom 
that- 700 German fighters were available 
for use. 

Meanwhile, the Allies made numerous 
daylight attacks in which more than 1,000 
planes were used. The increasing d~;mo
lition of ground installations added to the 
difficulties. Even the introduction of jet 
fighters came too late to be of any help, 
since the number available was too small. 
More important, the German formations 
were crippled by fuel shortages. 

As to the daylight attacks, the locating 
of targets for Flak was now easier, but 
the basic defects of the Flak defense sys
tem still remained. Antiaircraft rockt!ts 
were not employed by German troops until 

·th•e spring of 1945. Also, the ammunition 
shortage was becoming more and IJlore 
serious. The change from time to impact 
fuses giwe good results. 

On the front, Allied air superiority was 
ju ;t as devastating in its results as in 
the interior of Germany. The lack of 

fighters -put the burden of air defense 
more and more' on the Flak which, how-

- ever;was numerically too weak. It is worth 
noting that; in light antiaircraft artillery, 
the antiaircraft sight moved more and 
more into the' background. Firing was 
conducted mainly by observation with 
tracer ammunition. 

Conclusions 

When we compare the organization of 
the various categories of air defense at 
the beginning of the War with their' or
ganization at the end of the War, we 

_ note that night fighting had become at 
least as important as day fighting. The 
number . of night-fighter formations and 
their internal organization into squad
rons and groups had not changed. The 
pressing need of reinforcement of the 
fighter arm had not been met, due to the 
fact that in 1941 air equipment had been 
assigned only fourth or fifth place in 
order of armament priority. The decision 
was one for which a bitter price was paid. 

Night-fighter operations were not too 
successful because of the lack of cum
mand functions. The centralized command 
of the day-fighter operations at the end 
of the War was correct; yet it could not 
be fully tested, due to numerical weakness. 

Technical developments, culminating in 
the jet-propelled fighter, were outstanding, 
but they came too late to be decisive. 

In the case of Flak, the conclusion 
clearly must be drawn that the method of 
firing guns at flying targets, using a cal
culated lead, is no longer lldequate. 
Since the advent of jet-propelled aircraft, 
the ranges of the guns, and the associ
ated time period in which the targets may 
be attacked by a battery, are too small. 
Even an extraordinary increase in the 
number of batteries and the numerous 
technical improvements could not have 
altered this situation. Only new radar 
apparatus and' Flak rockets were capable 
of producing a change here. 
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As regards command, the grouping of 
Flak under it own higher staffs proved 
very successful in the War. Its l)riginal 
subordination to the Air Force admmis
trative command staffs, which were lim
ited to specific areas, was 1 not successful. 

As regards the race between the attack 
and the defense, it must be noted that the 
attack developments prevailed, despite 

many improvements in defense. How
ever, technical innovations point to a fur
ther development of the defense, so the 
far-reaching domination of the attack 
may be brought to a halt. If everything 
i~ done to bring about tactical concentra
tion of forces, in contrast to the . situa
tion during the War, this goal may be 
reached. 

Russia and Her Navy 
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article in "'The Navy" (Great Britain) December 1949. 

ONE of the more remarkable character
istics of the history of the Russian Navy 
is the lack of continuity in its develop
ment and the occasional disastrous inter
ruptions to that development with which 
it _ha~ been afflicted. In its early days, its 
prosperity and the amount of attention 
devoted to it depended largely on the 
interest in naval affairs of the reigning 
sovereign. Later, its efficiency was at 
times allowed to decline because money 
was not provided to counteract obsoles
cence of its material and the adoption of 
new improvements by other navies. 

Imperial Tradition 

Although the Russian fleet had risen 
Phoenix-like from its Far Eastern ashes 
by the ti\Ie of the outbreak of World War 
I, by the end of it the Fleet had been 
broken up by enemy action, internal polit
ical convulsions, and civil war. Part of 
it was even in voluntary internment in a 
foreign port and the new government of 
Russia had to begin again to train ships' 
companies with only a handful of sur
vivors among those who had experience 
as officers or warrant officers in the Im
perial Na\'Y· The tendency of the Soviets 
at first was to effect ·a complete breach 
with the past and build a new Russia with
out .any conception of existence before the 
October Revolution. It is. interesting to 

note now, however, that the names of 
seamen and the memories of gallant 
episodes in naval history are used as a 
foundation for rebuilding a Russian naval 
tradition. 

Although Russia has on several occa
sions shown serious aspirations to be a 
leading sea power, something has always 
happened to upset the realization of this 
ambition. Her strength has centered on 
the hordes of her armies, and the Navy 
has essentially been an adjunct to the 
Anny in the land campaign. Now, in 
line with a building program, stated by 
the Russians to be formidable, there is 
evident determination to cultivate' a na
tional pride in n:lval tradition and achieve
ment ,,f the past. 

Soviet Claims 

TherE> is a claim that the first subma
rine was built by Volga Cossacks in the 
eighteenth century. Russia certainly had 
no submarines at the time nf the Crim~:an 
War, 1854-1856, nor is there any record 
of a Russian submarine taking part in the 
di;;astrous Russo-Japanese War, 1903-
1905. In 1903, Russia had one submarine 
completed, whjle Britain had six, and 
Germany five. France in 1902 had a flotilla 
of eight submarines at Cherbo~rg, four at 
the Atlantic ports, and two in the Medi
terranean. Even as late as World War I, 
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there is still no record of a Russian sub
marine achieving any distinction either 
in the Baltic or in the Black Sea against 
the Tur_ks. Of their ironclads, the chap
ter of disasters that befelf the expedition 
from the West to the Far East in 1905 
tf:JI~ its own story. 

Director Firing 

The Russians claim to have been the 
first with director firing. It is impossible 
to know what experiments may have 
been carried out in Russian warships by 
individual officers, but they can hardly 
have been earlier than those upon which 
Admiral Sir Pf>rcy Scot.t enga~;ed as a 
young lieutenant in the 1890s. An early 
experimental director firing equipJ11ent, 
designed by Sir Percy Scott, was fitted 
in HMS Neptune (completed 1910), and 
the system was general in the modern 
ships of the British Fleet in 1914. No 
Russian warship had director firing at 
this date. 

So much for the attention that is being 
paid by the Kremlin to the psychological 
aspect in providing the men to man the 
ships. On the practical side of things, 
Ru~sian lack of "sea sense" is largely 
attributable to the limitations of her 
bu~es of the past due to the winter ice 
conditions. The outcome of World War II 
&nd the subsequent events have provided 
more ice free ports than have ever before 
been controlled by the Russian Empire, 
thus giving the Russians the opportunity 
of sea training all the year round, which 
it,elf is the most telling way of bringing 
to commanders and men a realization of 
the importance of sea communications in 
over-all war strategy. 

Submarines 

A comparison of results obtained by Ger
man U-boats in the last War, and what 
might be expected from the Russian sub
warine potential, is open to many influ
encing factors such as efficiency of per-

sonnel, efficiency of dockyards in carrying 
out repairs and refits, and allocation of 
submarines to various purposes. However, 
·it is interesting to note that at the out
break of war, Germany was credited with 
26 ocean-going and .30 coastal subma
rines. At the beginning of the black year 
of 1942, when sinkings in the Atlantic 
were at a peak, it is estimated that there 
were 91 U-boats available for operations. 
This number increased to 200 by the end 
of the year. ·The German submarine 
strength was greatest in May 1943, with 

Scene on board a Soviet battleship. 

an estimated 240 boats fully available for 
operations, 118 on trials and 67 allocated 
to the submarine training schools, plus a 
large building program. 

Progress being made on the fast under
water type of submarine is inevitably 
speculative, but it would be foolish to 
suppose that its development is not of 
top priority. Indeed, this type of sub
marine on the Walter or similar principle 
must be the ultimate aim. The extent of 
the difficulties that the Russians are ex-
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periencing is probably a matter for con
jecture, but with the German technical 
and scientific knowledge available to ad
vise, it would be surprising if a sub
marine or submarines of this type are not 
ready for trials in the foreseeable future. 
Even. if difficulties with the Walter type 
prove too great, the Russians may well 
turn their attention to the production of 
a modified and improved form of Type 
XXI. So far as "snort" (air intake and 
exhaust for proceeding permanently sub
merged) is concerned, the Russians have 
German designs and ''snort" fitted Ger:. 
man submarines from which to produce 
their own deyice. The fitting of "snort" 
to new construction cannot present any 
major difficulty. 

Mines 

The Russians have always shown in
terest in" mine warfare, and the construc
tion of all their ships down to the small
est motor torpedo boats lays emphasis on 
fittings for mine carrying or mine laying. 
In this connection, it is probable that 
most of her submarines are capable of 
being used for laying mines, and in ad
dition there are a number of surface 
minelayers suitable for defensive mine
laying round the coast. Large quantities 
of mining materials of the latest German 
types were captured by the Russians, and 
with the aid of leading German mine ex
perts, production on a large scale does 

·not present any difficulty. 

Naval Air 

The Naval Air Force is necessarily 
land based and operated but is independ
ent of the Army Air Force. To estimate 
the present effective strength is largely 
crys.tal gazing, but it is believed to Be in 
the neighborhood of 2,000 front-line air
craft. 

The Imperial Russian Navy, while not 
particularly efficient, possessed a large 
proportion of natural seamen recruited 

from Finland and the Russian Baltic 
Provinces, ·on which the Navy relied for 
the backbone of its man power. Between 
1917 and 1945, the Red NavY) was de
prived of these sources of natural seam~n. 
In strength of numbers, however, it is 
well provided. The Navy is believed to 
have demobilized least of all the three 
fighting services, and since the end of 
the War, reserve training has been md 
by an organization called Dosflot. Dosflot 
is in reality the nav'al branch of a union 
of clubs and societies in all factories, col
lective farms, etc., run. by the Communist 
Party to provide basic naval training for 
its members. 

Employment 

Now let us consider what can only be 
described as "intelligent deduction" on 
the Russian application of her Navy, and 
the unknown or probable numbers of 
ships. On this point, it is of interest to 
note the remoteness of the White Sea, 
Baltic, and Black Sea from the main sea 
routes. It is inherent in the nature of a 
dictatorship that its boasts and prog
nostications must somehow be made to 
come true. The Law on the current 5-
year plan, which ends in 1950, states "the 
building of a strong and powerful Navy 
for the USSR shall be ensured. New 
vessels and bases should be built . . ." 
In July 1948, on the occasion of Navy 
Day, the Commander in Chief of the 
Naval Forces enlarged on the present 
task of the Soviet Navy. His theme was 
that now that the Russian controlled sea
board had so greatly increased in length 
and that Russia herself had emerged as a 
first class power, the Russian Navy is to 
b~ built up to take its place alongside. 
and if necessary in opposition to, the 
other navies of the world. 

Ships 

The Russians do not possess any mod
ern battleships, and they have announced 

l 
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that the ex-German aircraft carrier Graf 
Zeppelin has been sunk in accordance 
with treaty obligations. The Russians 
haveJittle German. experience to call upon 
in these spheres, and they must realize 
that they car.mot hope to outbid Great 
Britain and the United States in capital 
ship strength. Russia aims at a surface/ 
navy to guard her armies' flanks and to 1 

support such, amphibious operations as ' 
she may undertake. On the other hand, it 
can be assumed with some confidence that 
neither time nor effort has been lost in 
using the knowledge of a large number of 
experienced German scientists and tech
nicians of all grades to help in develop
ing her submarine strength. / 

Her surface fleet of cruisers and de
stroyers consists of six Russian-built 
cruisers of the modern Ki,·ov class and, in 
addition, the ex-Gennan Nm·nbe1·g and 
the ex-Italian Duca D'Aosta acquired ·as 
part of the share-out of the Italian Fleet. 
They have at least five modern flotilla 
leaders of Soviet design, some 40 reason
ably modern Russian-built destroyers, 

and, in addition, five ex-German and three 
£:x-Halian des"tl-oyers, and about a dozen 
old· ships. To this strength must be added 
some 40 escort destroyers, a ·number of 
which are fitted as minesweepers. Her 
total minesweeper strength, including 
motor minesweepers, may well reach two 
or three hundred, and she . was allocated 
about 200 landing craft, ~ostly ex-Ger
man or ex-American. Finally, a number 
of transports and auxiliaries complete 
her total resources. 

With a main armament of 7.1-inch guns 
in three triple turrets, and with a high 
speed, the cruisers are the most powerful 
units possessed by the Russian Navy. The 
standard gun in Russian-built flotilla 
leaders and destroyers is the 5.1-inch high 
angle/low angle gun fitted' in twin and 
single mountings. They are also fitted 
with 3-inch standard high angle gun and 
close-range weapons of the Bofors type. 

Submarines undoubtedly form the 
strongest single arm of the Russian Navy 
and present strength is approximately 
250 of all types. 

Oceans are formidable barriers, but to the nation enjoying naval su

periority, they become highways of invasion. 
General of the Army Geo>·ge C. Marshall 

We must make certain that every practicable means is exploited to make 

the Navy fully ready to defeat a third attempt to deny us the use of the 

sea by under-sea warfare. At the same time, we must be preyared to prevent 

aircr1"ft from denying us the use of the sea. Our naval countermeasures 
·again t both the submarine and the air~raft must mclude striking them at 

their ases as well as local defense agamst them. 
j Admiral Fon·est Sherman 

·" 
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The Ground Offensive in Atomic Warfare 
Digested .by the 1\UUTARY REVIEW from an article by P. H.' H. 
Bryan in "The Fighting Forces" (Great Britain) August 1949. 

IN MILITARY action against an atomic 
armed foe, there can be little doubt of 
the overwhelming urgency of the first ob
ject, which is to nullify or destroy his 
means of dispatching atomic projectiles. 
It is this particular urgency that will 
bring about a strategical pattern in which 
is woven a reversed sequence of evel\ts 
compared with World War II. In that 
War, the opposing military forces sought 
to eliminate each other first, and thence, 
in the fullness of time and by the virtue 
of gradually advancing and occupying 
ground, to overrun the enemy air bases 
and launching sites. 

The cumulative damaging effect of air 
bombing of the pre-1945 era was such 
that it could be calculated on the time 
basis of years. There will, however, be 
no such saving interval of time under con
ditions of· atomic bombardment. We shall 
probably never see again the spectacle of 
great iJ.rrnies engaged in combat on the 
ground, while overhead bombers of both 
sides pass each other en route to distant 
cities. In those days, strategical bombing 
could be regarded as a separate form of 
warfare remote from the affairs of the 
infantrymen or the tank crews. Although 
by 1945 it was beginning to be realized 

·that only land forces could conclusively 
"rub out" an air base or launching site, 
there was not sufficient urgency in the 
problem to warrant the creation of spe
cial forces for this purpose. 

The threat of atomic bombardment will 
deter the military commander from com
mitting large (and therefore visible• and 
vul~erable) forces to the traditional land 
approach. It is therefore probable that 
the initial effort of a military force in an 
atomic war will be directed towards de
stroying the enemy's atomic weapon at its 

source, in order to establish tactical free
dom of movement for large formations in 
the subsequent "non-atomic" phase of 
war. An atomic projectile base may be a 
well-concreted rocket launching site, a 
well-fortified airport with underground 
accommodation, or just one bomb and one 
plane hiding out in some quarry. What
ever they may be, it seems fairly certain 
that such bases will, in the main, be rel
atively immune to counter atomic bomb
ing. The only really effective way to pry 
open such positions will be to get infantry 
on the site with grenades and dynamite. 

Initial Attack 

We can, therefore, look to the first 
phase of war against an atomic armed op
ponent as being the dispatch from the 
homeland of airborne infantry, whose im
mediate object will be the quelling of 
atomic fire at the source. The unpredict
able will be a strong quantity, for pre
vious intelligence concerning the many 
enemy bases will no doubt be incomplete 
and sketchy. And on D+2 of such an op
eration, the battle map of the commander 
back horne will show a large number of 
independent little close-assault battles 
being fought all over enemy territory, 
each on or near an atomic base. Some of 
these assaults may have been immediately 
successful ; some may have failed; and 
there will be unknown and unattacked 
bases still capable of sending out the 
atom bomb. 

· At this stage, the next phase of the of
fensive will develop: that of following" up 
these first isolated, airborne assaults by 
the establishment of a supporting base 
in enemy territory. This supporting base 
(it might aptly be called "first base") will 
fulfill many functions. It will provide a 
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nearer point of resupply and reinforce
ment by air for the · scattered assault 
forces. It will serve as a protected land
ing gro\}nd for ajr traffic coming from the 
homeland. It wilt constitute the nucleus 
around which an expanding occupation 
of the country may develop. 

For these purposes, the invading force 
. commander will choose for his first base 

a town of some 50,000 or more inhabitants, 
adjacent to which must be situated a fair
sized airport or a long, flat expanse of 
dry ground capable of being used as a 
runway. He will usually have a wide se
lection to choose from, for most nations 
contain many towns with these simple 
qualities. The commander will not be un
duly concerned at this stage with the 
traditional military merits and demerits 
of railways, junctions, or main roads. 

The town will be taken and occupied by 
air-landed assault. As no nation can gar
rison every sizeable town within its bor
ders without dispersing its military 
strength to absurdity, this operation may 
stand a good chance of being bloodless. 

Let us assume, then, that such a town 
has been taken, the air strip prepared. 
Defense positions have been taken up 
against a land counterattack by the en7 

emy, sundry little battles on the atomic 
bases in other parts of the country are 
being fought out, and air transports are 
coming in from the homeland. The in
vading commander may sum up the gen
eral situation on the following lines: he 
is now the occupier of a few square miles 
of ground in the heart of hostile territory. 
He can count himself immune from atomic 
bombing as long as he stays where he is, 
for this weapon cannot be used against 
him without wiping out the town and the 
inhabitants. The only method of trans
port to and from this area of security 
that is' relatively safe fro:QJ atomic attack 
b the fast airplane. In regard to ground 
n10vement, he is somewhat of a prisoner 
within the town boundaries, for as soon 

as he commits a large force to the open 
country the force will be liable to atomic 
bombardment. 

What of the problem of the counterat
tack by enemy,ground forces? Here again, 
the situation arises in which the enemy, 
to put in an· attack in force, must commit 
large bodies of men to the dangers of ap
proach over open agricultural country, 
where they will present a worth-while 
target for the invader's air support atomic 
bombs. 

it might also be of interest to consider 
how the population of the captured town 
would feel about their city being used as 
a stronghold. At first glance, it might 
be thought that they would object vio
lently at being thus treated as pawns of 
war. But closer consideration reveals 
that, by being occupied by an airborne in
vader, they, too, are provided with a form 
of security against atomic bombing. The 
invader in their midst will spell freedom 
from the invader's air forces. 

In atomic warfare, the advantage of 
cover and movement is with the invader, 
inasmuch as every sizeable town or city 
will provide him with cover from atomic 
fire. Here the enemy cannot wound him 
without inflicting an even greater wound 
upon himself. On the other hand, the in
vader, learning of an enemy formation lo
cated in some enemy town, is ha.mpered 
by no such consideration and can, if, neces
sary, call upon his atomic-armed air sup
port to deal with such targets. For the 
invader, the danger zone will be all the 
open country lying outside 'the urban 
areas, for here the division, corps, or 
larger formation will present a detectable 
target for the atomic proj~ctile. 

It would be well to note here that: the 
analogy between the atom bomb and the 
thousand-bomber raids of the pre-1945. 
era is only applicable when assessing the 
relative damage to property and life 
within built-up areas. In the field of 
military tactics, many other factors are 
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introduced. An air armada, a thousand 
planes strong, must sacrifice all ·thoughts 
of the stealthy, unobserved approach and 
must rely to a great extent on flight for
mation and fighter escort for air protec
tion, and upon height for antiaircraft 
gun protection. Its very numbers would 
make it an unwieldy method of attack if 
directed against the vague. and ill-defined 
target of a ground force instead of the 
clear-cut target presented by a city. If a 
ground force is protected by a superior 
fighter support, it can be taken alm9st 
as a mathematical certainty that the main 
co-ordinated effort of the bomber attack 
will be broken. Although a considerable 
number of the 1:1ombers will undoubtedly 
get through, the quantity and quality of 
their bombing will have been so adversely 
affected by the confusion and loss of con
trol that they will riot inflict much serious 
damage. 

Generally speaking, it is the size of 
an attacking force that constitutes one 
of its main weaknesses. Whereas you can, 
by virtue of superior armament, superior 

, numbers, and much planning, guarantee 
to keep out an air armada, a naval fleet, 
or a corps, you can never guarantee to 
keep out one plane or one patrol boat or 
one infantryman. In atomic warfare, 
therefore, ground formations can no 
longer expect that immunity from· serious 
air bombing which, in World War II, 
could. be with confidence insured by the 

. possession of strong fighter cover. 

Second Phase 

While the enemy still retains the atomic 
weapon, the bodily occupation of a por
tion of his country will be restricted to 
the occupation of towns and cities only. 
Those who would venture forth on the 
lanas between cities would do so at their 
peril. After ''the establishment of the 
first base, the next project of the invading 
commander will be the seizure of the 
neighboring towns, with a view to creat-

ing an e:&panding network of strongholds 
or "havens" over a wide area , of hostile 
territory, The same element of surprise 
which enabled the first. base \o be cap
tured will not exist when it comes to fry
ing to seize, with airborne troops, con
tiguous towns. The enemy's attention 
will now be focused on the first base and 
the neighboring territory. He may an
ticipate similar operations on the towns 
within 50 to 100 miles. It must be re
membered that a small amount of ground 
opposition to the initial stages of an air
landing can cause trouble out of all pro
portion to its size. 

The first step of the "expansion" policy 
~ill be the dispatch from the first base 
of a small reconnaissance task force, 
mainly armored, and highly mobile. The 
roles of this force will be: to reconnoiter 
on a wide front the intervening country 
between the first base and the next chosen 
town, with a view to detecting enemy land 
troops hitherto undetected from the air; 
to reconnoiter the intended landing strip 

, at the town, and to deal with any light 
defenses; to carry out any clearing work 
within its powers, should the landing strip 
be obstructed; and, in general, .to act as 
the precautionary advanced guard, for the 
subsequent air-landing. 

The size of this task force must, of 
course, be sufficiently small to render it 
difficult or impossible to be detected from 
the air, and sufficiently small to be un- · 
worthy of atomic fire. It will be essen
tially a long-range reconnaissance force. 
travelling on a 20- or 30-mile front for 
distances of 50 or 100 miles, obtaining 
information en route with a minimum of 
fighting, and only converging at its des
tination to act as a small assault and 
holding force. Speed will be a necessity, 
and probably armored cars of the six
wheeled type will be favored rather than 
the slower and more unreliable tracked 
vehicle. 

The composition of the force will be 
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about two battalions· of armored cars, 
two companies of assault infantry in ar
mored carriers, and a small engineers' de-. 
tachm.ent. The armored cars will be ex
tended widely on. parallel roads, and the 
infantry and supporting detachments will 
travel down the center line. The whole 
strength< of the force may, while moving, 
be at times dispersed over an area of 300 
square miles. 'This wide dispersal, com
bined with a rapidly changing position, 
will give the force comparative security 
from the air. 

For artillery, the force will have at its 
disposal close-support aircraft of the 
fighter-bomber type, equipped with small 
HE bombs and cannon, and stationed 
within easy reach at the first base. The 
planes will not take off unless called upon, 
and any air support undertaken will be 
controlled by radio by the appropriate 
ground officer of the detachment that has 
run into trouble. A couple of light, slow
flying planes of the L-5 type could ac
company the force with profit. 

When the task force. contacts enemy 
troops of battalion or regiment strength, 
it will be normally content to report back 
and keep on moving, leaving the invading 
commander at the first base to decide if 
he should take any further action ~ith 
other forces under his command there. It 
is possible that the task force may run 
into an enemy force of division or more 
strength. Such a target will justify the 
employment of the atom bomb. 

It will be improbable that the com
mander of the first base (or any other 
firld commander) will have authority to 
call down atom bombs. The final decision 
will no doubt be made at a far higher 
le•:el of command, after considerable check 
a1:d countercheck of relevant facts and in
fr.•·mati,on. This will, of cou(se, create 
qrite a time lag, but such disadvantage 
w;n be preferable to the hazards of de
Cf'1tralized control, wherein an incomplete 
kl owledge of the general picture is more 

to be expected. For whatever happens, 
the. inadequately or imperfectly informed 
air pilot must never be in the position of 
being the arbiter of whether to drop or. 
not to drop the atom bomb. May God help 
the infantry 'and tank crews if atom 
bombs are ever dropped as casually as 
were the HE bombs of World War II. 

To fill this time lag, immediately avail
able close-support. aircraft may be called 
upon to harass the enemy formation, to 
prevent any extreme movement away 
from the area on the map where it was 
first contacted. The enemy will no doubt 
be only too aware of the penalties accru
ing from being caught out en masse, and, 
when discovered, will endeavor to disperse 
on a grand scale. 

But there is a limit to the extent to 
which a formation may spread itself 
without losing its usefulness as an or
ganized fighting force. 

Atom Bombing 

However, the difference between the 
time lag that will ensue from the time 
the first base commandt;r starts arrang
ing for atom bombing, and the time lag 
required by a large enemy formation to 
disperse, should not be very great. By 
the time the atom bomb plane is overhead, 
the enemy will not have dispersed very 
far. The reconnaissance task force, be
ing equipped for speed, will, of course, 
have been ordered to clear out of the zone 
as soon as the atom bombing plans have 
been made. 

The destructive effect of the atom bomb 
used on ground formation will be in no 
way comparable with its effect on densely 
packed cities. Nevertheless,' a division lo
cated within an area of about 6 by' 12 
miles, if subjected to two or three evenly 
placed bombs, is bound to suffer severely, 
no matter what the degree or pattern 
of dispersal within that area.· It is 
not necessary to kill every man in a 
military force in order to cripple it.· A 
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loss of some 30 percent effectives, espe
cially if simultaneous, will ;render most 
forces temporarily inoperative. 

The men of the reconnaissance task 
force, on their long-range missions,. may , 
have to traverse areas recently atom 
bombed. This introduces some psycho
logical aspects of fear not entirely dis
similar to those created by poison gas in 
World War I. Fear of blast and bullet is 
a healthy and understandable emotion. 
But the fear of the insidious after-effects 
of nuclear disintegration is a paralyzing, 
creeping dread that chills ·the heart and 
numbs the mind. 

The somewhat garbled and censored re
ports that have thus far come down to us 
laymen are neither very instructing nor 
encouraging-and the imagination feeds 
on ignorance. It is to be hoped that prep
aration to combat this aspect of future 
war will be something better than a last
minute pamphlet {telling us, mainly, not 
to worry) thrust in our hands as we climb 
in our carriers and armored cars. 

Conclusions 

The main characteristics of the atomic 
weapon are its colossal expense and the 

consequential enforced economy of use, 
and its large destructive area with its 
consequential -lack of selectivity. 

The most desirable places to1 be when 
atomie bombing is in progress are: deep 
underground; in an airplane; or so close 
to the enemy that, because of this unselec
tivity, he is unable to use atomic weapons. 

The most undesirable place to be is 
within a target area, measurable in square 
miles, where the enemy can hit you with
out hitting himself as well. 

Once a first base has been established 
by air-landing in enemy territory, the sub
sequent process of enlarging the occupied 
area will develop along the tactically tra
ditional method of darting from cover to 
cover. The cover in future war will be 
any large concentration of enemy life and 
property. 

When the enemy's means of launching 
atomic projectiles have been overcome
even though his main military strength 
on the ground may still he intact-the 
whole pattern of land warfare changes for 
the invader. Then he is restored to full 
surface mobility, and his motor-borne 
troops and heavy tanks can stream over 
the land. 

Since we will never start a war, we must predicate our defense plans on 
the assumption that if war comes we will be attacked, that this attack prob
ably will be a surprise attack and that it probably will be as swift and 
devastating as the aggressor can possibly make it. 

Former Secretary of the A1·my Gordon Gray 

The threat of the atomic bomb m~y well reduce the size of units in 
combat. Big supply depots, ports, and even troop concentrations will not 
be possible. 

I do not see how large armies can be supported in combat. I anticipate 
the use of widely dispersed small forces-combat team size and even smaller
their equipment light-their supplies limited-not only air-supported but 
probably air-transported and air-supplied. 

Lieutenant General Leslie R. Groves 
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WARTIME ECONOMIC fLANNING IN 
AGRICULTURE. By Bela Gold. 594 Pages. 
Columbia University Press, New York. 
$6.75. 

America's shortcomings in wartime 
agricultural planning are laid by the 
author to confusion about mobilization 
needs ·and objectives, weakness in the 
organization to execute plans, the opposi
tion of special-interest groups, ignorance 
and apathy of the people generally, and 
inadequate leadership. The book covers 
such subjects as mobilization of land and 
livestock, man power, machinery, fertilizer, 
credit, food allocation, and distribution. 

A COMMUNIST PARTY IN ACTION. An 
, Account. of the Organization and Opera

tions in France. By A. Rossi. Translated 
and edited by Willmoore Kendall. 301 
Pages. Yale University Press, New Haven. 
$4.00. 

This is a study of communist opera
tions in France, written by a form~r 
Italian communist who broke with ,the 
movement. 

THE RED ARMY TODAY. By Colonel 
Louis B. Ely. Military Service Publishing 
Co., Harrisburg, Pa. $3.50. 

This evaluation .of the Russian Army 
is based largely on interviews with 
former Russian and German officers and 
on· documents which have become avail
ab~e since World War II. The author 
believes that the Russians are relying on 
a r'reat ground army rather than on their 
air force or submarine fleet. 

DISASTER THROUGH AIR POWER. By 
Marshall Andrews. 143 Pages. Rinehart & 
Company, Inc., New York. $2.00. 

The avowed purpose of Disaster 
Through Air Power is to counter the con
cepts developed by strategic air power 
enthusiasts and to re-establish public 
thinking along the lines of balanced forces. 

The author is firmly convinced that 
air power has erected about itself a wall 
of propaganda so formidable that it 
could lead to national military disaster. 

Air power proponents, Andrews con
tends, are attempting to substitute the 
"military verities" for "a single doctrine 
based on a single weappn." "Never be
fore," ht. says, "has a weapon served as 
a basis for a military doctrine complete 
with victory guaranteed." 

This is the author's reasoning: 
America fought the War with 110 policy 

for the coming peace. Since the US will 
never be party to aggressive war, an 
enemy is handed the initiative. If the 
first blow of a future war is to be decisive, 
the situation appears hopeless .• 

Air power concepj;s contemplate long 
raids, high speeds, and atomic and other 
explosives , against all centers of an 
enemy's war-making potential. Ground 
troops would move , in later to occupy 
territory already won. 

On the other hand, a balanced force 
would use all elements of Allied power, 
drawing strength from each. Unless his 
army is destroyed by land action, an enemy 
could still maintain his political system 
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somewhere in Europe. Holding Europe in 
the first place is possible. 

Air power proponents do not understand 
sea power. In the naval battles of World 
War, II, the plane was just another 
weapon; it did not alter fundamentals. 

Tactical air support of ground opera
tions is the "stepchild" of air. power; the 
Air Force is not prepared to gain com
mand of the air, and it expects to fight at 
long range from North America. 

The "ultimate weapon" is the foot sol
dier. There is need for a plan of general 
military training, and a reversal of the 
War policy which favored armor, air, and 
navy, "despite the fact that the foot 
soldier was destined to carry the brunt of 
the battle." 

The Army must stop "rolling over at 
Air Force bidding" and make known what 
it does and what it needs. 

These, briefly, are Andrews' arguments. 
He then offers "one man's solution": 

Adopt a realistic military policy that 
dispels the belief that wars can be ·won 
easily; recognize that a third world war 
would bring war to the Western Hemi
sphere if· US strategy is based only on 
inter"continental bombing; make the pub
lic realize that the citizen must be given 
military training; develop greater effi
ciency in the services; rJduce logistical 
overhead; abandon the concept of forces 
on the basis of weapons and reorganize 
on functional lines, with a three-service 
combat force, a logistical force, and . a 
~upport force; establish a Chief of Staff 
for the military establishment with a 
joint staff; give the Army its own tactical 
aviation for close support. 

Mr. Andrews' book will unquestionably 
generate much contention. He will duubt
les's consider the effort worth while, how
ever, if it stirs the public to a greater 
apprec.iation of balanced forces. The 
author is a military writer of long experi
ence on the staff of the Washington Post. 

ROOSEVELT'S GOOD NEIGHBOR POL
ICY. By E. 0. Guerrant. 248 Pages. Uni· 
versity of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque. 
$3.50. ' 

This· book deal's with PresideJt Roose
velt's program of co-operation with the 
Latin-American nations from its incep
tion in 1933 through World War II. 

COMBAT COMMAND: The American 
Aircraft Carriers in the Pacific War. By 
Admiral Frederick C. Sherman, USN 
(Ret.). 427 Pages. E. P. Dutton, New York. 
$5.00. ' 

Admiral Sherman has compressed into 
one volume a history of the American 
n~val war in the Pacific. The book em
phasizes the dominance that aircraft car
riers and their planes have assumed in 
naval warfare. 

DATELINE: WASHINGTON. The Story 
of National Affairs Journalism. Edited by 
Cabell Phillips and Duncan Aikman. 320 
Pages. Doubleday and Co., New York. 
$4.00. 

BRAZIL: WORLD FRONTIER. By Ben· 
jamin H. Hunnicutt. 387 Pages. D. Van 
Nostrand Company, New York. $6.~0. 

LOUIS PASTEUR: Free Lance of Science. 
By Rene J. Dubos. 418 Pages. Little, Brown 
& Co., Boston. $5.00. 

THE WESTERN WORLD AND JAPAN. 
By G. B. Sansom. 504' Pages. Alfred A. 
Knopf, New York. $6.00. 

HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL ECON· 
OMY OF RUSSIA TO THE 1917 REVO· 
LUTION. By Peter I. Lyashchenko. Trans
lated by L. M. Herman. 880 Pages. The 
Macmillan Company, New York. $13.00. 

NEW WORLD OF SOUTHEAST ASIA. 
By Lennox A. Mills and associates. 445 
Pages. University of Minnesota Press, 
Minneapolis. $5.00. 
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